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Abstract

Exploring the work and organisation of local Healthwatch in England: a mixed-methods ethnographic study

Giulia Zoccatelli,1* Amit Desai,1* Glenn Robert,1 Graham Martin2 and Sally Brearley1

1Florence Nightingale Faculty of Nursing, Midwifery and Palliative Care, King’s College London, London, UK
2The Healthcare Improvement Studies Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

*Corresponding authors giulia.zoccatelli@kcl.ac.uk and amit.desai@kcl.ac.uk

Background: Local Healthwatch organisations are an important part of the landscape of health and care commissioning and provision in England. In addition, local Healthwatch organisations are a key means by which users of services are given voice to influence decisions about health and care commissioning and provision.

Objective: We aimed to explore and enhance the operation and impact of local Healthwatch in ensuring effective patient and public voice in the commissioning and provision of NHS services.

Design: We used mixed methods, including a national survey (96/150 responses, 68%); actor network theory-inspired ethnographic data collection in five local Healthwatch organisations (made up of 75 days’ fieldwork, 84 semistructured interviews, 114 virtual interviews, observations during the COVID-19 pandemic and documentary analysis) and serial interviews about experiences during the pandemic with 11 Healthwatch staff and four volunteers who were members of a Healthwatch Involvement Panel (which also guided data collection and analysis). Finally, we ran five joint interpretive forums to help make sense of our data.

Setting: Our five Healthwatch case study organisations are of varying size and organisational form and are located in different parts of England.

Results: We found significant variation in the organisation and work of Healthwatch organisations nationally, including hosting arrangements, scale of operations, complexity of relationships with health and care bodies, and sources of income beyond core funding. Key points of divergence that were consequential for Healthwatch activities included the degree of autonomy from host organisations and local understandings of accountability to various constituencies. These points of divergence gave rise to very different modes of operation and different priorities for enacting the nationally prescribed responsibilities of Healthwatch organisations locally. Large variations in funding levels created Healthwatch organisations that diverged not just in scale but in focus. As the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, Healthwatch found new approaches to giving voice to the views of the public and formed effective relationships with other agencies.

Recommendations: We identified generalisable principles of good practice regarding the collection and communication of evidence. Policy implications relate to (1) the overall funding regime for Healthwatch and potential inequalities in what is available to local populations and (2) the development of Healthwatch’s role given the evolution of local health and care systems since 2012.
Future work: Future studies should explore (1) the consequences of the development of integrated care systems for local Healthwatch organisations, (2) Healthwatch in an international comparative perspective, (3) how the response to the COVID-19 pandemic has reconfigured the voluntary sector locally and (4) how Healthwatch responds formally and informally to a newly emerging focus on public health and health inequalities.

Limitations: The survey sought only self-reported information on impact and we were unable to recruit a Healthwatch that hosted several contracts.

Conclusions: The diversity of the Healthwatch network belies its otherwise unitary appearance. This diversity – especially in differential funding arrangements – has considerable implications for equity of access to influencing health and care planning and provision for residents across England.

Funding: This project was funded by the National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) Health and Social Care Delivery Research programme and will be published in full in *Health and Social Care Delivery Research*; Vol. 10, No. 32. See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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# List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>actor network theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Clinical Commissioning Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>chief executive officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COO</td>
<td>chief operating officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQC</td>
<td>Care Quality Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHSC</td>
<td>Department of Health and Social Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>full-time equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>general practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIP</td>
<td>Healthwatch Involvement Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>integrated care partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICS</td>
<td>integrated care system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>joint interpretive forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPB</td>
<td>joint partnership board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK</td>
<td>local involvement network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRCV</td>
<td>Local Reform and Community Voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHR</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Care Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCN</td>
<td>primary care network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPG</td>
<td>Patient Participation Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>patient and public involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STP</td>
<td>sustainability and transformation partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCSE</td>
<td>Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ensuring that people’s voices are heard is a vital part of planning for provision of health-care services in a patient-centred, publicly funded NHS. The NHS is accountable to the public, communities and the patients whom it serves, and this guarantees that services are more caring, safe and effective. Healthwatch was set up in 2013 to understand the needs and experiences of patients and the local community and to ensure that local residents’ views are heard and acted on. Healthwatch is therefore a key partner for the NHS. There are 152 local Healthwatch organisations in England, and they have powers to advise local authorities and local NHS leaders about their communities’ needs and concerns relating to health and social care.

The aim of this study was to explore and enhance the way in which local Healthwatch works to ensure meaningful patient and public voice in the commissioning and provision of NHS services. We conducted a national survey of the 150 Healthwatch organisations in England and then studied five Healthwatch organisations in detail by observing what they did and interviewing their staff. During the pandemic, we stayed in touch with these Healthwatch organisations through virtual communications. We also conducted a series of interviews about experiences during the pandemic with staff and volunteers from 15 other Healthwatch organisations who were members of a Healthwatch Involvement Panel. This Healthwatch Involvement Panel also helped make sense of all the information we collected. Finally, we ran feedback sessions that involved not only Healthwatch staff but also other local decision-makers.

We found that how Healthwatch organisations are structured – and the type of work that they do – varies greatly. The relationships between Healthwatch and other health and social care organisations in a local area – and variations in the amount of funding Healthwatch received – helped explain many of these differences. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Healthwatch found new ways to give voice to the views of the public and formed effective relationships with other organisations to help it do so.

The study led to important new understandings about patient and public voice in the NHS. The findings suggest how local health and social care systems can best co-operate with residents and patients through Healthwatch.
Scientific summary

Background

Introduced as part of the 2012 Health and Social Care Act (Great Britain. Health and Social Care Act 2012. London: The Stationery Office; 2012) and formally launched the following year, the 150 Healthwatch organisations in England are an important part of the local landscape of health and care commissioning and provision. Healthwatch organisations are intended to be key means by which users of services are given voice to influence decisions about health and care, working with other agencies to ensure that the views of local communities are considered. Local Healthwatch organisations have statutory functions to advise local authorities and NHS commissioners about their communities’ needs and concerns. Although all Healthwatch organisations are required to be social enterprises, there is no nationally mandated model for Healthwatch. Such flexibility in terms of organisational arrangements contributes to the range of organisational models on which Healthwatch can draw.

Funding for Healthwatch has substantially decreased since its launch in 2013. Originally set at £40.3M in 2013/14, it fell to an estimated £25.5M in 2019/20, which is in line with wider reductions in funding to local government. In general, there is a lack of transparency in the way in which local authorities allocate funding to their local Healthwatch, leading to significant variability of Healthwatch budgets across England.

The NHS Long Term Plan [NHS. NHS Long Term Plan. 2019. URL: www.longtermplan.nhs.uk/publication/nhs-long-term-plan (accessed 27 May 2022)] envisaged that all areas in England would be covered by integrated care systems (ICSs) from 2021. Building on this, the government published a health and care White Paper in February 2021 [Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC). Integration and Innovation: Working Together to Improve Health and Social Care for All. London: DHSC; 2021] and it proposed that such ICSs be made statutory organisations with commensurate powers. However, although Healthwatch was mentioned in the 2021 White Paper as a way in which public and patient voice could be represented at the ICS level, its involvement was not formally mandated in the subsequent Health and Care Act 2022. Healthwatch’s involvement in integrated care to date has been variable.

Although studies have indicated the importance of local relationships and context to the activities of specific Healthwatch organisations, to date, Healthwatch work has not been systematically examined through national research. This study, undertaken from 2018 to 2021, addresses this research gap.

Objectives

The aim of our study was to explore and enhance the operation and impact of local Healthwatch in ensuring effective patient and public voice in the commissioning and provision of NHS services. We have achieved this aim by pursuing the following four objectives:

1. establish current priorities, activities and organisational arrangements of local Healthwatch in England
2. explore the processes and interactions that link local Healthwatch organisations to a range of individual and institutional actors [e.g. commissioners, general practitioners, Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), trusts, patients, local authority staff, care homes, third-sector organisations and Healthwatch England] and to the wider contexts through which they operate (e.g. funding, contracts, reports) to assess their impact on local health-care commissioning and provision
3. build consensus about what might constitute ‘good practice’ in terms of the operation of local Healthwatch
4. distil and then disseminate generalisable principles around what facilitates and/or limits the influence of local Healthwatch as a key element of patient and public voice in the NHS.

Methods

This mixed-methods study was organised in four phases.

Phase 1
Phase 1 comprised the design, development, distribution and analysis of a national survey of all 150 local Healthwatch organisations in England. We received responses to our survey from 96 local Healthwatch organisations and this was a response rate of 68% (as eight Healthwatch organisations responded on behalf of two or more Healthwatch organisations that operated as a combined organisation).

Phase 2
Phase 2 included:

- the purposive sampling and recruitment of five case study sites and the recruitment of 15 members of the Healthwatch Involvement Panel (HIP)
- 75 days of ethnographic fieldwork in the case study sites to gather documentary evidence, carry out observations and conduct 84 semistructured interviews
- a switch to virtual fieldwork in March 2020, comprising 114 virtual contacts
- data-gathering and iterative data analysis with the HIP across five meetings (analysis of ethnographic data identified key points of divergence that were consequential for the activities of Healthwatch).

Phase 3
Phase 3 included 27 online interviews and four small-group discussions with HIP members to explore Healthwatch experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic and to generate statements of good practice.

Phase 4
Phase 4 consisted of five participatory sense-making workshops modelled on joint interpretive forums (JIFs). The first workshop was held virtually (with representatives from all five Healthwatch study sites) and it was followed by virtual workshops at four of the individual local Healthwatch study sites.

Results

Phase 1: survey
The survey revealed variation in the organisation and work of Healthwatch nationally, including hosting arrangements, scale of operations, complexity of relationships with other health and care bodies, and sources of income beyond core funding. Over half (58.3%) of local Healthwatch organisations reported that they are standalone organisations that do only Healthwatch-related work. Since 2013, budget cuts have affected almost 80% (79.3%) of local Healthwatch organisations. Seventy-four per cent of local Healthwatch organisations currently receive funding external to that provided by their local authority for their Healthwatch functions. Most Healthwatch organisations do not engage with more than one of any given category of external stakeholder, and most engage with only one CCG (56.3%), one mental health trust (82.3%) and one community health trust (62.5%), although almost 60% (59.4%) engage with more than one hospital trust. Few local Healthwatch organisations reported impact that was national (10.4%), but all reported local impact.
Phase 2: ethnographic fieldwork

Our ethnographic fieldwork found four key axes of Healthwatch variability that shape Healthwatch’s everyday work and these are:

1. organisational structures (‘hosted’ or ‘standalone’)
2. funding arrangements
3. institutional landscape
4. strategies and practices of engagement.

Organisational structures (‘hosted’ or ‘standalone’)

We found variability in Healthwatch’s organisational arrangements at our five study sites, and such variability complicates the straightforward dualism between ‘hosted’ and ‘standalone’ organisations. In addition, the variability shows how Healthwatch’s organisational structures are the product of a broader range of factors (including organisational histories and board composition, strategic planning to better exploit financial resources and the lack of geographical overlap between the work of the host organisation and hosted Healthwatch), leading to a degree of separateness. Looking specifically at our three study sites ‘hosted’ by other organisations, our findings show a great variability in their organisational arrangements. Although two of these study sites were hosted by a small local charitable company that held only one Healthwatch contract, each has its own ways of organising and conceiving Healthwatch work.

Funding arrangements

Money is a major axis of variability between Healthwatch organisations. Different amounts of funding in different areas enable the creation and maintenance of radically different sorts of organisations, which, nevertheless, ostensibly share the same mission. Healthwatch contract value is partly justified based on population. Therefore, larger local authority areas tend to receive larger absolute amounts of funding than smaller areas. However, these larger absolute amounts of funding are not used to help these Healthwatch organisations replicate the services of smaller Healthwatch organisations on a larger scale; rather, the larger contract value enables such Healthwatch organisations to hire greater numbers of staff specialised in a greater range of disciplines and skills, and therefore to offer additional (and qualitatively different) services. In so doing, the larger organisations become very different from smaller Healthwatch, despite sharing a name.

The value of Healthwatch contracts influences the ability of Healthwatch organisations to engage local people and promote their involvement in the monitoring and planning of services. We also found that, as a result of a fall in the value of local Healthwatch contracts over the past 8 years, many Healthwatch organisations have chosen to solicits additional funding from the NHS and local authorities. However, some Healthwatch organisations have questioned whether this lessens or enhances the organisation’s independence. It may also be the case that larger Healthwatch organisations are in a better position than smaller ones to obtain substantial external funding for research or engagement activities, thereby widening the gap between Healthwatch organisations even further and raising questions of equity for people in different areas of England. Perhaps the most striking consequence of the differential levels of funding is the impact on the capacity of Healthwatch as an organisation to grow and diversify and, in doing so, expand not only the notion of Healthwatch, but also the notion of patient and public voice itself.

Institutional landscape

Healthwatch is embedded in an ecosystem of relationships with people in the health and social care system, as well as in the material and institutional infrastructures of the areas where they operate (e.g. a successful provider trust, a long-standing partnership board, a large number of district-level health and well-being boards). We found that these various ecosystems shape individual Healthwatch strategies and practices. For instance, one Healthwatch study site’s focus on local people’s in-depth, lived experience of specific health and social care topics was influenced by the sheer complexity and size of the health and social care system, and challenges associated with maintaining meaningful relationships with a large number of partners. However, two of the other study sites were part of well-integrated systems even before the formal development of their integrated care partnerships. In these areas, the relationships...
Forced by Healthwatch were more predictable because of the smaller identifiable number of people and institutions with whom Healthwatch can have regular and consistent contact. This meant that these Healthwatch’s practices and strategies were more easily embedded in local institutional conversations around health and social care.

**Strategies and practices of engagement**

One of the key statutory functions of Healthwatch is to obtain the views of people about their needs and experience of local health and social care services. Many Healthwatch organisations receive unsolicited feedback, conduct surveys of residents and patients (both by type of service and by type of user), carry out enter and view visits, and organise Healthwatch stalls in public places and events. However, the strategies and practices of engagement are varied and are substantially determined by individual Healthwatch organisational structure, funding and local landscape. Two of our study sites provide an instructive comparison about how engagement is shaped by different levels of funding. The funding arrangements of one study site meant that it could not initiate or substantially direct engagement activities itself. Rather, the main source of the site’s engagement was work carried out by other organisations, such as local Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprises, which are granted money from the Local Reform and Community Voices grant. This means that this Healthwatch site had little control over the design, the execution and the end results of the engagement that is carried out in its name. Conversely, the second Healthwatch site – the best-funded Healthwatch site among our study sites – had a great deal of autonomy over the type of engagement projects it undertook. This autonomy extended to individual members of Healthwatch staff, who were largely free to pursue projects based on their personal or professional interests (as long as they were regarded as within Healthwatch’s remit by senior managers, the board or the local authority commissioner).

**Phase 3: experiences during COVID-19**

As the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, we also examined the ways in which Healthwatch’s approaches to giving voice to the views of the public and to forming effective relationships with other agencies evolved. For instance, involvement in mutual aid groups’ WhatsApp chats (Meta Platforms, Inc., Menlo Park, CA, USA) allowed access to the views and experiences of people (e.g. those who were self-isolating), which might otherwise be difficult to access. We found that crucial to Healthwatch’s ability to act effectively in conveying patient and public voice throughout the course of the pandemic was its formally mandated position in England’s health and social care system (as well as the expertise, reputation and relationships built up over time because of that status). Local Healthwatch also reported a tension between being responsive to the needs of the system during an emergency and managing its own sense of autonomy to set its own work agenda. Not only was this tension bound up for some in a cherished notion of Healthwatch independence but it also had practical effects such as the increased risk of staff burnout, which respondents feared would in the long run lead to a less effective local Healthwatch.

**Phase 4: joint interpretive forums and principles of good practice**

We used the analysis of the JIFs combined with the ethnographic data from phases 2 and 3 to draft a series of ‘principles of good practice’ relating to how Healthwatch collects, organises and communicates evidence about people’s experiences of health and care to their local system. We chose to focus on this area because Healthwatch’s practices and strategies for the gathering and use of patient and public voice constitute the very core of its mission and are crucial to better inform health and social care commissioning and provision. This focus was substantiated by insights from all the five case study sites during the planning of phase 4. These ‘principles’ were later circulated to HIP members to test their relevance and usefulness to the broader Healthwatch network beyond the specificities of the five Healthwatch study sites. The principles are:

- use a broad range of techniques to collect patient and public voice and to communicate this to local partners
- enhance Healthwatch influence by adopting a more locality-based approach to patient and public voice
• co-ordinate evidence-gathering with other Healthwatch organisations within ICS areas
• adapt communication strategies with local democratic representatives in innovative ways
• panels of service users can be a rich and sustainable source of insight if organised as a partnership between Healthwatch and statutory and voluntary sector organisations.

Conclusions

The study produced generalisable principles of good practice regarding the collection and communication of evidence regarding local people’s views and needs, and communicating it effectively. Policy implications relate to the (1) overall funding regime for Healthwatch and its potential to generate inequalities in what is available to local populations and (2) development of Healthwatch’s role given the evolution of local health and care systems since 2012. Our recommendations for future research (in priority order) are as follows:

• Explore the consequences for local Healthwatch of the development of ICSs.
• Explore Healthwatch in an international comparative perspective. It may prove instructive to conduct a comprehensive comparison of such provision across the nations of the UK, and between England and other health systems around the world.
• Explore how the response to the COVID-19 pandemic has reconfigured the voluntary sector locally. It may be important to track these changes and their effects to optimise the ways in which health and care planning and provision is organised post-pandemic.
• Explore how Healthwatch respond formally and informally to a newly emerging focus on public health and health inequalities.

Funding

This project was funded by the National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) Health and Social Care Delivery Research programme and will be published in full in *Health and Social Care Delivery Research*; Vol. 10, No. 32. See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
Chapter 1  Context and research objectives
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Enabling residents’ voices to be heard is vital for planning the provision of publicly funded health and social care services and ensuring that the wider systems – of which such services are a part – are accountable to the public, the communities and the patients they serve. National and international policies encourage the involvement of residents in health planning and provision.

In some countries, including England, there is a legal duty to consider public involvement in commissioning and providing health care, and at all stages in major health-care planning decisions, and this is a cornerstone of patient-centred health and care systems. There is increasing evidence of a positive association between public involvement and more ‘innovative, effective and efficient ways of designing, delivering and joining up services’ (contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0). For instance, it has been argued that NHS managers and staff are more informed as to the needs of the community they serve and will make better decisions about how to use limited resources when they listen to what matters to residents. Other rationales for incorporating public and patient voice into decision-making and care improvement are more broadly about enhancing legitimacy and building consensus around often contentious health-care reorganisations.

In England, state-sponsored patient and public involvement (PPI) dates to 1974, when community health councils were established as a new model through which to represent the views of the public and advocate for local patients in each area health authority. Subsequently, arm’s-length bodies fulfilling the function of representing the public in the sphere of health care have been a persistent feature of the English policy landscape. Nevertheless, since 2000, there have been three major reorganisations of the statutory system for PPI in England.

Community health councils were replaced by PPI forums in 2002, which were themselves abolished and replaced by local involvement networks (LINks) in 2008. LINks operated for only 4 years before they were superseded by Healthwatch, which was established as part of the coalition government’s 2012 reform of health and social care. Each iteration of the formal PPI system in England has involved different duties, powers, funding, composition and mechanisms for accountability (Table 1).

What is Healthwatch?

Originally conceived as a ‘consumer champion in health and care’, local Healthwatch is now ostensibly a major partner through which local government monitors the quality – and supports the design – of health and social care. Healthwatch does this by providing NHS England, Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), provider organisations and local authorities themselves with information and advice based on the views of residents and service users.

As we write, there are 150 local Healthwatch bodies across England. This number does not quite correspond with the number of local authorities in England because Healthwatch Dorset, Healthwatch West Central London and Healthwatch Northamptonshire each cover more than one local authority area.

Local Healthwatch work is supported at the national level by Healthwatch England, an independent statutory subcommittee of the Care Quality Commission (CQC), which provides local organisations
with guidance and advice and draws on evidence collected locally to highlight national trends and issues. Local Healthwatch organisations have statutory powers to advise local authorities and NHS commissioners about their communities’ needs and concerns relating to the provision of health and social care, and these are embodied in Healthwatch’s six statutory functions (Box 1).

Healthwatch organisations are commissioned by each local authority in England with funding from the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC). The money is provided by the DHSC through two separate funding streams: (1) the central government grant to local government (distributed through the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government) and (2) a supposedly smaller amount of funding provided directly to local authorities through the Local Reform and Community Voices (LRCV) grant. This funding is not ring-fenced. In addition to providing funding for Healthwatch, the LRCV grant is also used to fund deprivation of liberty safeguards in hospitals and the independent NHS complaints advocacy services. Although the bulk of Healthwatch funding is supposed to come from the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities grant, Healthwatch England has recently highlighted that ‘a total of 71 local Healthwatch, almost half the network, now get most of their funding via the LRCV grant . . . and six local Healthwatch [. . . rely exclusively on the] money provided through the LRCV grant to fund their statutory activities’. Funding for Healthwatch has also substantially decreased since its launch in 2013. Originally set at £40.3M in 2013/14, funding has fallen to an estimated £25.5M in 2019/20, which is in line with wider reductions in funding to local government. In general, there is a well-recognised lack of transparency in the way that local authorities allocate funding to their local Healthwatch, leading to significant variability in Healthwatch budgets across England.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Regional NHS office</td>
<td>CPPIH</td>
<td>Local authority with funding from DHSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>Locality</td>
<td>NHS and primary care trusts in England</td>
<td>Local authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remit</td>
<td>NHS and public health</td>
<td>NHS and public health</td>
<td>Health and social care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>Unclear, but could be removed by nominating organisation</td>
<td>CPPIH</td>
<td>To be determined locally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Selected by CHC members employed by the NHS</td>
<td>Employed through voluntary organisations who are contracted to support PPI forums</td>
<td>Employed by host organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory powers</td>
<td>Request information, visit NHS premises, sit as observers on health authority boards, be consulted on major changes in health care, appeal to the Secretary of State</td>
<td>Request information and visit NHS premises</td>
<td>Request information, visit NHS premises, refer health and social care matters to local council’s overview and scrutiny committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHC, community health council; CPPIH, Commission for Patient and Public Involvement in Health; CQC, Care Quality Commission; DHSC, Department of Health and Social Care.
Adapted from Hogg and reproduced from Zoccatelli et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
Although all Healthwatch organisations are required to be social enterprises and are expected to involve volunteers in their activities and governance structures, there is no nationally mandated model for Healthwatch. Such flexibility in terms of organisational arrangements contributes to the range of organisational models on which Healthwatch can draw. For instance, Healthwatch organisations can be registered as charities, community interest companies or private limited companies. Some organisations may function as standalone or so-called ‘independent’ organisations that do only Healthwatch work, whereas other organisations may be part of larger organisations that also do work unrelated to Healthwatch. This situation raises hitherto underexplored questions about the relationship between local Healthwatch and non-statutory Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) organisations, as well as how – and with what effects – their respective roles in the local health and social landscape are formed.

In terms of their institutional role, Healthwatch bodies are differentiated from earlier state-backed PPI systems – principally by their legally mandated functions and a statutory seat on local health and well-being boards. A cornerstone of the 2012 reforms, health and well-being boards were established to integrate health and social care and ensure the inclusion of a wide range of local stakeholders in the strategic planning of health care, social care and public health; they vary greatly in their role and operation.¹⁹,²⁰ Healthwatch’s membership of health and well-being boards was intended to provide Healthwatch organisations (and, therefore, patient and public voice) with a more extensive role in the local decision-making mechanisms through which health and social care services are commissioned and provided locally. However, the move to integrated commissioning and provision of care beyond local authority footprints and the role of health and well-being boards is increasingly unclear.²¹ Nevertheless, as Gansu²² has stated, Healthwatch’s involvement in health and well-being boards points to an important, broader feature of its relationship to the local health and social care landscape:

… local Healthwatch are unique – they are the only organisation that has a helicopter view of an entire local Health and Wellbeing system. In the world of localism and integrated health and care this is key.²²
This ‘helicopter view’ is becoming more salient, given the transformation in NHS organisational structures towards integrated care at the regional, local and neighbourhood level in the years since 2013.

The organisation of health and care has changed dramatically since Healthwatch was conceived. Although the Health and Social Care Act 2012 prioritised the principles of competition and marketisation, the trend over the past 5 years has been towards greater collaboration and integration among NHS bodies and their partners. Of the many new structures that have emerged that affect the environment in which local Healthwatch work, integrated care systems (ICSs) are perhaps the most significant. ICSs are partnerships between NHS CCGs, providers and local authorities, together with VCSE organisations, across a given area (e.g. South East London or West Yorkshire and Harrogate). The NHS Long Term Plan envisaged that all areas in England would be covered by ICSs from 2021. Building on this, the government published a health and care white paper in February 2021. The paper proposed that such ICSs be made statutory organisations with commensurate powers. However, although Healthwatch was mentioned in the 2021 White Paper as a way in which public and patient voice could be represented at the ICS level, its involvement was not formally mandated in the subsequent Health and Care Act 2022.

Studying Healthwatch

Although there have been several studies of Healthwatch’s predecessors, there has been little research into how local Healthwatch organisations are organised, how they build and maintain relationships with different stakeholders and, ultimately, whether or not they make a meaningful contribution as a key pillar of resident and patient involvement in the English NHS. In the period before Healthwatch became operational, a National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR)-funded study looked at how CCGs conduct PPI in relation to long-term conditions. The study recommended that ‘further research is urgently required to examine how [PPI] is being developed within the reformed . . . NHS’. However, since this report in 2014, there has been little research on the work of Healthwatch.

Related work has looked at public participation in large-scale health changes and has studied Healthwatch as one of many actors in that process. Although this work valuably explores how various iterations of PPI coalesce in situations of contest or controversy, Healthwatch itself is not its immediate focus. Mixed-methods research commissioned by the DHSC examined the initial operations of local Healthwatch organisations in the first 18–21 months of their existence and noted the early variability of Healthwatch work, as well as its general reliance on positive relationships with local stakeholders to ‘build legitimacy, influence and create impact’ (contains information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0). The research also highlighted activities that made Healthwatch effective in its early days and proposed recommendations for change. More recent qualitative research on local Healthwatch organisations in one English region has pointed to a lack of clarity as to Healthwatch’s role in the landscape of health and social care planning and provision. Here, the authors identify what they term as the ‘jurisdictional misalignment’ between local Healthwatch organisations, local authorities, health and well-being boards and the NHS organisations with which they must work as a key challenge. Other tensions include competition with other third-sector and PPI organisations and processes and constrained local authority budgets from which local Healthwatch contracts are awarded, typically for 2 or 3 years at a time. Reflecting on the design of ‘local Healthwatch quality statements’ launched in 2016 to encourage local Healthwatch organisations to collect information about and assess the quality of their work, similarly highlighted the importance of local context and of good-quality relationships between service managers, local authority leaders, CCG members and local Healthwatch organisations.
Although these studies point to the challenges and tensions faced by local Healthwatch organisations, they do not explore the various institutional landscapes in which Healthwatch operates, the daily practices through which its influence is created and maintained, and the reasons for, and implications of, different approaches to collecting and communicating evidence about residents’ needs and experiences. It is essential to consider the interconnection of these various practices and concepts. To address this gap, our study uses the theoretical framework of actor network theory (ANT).

**Actor network theory**

Originating in science and technology studies, ANT focuses on the role of mutually influencing relations between various human and institutional actors, as well as the sociomaterial contexts (e.g. objects, documents, buildings, meetings, technologies, data, policies, strategies, contracts, ideas) in which they operate (Box 2).32,33

In studies of health-care service and delivery, ANT has typically been advanced as a framework for investigating health-care organisations and technologies,34–36 and it has been applied successfully in other NIHR-funded studies.37–40 For instance, three of the authors of this report – Amit Desai, Giulia Zoccatelli and Glenn Robert – were recently involved in a NIHR-funded project that used ANT to investigate and optimise the use of patient experience data in acute NHS trusts.40 This work explored the mutually influencing relationship between different forms of patient experience data and technologies and the people and institutions that use (or fail to use) them to improve the quality of patient care.40–42 Thinking with ANT meant that we built ethnographic descriptions of how patient experience data came to be formed in any given hospital and how these data were entangled in relationships that enabled them to act to affect improvement.

Our study of Healthwatch similarly pays attention to these ‘mutually influencing relations’ between various human and non-human actors in shaping the practices and strategies through which Healthwatch promotes patient and public voice.43 Using ANT adds to our understanding of Healthwatch in two main ways. First, we are able to expand the range of actors beyond merely human or institutional actors,

---

**BOX 2 What is ANT?**

- ANT is a theory developed by Bruno Latour, Michel Callon and John Law as part of science and technology studies during the 1980s.
- Although ANT carries ‘theory’ in its name, it is better understood as a range of methods for doing social science research.
- ANT sets out to describe the connections that link together humans and non-humans (e.g. objects, documents, buildings, meetings, technologies, data, policies, strategies, contracts, ideas). Both humans and non-humans are understood as ‘actors’ that can have an influence on phenomena of interest.
- In particular, ANT describes how these connections come to be formed, what holds them together and what they produce in particular contexts. This system of mutual influence between and among humans and non-humans is called an ‘actor network’.
- To study an actor network, ANT researchers employ some key qualitative research methods as part of their data collection:
  - non-participant observation (i.e. spending time in the places where the interactions between actors, both human and non-human, happen and decisions about them are taken) and recording them as field notes
  - interviews with relevant human actors to discuss their opinions, frustrations, emotions, hopes and beliefs, as well as the reasons underlying their practices
  - collection and analysis of relevant documents, particularly if they play a part in interactions.
which had been the focus of previous studies, and this allows us to give due consideration to the ways in which relationships between Healthwatch and its local stakeholders are shaped and mediated on a daily basis by artefacts, such as organisational and governance structures, funding arrangements, institutional landscapes, data, technologies and evidence-gathering mechanisms (i.e. non-human actors) (Box 3).

As we explore in the mode of analysis (see Chapter 3), findings (see Chapters 4–7) and discussion (see Chapter 8) chapters that follow, thinking with ANT allows us to see and analyse the entanglements of which Healthwatch is a part and which shape the possibilities of its work. Therefore, for example, we trace the ways in which the health and social care institutional landscape in any given Healthwatch area of operation intersects with funding arrangements or Healthwatch organisational structure, and how these need to be considered together to understand the nature of key Healthwatch activities, such as engagement or evidence-gathering and communication.

Second, existing studies rely primarily on interviews and surveys that can provide only post hoc accounts of events. Our study, although incorporating a survey and interviews, also prioritised a broadly ethnographic approach (endorsed by ANT) to capture the processual nature of relations, therefore uncovering the emergent and unexpected ways in which local Healthwatch organisations enhance patient and public voice.

By examining the nature and quality of interaction between local Healthwatch organisations and key stakeholders, as well as the non-human elements that enable such interaction, our study provides, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive exploration of these hitherto largely neglected organisations.

**Box 3** Examples of ‘human’ and ‘non-human’ actors considered in the study

**Human actors**
- Healthwatch staff and volunteers.
- Patients.
- Carers.
- Local residents.
- Charities staff and volunteers.
- CCG members.
- Local authority officers.
- Local councillors.
- Local GPs and others in general practices.
- Trust staff (e.g. patient experience managers, engagement managers, nurses, clinicians).

**Non-human actors**
- Documents (e.g. ‘enter and view’ reports, strategy documents, ICS plans, Healthwatch quality statements).
- Technologies (e.g. computers, software, patient experience data, surveys, internet, e-mail, telephones).
- Funding and funding applications.
- Policies.
- Buildings.
- Contracts.

GP, general practitioner.
Research aims and objectives

The aim of our study was to explore and enhance the operation and impact of local Healthwatch organisations in ensuring effective patient and public voice in the commissioning and provision of NHS services. We have achieved this aim by pursuing the following four objectives:

1. to establish current priorities, activities (e.g. advocacy, signposting, surveys, inspections) and organisational arrangements (e.g. staffing, funding, nature of contract, jurisdictions) of local Healthwatch organisations in England [method: survey (phase 1)]
2. to explore the processes and interactions that link local Healthwatch organisations to a range of individual and institutional actors [e.g. commissioners, general practitioners (GPs), CCGs, trusts, patients, local authority staff, care homes, third-sector organisations and Healthwatch England] and to the wider contexts through which they operate (e.g. funding, contracts, reports) to assess their impact on local health-care commissioning and provision [method: ethnographic fieldwork at five local Healthwatch organisations and engagement with members from 15 other Healthwatch organisations (phases 2 and 3)]
3. to build consensus about what might constitute ‘good practice’ in terms of the operation of local Healthwatch organisations [method: joint interpretive forums (JIFs) (phase 4)]
4. to distil and then disseminate generalisable principles around what facilitates and/or limits the influence of local Healthwatch as a key element of patient and public voice in the NHS [method: small-group discussions and online interviews with the Healthwatch Involvement Panel (HIP) and JIF (phase 3)].

Pursuing these objectives helped us answer our two key research questions:

1. What are the strategies, practices and sociomaterial structures that enable Healthwatch to enhance patient and public voice in the NHS?
2. How is PPI made impactful for residents themselves, as well as commissioners, providers and other NHS actors, as they are brought together through the daily work of Healthwatch?

Structure of the report

In this chapter, we have set out the context and relevant literature for our study, including the theoretical lenses we chose to adopt, as well as the aims and objectives of the study. In Chapter 2, we discuss the methodology we used and the changes we made to the original protocol.

In Chapter 3, we detail our data sources and our modes of analysis across the four phases of the study.

Chapter 4 presents the findings of our national survey of local Healthwatch mapping organisational structures, relationships and impact across the network.

Chapter 5 presents the findings from 16 months of ethnographic fieldwork at five local Healthwatch study sites and explores key axes of variability in Healthwatch’s arrangements, strategies and practices. The chapter is organised into four sections: (1) organisational structures, (2) funding arrangements, (3) institutional landscapes and (4) strategies and practices of engagement.

Chapter 6 combines insights from phases 2–4 of the study to produce statements of good practice relating to the collection, analysis and communication of patient and public voice. The bulk of the data presented here were collected at local JIFs held remotely at four of the study sites, and focused on what constitutes good and useful evidence for Healthwatch organisations and key partners, such as the NHS and local authorities, and what most effectively presents the voice of residents.
Chapter 7 draws on our research in phases 2 and 3 and explores how local Healthwatch organisations responded to the COVID-19 pandemic in England.

In Chapter 8, we demonstrate how our findings provide significant new knowledge about the everyday practices and strategies of local Healthwatch organisations. Before concluding the report, we draw out the implications of our study for policy, practice and research.

The appendices contain additional information that the reader may find useful, including profiles summarising key features of each of the five local Healthwatch study sites (see Appendix 1) and resource documents we produced for the JIFs (see Appendix 4).

**Note on naming practices and pseudonyms**

We have anonymised each of the study sites by giving them the following pseudonyms: Healthwatch Ashton, Healthwatch Beecham, Healthwatch Cherryburgh, Healthwatch Dogwood and Healthwatch Elmbridge. Similarly, the organisations that hosted three of our study sites are given the following pseudonyms: Achieve (Healthwatch Ashton), Community Together (Healthwatch Cherryburgh) and Direction Health (Healthwatch Dogwood).

Other Healthwatch organisations referred to in the report (e.g. those of HIP members) are also given pseudonyms. Where individual HIP members are quoted, they are not referred to by name but are, instead, given a number (e.g. HIP member 3).
Chapter 2 Methodology and changes to the protocol
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The study was organised in four phases.

1. Phase 1 (September 2018 to April 2019) comprised the design, development, distribution and analysis of our national survey of all local Healthwatch in England (objective 1).

2. Phase 2 (April 2019 to January 2021) included:
   - the recruitment of five case study sites and the recruitment of 15 members of the HIP
   - ethnographic data collection visits to gather documentary evidence, carry out observations and conduct interviews
   - a switch to virtual fieldwork in March 2020
   - data-gathering and iterative data analysis with the HIP (objective 2).

3. Phase 3 (March 2020 to April 2021) included online interviews and small-group discussions with HIP members to explore Healthwatch experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic and to generate statements of good practice (objective 4).

4. Phase 4 (January to June 2021) consisted of participatory sense-making workshops modelled on JIFs. The first workshop was held virtually in January 2021 (with representatives from all five Healthwatch study sites) and it was followed by virtual workshops at four of the individual local Healthwatch study sites (May to June 2021) (objectives 3 and 4).

Phases 1–3 deepen our understanding of how Healthwatch organisations are structured and operate, whereas phase 4 is concerned with the related but separate issue of enhancing evidence-gathering strategies.

Phase 1: nationwide online survey

We conducted a national online survey between December 2018 and January 2019. The survey had the following three aims:

1. to explore the current organisational arrangements, relationships and impact of local Healthwatch organisations in England
2. to explore the extent to which these vary across local Healthwatch organisations
3. to use the data to help select our five study sites and members of the HIP in line with our broad sampling framework.

All local Healthwatch organisations in England were invited to take part in the survey. We obtained a list of 150 publicly available ‘info@’ e-mail addresses of local Healthwatch organisations from Healthwatch England and sent unique links to these addresses. We asked the local Healthwatch organisation chief executive, director or manager to complete it. The survey was conducted using the
Jisc online survey platform (URL: www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk). We sent weekly reminders to potential respondents. We also reminded potential respondents through Facebook (URL: www.facebook.com, Meta Platforms, Inc., Menlo Park, CA, USA) and Twitter (URL: www.twitter.com, Twitter, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA) and asked Healthwatch England to publicise the survey through its communication channels.

The survey was designed in consultation with:

- participants (mainly Healthwatch chief executives, chairpersons and managers) at the Healthwatch Annual Conference in October 2018, where we ran a workshop to identify areas the survey should explore
- Healthwatch England, in relation to the surveys and data returns they already conduct and collate from local Healthwatch organisations (so as avoid duplication in our survey)
- our independent Project Advisory Group
- five former local Healthwatch chief executive officers (CEOs) or directors.

The final version of the survey had 47 questions and examined three facets of local Healthwatch work (see Report Supplementary Material 1). The first section focused on Healthwatch organisational structure, particularly funding arrangements and staffing. The second focused on local Healthwatch engagement with key partners, location of relevant stakeholders and level of co-operation. The third explored the types and qualities of the impact achieved (or intended) by local Healthwatch organisations. Based on suggestions made by the former local Healthwatch chief executive officers and directors who piloted our survey, in this third section we opted for descriptive questions about the types of impact achieved and about practical examples of successful or failed impact experienced by local Healthwatch organisations in the past 3 years. This approach allowed us to account for a broad range of factors involved in successful/failed projects (e.g. project topics, their length, stakeholders involved and systemic challenges encountered). We avoided more general questions about the overall impact of each organisation because we regard ‘impact’ as the outcome of a complex array of inter-related factors, which are better suited to the in-depth qualitative investigation we carried out in the second phase of this research project.

The survey used a combination of open- and closed-response questions. The questionnaire mainly comprised questions requiring ‘yes/no’ responses [e.g. ‘Does your Healthwatch award funding (e.g. grant, contract) to other organisations?’] or the selection of possible answers from a drop-down menu (e.g. ‘How would you describe the overall quality of co-operation among key health and social care stakeholders in your local area?’, with respondents asked to indicate their views on a five-point scale from ‘excellent’ to ‘poor’). Most closed questions in the survey included an ‘other’ option and allowed for free-text responses in the form of a brief description.

Open questions were limited to the last two sections of the survey. In these sections, we asked respondents to briefly outline two specific pieces of work they had carried out in the past 3 years that they regarded as (1) successful and (2) unsuccessful. In these final sections, we used a combination of closed and open questions, requiring text responses in the form of a brief description. Open-ended questions asked, for example, ‘What was the piece of work about?’, ‘How was the impact delivered?’ and, in the case of unsuccessful projects, ‘What barriers did your Healthwatch experience in its work?’. We coded answers based on topic, duration of the project (i.e. ≤ 1 year, between 1 and 2 years or ≥ 2 years) and barriers to impact. Closed questions in these final two sections included ‘type of impact achieved or intended to be achieved’ (covering 13 options, e.g., ‘improved access to care and treatment for members of our community’, and participants could select more than one option) and, in the case of successful projects, ‘most important stakeholders involved’ (covering 19 options, including an ‘other’ option, and participants could select up to three options).
For data about numbers of total and full-time equivalent (FTE) staff and volunteers and Healthwatch grant/contract values, we relied on data compiled by Healthwatch England in the period 2013–18. These data were shared with the research team in February 2019.

Based on the findings of phase 1 survey, the team wrote a report for circulation to the network and presented it at the Healthwatch conference (2019).

**Phase 2: ethnographic study**

Below we present a description of our sampling and data collection methods for the two main research elements of the research work in phase 2; that is, (1) the fieldwork at our five case study sites before and during the COVID-19 pandemic and (2) the work of the HIP.

**Fieldwork at five local Healthwatch study sites**

We carried out interviews, observations and documentary analyses at five purposively sampled local Healthwatch organisations over a 17-month period (August 2019 to January 2021) (see Appendix 1 for a summary of characteristics for each study site). Although the project proposal and first version of the protocol envisaged only four local Healthwatch study sites, as phase 2 developed through the involvement of the HIP, it became clear that we needed to recruit a fifth local Healthwatch site to have a sample that better reflected the variability of Healthwatch, as perceived by staff and volunteers of Healthwatch themselves.

**Sampling**

To identify potential Healthwatch study sites, we constructed and adapted our sampling frame through an iterative process that included the following stages:

**Survey results analysis**

We built our sampling strategy for the selection of five case study sites from the results of the phase 1 survey, focusing particularly on the findings associated with the intersection of organisational structure, funding arrangements and type of local authority. In doing this, we slightly modified the sampling strategy outlined in the protocol, where we had said that we would focus particularly on the findings associated with the ‘jurisdictional contexts’ variable. This choice was justified by the fact that in designing the phase 1 survey we were advised by the people we consulted (see the list above) not to include many questions about Healthwatch jurisdictional context, as these would have duplicated information already collected by Healthwatch England or otherwise publicly available. Following discussion with our Advisory Group, we, instead, decided to build our sampling strategy using the following formula:

\[
\text{Typical organisational structure (i.e. hosted organisation vs. standalone) for each type of local authority \, + \, whether funded though grant vs. contract \, + \, number of relationships.}
\]

We selected a study site with typical organisational arrangements for each of the three main local authority types (i.e. county, unitary and London/Metropolitan). We grouped London and Metropolitan local authority types together, as their answers in the surveys were largely consistent.

The typical arrangements we found (based on the survey return), which are explained in greater detail in Chapter 4, were as follows:

- unitary + small number of relationships + contract + hosted (represented by Healthwatch Dogwood)
- London or Metropolitan + average number of relationships + contract + either hosted or standalone (represented by Healthwatch Cherryburgh)
- county + large number of relationships + grant + standalone (represented by Healthwatch Beecham).
**Advisory group**

We presented our sampling strategy to our Advisory Group. The Advisory Group approved the three Healthwatch sites, listed above. The study team discussed with the Advisory Group the criteria for recruiting the fourth study site and these included:

- a Healthwatch in an urban area outside London
- a Healthwatch with a host with more than one Healthwatch contract.

These characteristics were deemed to complement those of the three Healthwatch sites mentioned above and allowed for a rounded sample of study sites taken as a whole. In May 2019, we recruited a Healthwatch study site that, hosted by an organisation with four Healthwatch contracts and based in an urban area outside London, met these inclusion criteria. However, in August 2019, the host lost the contract for this Healthwatch. We then approached two other Healthwatch sites with similar characteristics. In discussion with the Advisory Group, we agreed on the recruitment of Healthwatch Ashton, that, hosted by an organisation with two Healthwatch contracts and based in a mixed urban/rural area outside London loosely met the above criteria. The selection of Healthwatch Ashton was regarded by the Advisory Group as particularly valuable by virtue of the small size of its core local authority contract (< £100,000 per annum) as this characteristic was not present in any of the other three Healthwatch sites we had already recruited.

**Healthwatch Involvement Panel**

We held our first HIP meeting on 17 July 2019, where we discussed our sampling strategy and presented the anonymised core features of the four Healthwatch sites we planned to recruit. The panel members suggested that our sampling still did not fully reflect the range of local Healthwatch organisations in England. The panel members noted that the only standalone Healthwatch study site recruited was operating at county level and had an unusually large budget compared with the median Healthwatch core local authority funding (i.e. > £500,000 per annum). Therefore, the HIP suggested the recruitment of an additional standalone Healthwatch study site with the following characteristics:

- a Healthwatch site operating in a smaller area than a county
- a Healthwatch site with a smaller local authority core funding than Healthwatch Beecham.

The study team agreed that this gap was important to fill and at the end of July 2019 recruited Healthwatch Elmbridge, which met these inclusion criteria.

**Ethnographic data collection**

We carried out 75 days of face-to-face ethnographic fieldwork at the five local Healthwatch study sites during the period preceding the COVID-19 pandemic (August 2019 to March 2020). The two researchers Giulia Zoccatelli and Amit Desai carried out fieldwork at two study sites each (GZ: Healthwatch Beecham and Healthwatch Cherryburgh; AD: Healthwatch Dogwood and Healthwatch Elmbridge) and shared fieldwork at the fifth site (Healthwatch Ashton). Fieldwork at this latter site started in January 2020 because of recruitment issues. The researchers visited each Healthwatch site for meetings, informal conversations and formal individual interviews. The researchers also observed the daily work in Healthwatch offices and accompanied Healthwatch staff and volunteers to relevant daily activities and meetings. Although we observed interactions between Healthwatch staff and members of the public, and had interviewed and spoke informally to local residents and volunteers at all of our study sites, the principal aim of the study was to explore and enhance the practices and strategies of local Healthwatch itself. Furthermore, although communicating the voice of residents is a key aspect of Healthwatch work, data collection did not focus on residents themselves (other than volunteers), as they were not involved (with a few exceptions) in Healthwatch’s everyday work.
In line with the study’s ANT-informed theoretical approach, we collected the following three forms of data:

1. Ethnographic field notes, which included notes made when attending meetings (e.g. health and well-being board meetings, ICS meetings, overview and scrutiny committee meetings), accompanying staff and volunteers on data-gathering, outreach and inspection activities (e.g. enter and view visits, stalls at community events, hospital trusts, local libraries, engagement activities with local residents and specific patient cohorts), observing the daily work in Healthwatch offices and having informal chats with Healthwatch staff, volunteers and local stakeholders.

2. Eight-four individual semistructured interviews were carried out face to face and online both before and after the pandemic with employed staff of all levels, volunteers and local stakeholders, including local authority staff, ICS staff, councillors, representatives of local third-sector organisations and relevant provider representatives. Fifty-six interviews were audio- or video-recorded and transcribed for analysis. For a breakdown of the interviewees’ characteristics, see Table 8. Potential participants for one-to-one semistructured interviews were selected based on our observations and their involvement with Healthwatch work. External stakeholders were identified and introduced by Healthwatch staff at each study site. No-one refused to participate or withdrew from the study once they had agreed to participate. Interview transcripts were anonymised at the point of transcription and assigned a composite numeric identifier. A template of the interview schedules is included on the NIHR Journals Library website [URL: www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/programmes/hsdr/1705110/#/ (accessed 27 May 2022)].

3. Documentary evidence, such as internal documents, reports, health and well-being board minutes, and local Healthwatch and Healthwatch England strategy documents.

At each local Healthwatch site, we paid particular attention to the interaction between human and non-human actors (e.g. strategy documents, funding applications, data, reports) and observed the practices in which these interactions are embedded. The researchers took detailed hand-written notes during observations and interviews, which were then typed or written up into detailed field notes soon after. Observations included office work, meetings, the production and circulation of reports, the collection of data and everyday interactions between Healthwatch members and external actors, such as the CCG and local authority staff, NHS provider trusts, ICS staff and third-sector organisations.

**Ethnographic data collection during the COVID-19 pandemic**

On 23 March 2020, the government issued a broad range of regulations intended to curb the spread of COVID-19 in England, including ‘stay at home’ instructions. When this happened, we moved our ethnographic data collection online. Between March 2020 and January 2021, we carried out a total of 114 virtual contacts (i.e. observations, catch-up chats, interviews) with the five Healthwatch study sites. The researchers were able to start virtual fieldwork almost immediately after the issuing of the ‘stay at home’ regulations at four (Healthwatch Ashton, Cherryburgh, Dogwood, Elbridge) out of five study sites. On request of the then chairperson of Healthwatch Beecham, fieldwork was suspended at this site between March 2020 and July 2020, as the organisation was appointing a new CEO and recruiting new trustees and members of the staff. Fieldwork at Healthwatch Beecham resumed in June 2020 and continued until January 2021, when fieldwork formally concluded in all sites.

During our virtual ethnography (March 2020 to January 2021) we collected the following four types of data:

1. Observational data about both internal and external Healthwatch meetings, including virtual team meetings, board meetings, health and well-being board meetings, overview and scrutiny committee meetings, ICS-level meetings and Healthwatch and external stakeholders annual general meetings. As almost all Healthwatch engagement activities moved online, researchers also observed virtual engagement events carried out by Healthwatch staff and volunteers at all five study sites, including engagement with specific patient cohorts, volunteers’ meetings and roundtables to discuss residents’ experiences and needs during the pandemic.
2. Catch-up conversations and interviews with Healthwatch staff, board members and other volunteers.
3. One-off interviews with external stakeholders, including CCG chief operating officers (COOs), directors of public health, local authority Healthwatch commissioners and contract managers, hospital staff, ICS officers and members of the public involved in Healthwatch engagement activities.
4. Documentary evidence, such as internal documents, reports, health and well-being board minutes and local Healthwatch and Healthwatch England strategy documents.

Ethnographic data collection at the five Healthwatch study sites was complemented by an expanded role and involvement of the HIP. Below we outline the work we conducted with the HIP and describe its changing role during the COVID-19 crisis.

Healthwatch Involvement Panel

The HIP was a panel of 15 local Healthwatch staff and volunteers recruited from 15 local Healthwatch organisations that were not case study sites. The HIP was conceived as a group that would help us analyse the ethnographic data from the five study-sites.

The purpose of the HIP was therefore to ensure:

- the ongoing generalisability of our findings by ensuring that local Healthwatch staff and volunteers have the chance to jointly reflect on the data presented and provide ongoing interpretation and explanation based on their own experience
- that our study outputs are meaningful to local Healthwatch staff and volunteers, therefore, improving the likelihood of beneficial change in the way in which Healthwatch currently operates
- appropriate PPI in this phase through engagement with Healthwatch volunteers.

The operation of the HIP changed substantially after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. We adapted our approach so that the HIP functioned as a data source about local Healthwatch work during the pandemic (as opposed to a data analysis partner). This way of working deepened our engagement with individual HIP members and we were able to ensure that the three purposes listed above were achieved.

Healthwatch Involvement Panel member selection

We recruited 15 HIP members over the course of spring 2019. The members comprised a mix of Healthwatch staff and volunteers.

The first HIP by role included nine senior staff (CEO/COO/director/manager), two other staff and three volunteers (including one board member); one member could not attend. Over the course of the HIP, there were several minor changes in composition by role (but not by organisation). One member in the ‘other staff’ category became a manager, one CEO began attending instead of a member of his staff, one manager left his organisation and was replaced on the HIP by his successor and one CEO left her organisation (at which point a board member attended instead).

The principal inclusion criterion for sampling for the HIP was a ‘yes’ response to question 46 in the survey (‘Would someone in your Healthwatch like to participate in the Healthwatch Involvement Panel?’). We also included those who approached us by e-mail to ask to be further involved in the study. In addition to wanting representation from each English geographical region, we also took account of the varieties of organisational structure (i.e. standalone or hosted, hosted by a large or small host, contract or grant) and institutional landscapes. For instance, we wanted to include a Healthwatch organisation from Greater Manchester, given the unique nature of the region’s devolved health budget. These considerations (except geographical region) reflected the same criteria as those used to select our five study sites. All HIP members’ Healthwatch organisations received funding from the local authority through a contract and none received a grant. In Tables 2–4 we present the composition of the HIP by organisation type, English region and type of local authority.
We prepared a shortlist of possible Healthwatch candidates for the HIP and presented this to our Advisory Group. The Advisory Group endorsed our suggestions and noted that the Healthwatch candidates proposed would together form a panel of sufficient range and diversity.

We organised five HIP meetings in total between July 2019 and February 2021. Two of these meetings were held in London. Details of the meetings are presented in Appendix 2. The final three meetings were held online. The final meetings discussed a combination of findings from the ethnographic work conducted at the five case study sites (phase 2) and from the semistructured interviews and small-group discussion (phase 3).

### TABLE 2 Initial composition of the HIP by organisation type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational type</th>
<th>Number of people in HIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>6 (of which 2 were hosted by an organisation and 4 or more Healthwatch contracts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the course of phase 2, one ‘standalone’ Healthwatch organisation became ‘hosted’ and two ‘hosted’ Healthwatch organisations changed contract holder.

### TABLE 3 Composition of the HIP by English region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English region</th>
<th>Number of people in HIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire and the Humber</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 4 Composition of the HIP by local authority type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local authority type</th>
<th>Number of people in HIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitary</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London borough</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan borough</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total is more than 15 because some HIP members ran multiple Healthwatch organisations or the Healthwatch organisation was co-commissioned by two or more local authorities.
Phase 3: online interviews and small-group discussions with Healthwatch Involvement Panel members

Lessons emerging from COVID-19 pandemic
National restrictions to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic were imposed in England from mid-March 2020 onwards. As we described above, face-to-face fieldwork at our study sites was no longer possible. Similarly, we could no longer convene the HIP in person or hold long meetings with them as we had pre-pandemic. With the approval of our Advisory Group, we decided to modify the protocol to adapt the operation of the HIP to these new circumstances. Our fieldwork data showed that the pandemic was highlighting and catalysing existing Healthwatch practices and relationships. Understanding Healthwatch’s role in the pandemic response, therefore, represented a new and important part of achieving our study’s aims and objectives.

Alongside our ongoing data collection from the five study sites, we used the HIP as a key source of data about the work of local Healthwatch organisations during this time. This significantly expanded the role of the HIP in our study beyond its original scope as a partner in analysing data from the study sites. In addition, using the HIP in this way allowed us to access a broader range of insights from different organisations, as well as different roles, within Healthwatch. This change in HIP structure and role helped mitigate some of the challenges of conducting online fieldwork with our existing study sites. Data collection at these sites – although ongoing and valuable – had become less time intensive, and the benefits of the ethnographic method in conducting observations and informal conversations with study participants were attenuated in an online format. Moreover, as work had moved online, HIP members were accessible regardless of geographical location.

Over three panel meetings (in April 2020, October 2020 and February 2021), we developed a model for working with the HIP (see Table 10). We carried out semistructured individual or small-group online interviews with panel members 2 or three in advance of a panel meeting. These interviews were recorded and transcribed. Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli analysed the transcripts together and highlighted key findings and themes. At the online HIP meeting, the study team presented key themes emerging from both these interviews and small-group discussions and from fieldwork at the five study sites. We organised a plenary discussion around prepared questions based on the initial data analysis. The online HIP meeting was video- and audio-recorded and transcribed, the chat box saved and the transcript and chat box further analysed.

Production of emerging statements of ‘good practice’
We used data from the fieldwork at the five study sites (in phase 2), from the online interviews and small-group discussions (in phase 3) and from the JIFs (in phase 4) to draft a series of statements of ‘good practice’ about the practices and strategies used by local Healthwatch organisations to collect, organise and communicate patient and public needs to key stakeholders and the contexts where they might apply and work best. The emerging list of these statements of good practice was discussed and refined through an interactive process with HIP members and the participants at the local JIFs (see Phase 4: joint interpretive forums). In the last part of this interactive process (in July 2021) we circulated via e-mail a draft list of these statements to all HIP members and asked for their insights on their generalisability and usefulness. We obtained comments from five HIP members, which were incorporated to generate the final set of statements of good practice (see Chapter 6).

Phase 4: joint interpretive forums
In phase 4, we carried out a series of multistakeholder workshops in the format of JIFs (i.e. a type of group discussion aimed at encouraging ‘perspective taking’ and joint decision-making). We organised
five JIFs in total: one cross-site JIF (January 2021), which brought together representatives from each Healthwatch study site, and four local JIFs, one at each study site (May 2021–June 2021). The JIFs were attended by members of the Healthwatch team, Healthwatch board and key local stakeholders identified by each Healthwatch study site. Despite repeated attempts, we were unable to organise a local JIF with Healthwatch Ashton because of significant staff changes and work pressures at the organisation in May and June of 2021. All JIFs were held virtually over Microsoft Teams (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA).

Cross-site joint interpretive forum

Our first workshop was held in January 2021 and was attended by up to three representatives from all five Healthwatch study sites, as well as the study team (Table 5 shows a breakdown of JIF participants by roles in their respective local Healthwatch organisation).

The 2-hour workshop concluded the data collection at the five case study sites. The workshop aimed to allow participants to share information about key features of their Healthwatch organisation to enable discussion of early analytical themes (discussion was elicited with the aid of four deliberately provocative statements prepared by the research team based on our emerging findings) and provide a space for the presentation and discussion of preliminary findings from the study. Ahead of the workshop, we circulated a document outlining emerging themes from our analysis (see Appendix 4).

The cross-site JIF comprised three inter-related activities that were organised around a structure carefully planned to maximise participation and dialogue. These three activities were:

1. a discussion of pre-circulated Healthwatch profiles
2. a presentation of emerging themes from our fieldwork
3. a provocations activity.

We detail these activities in Appendix 3.

Local joint interpretive forums held at each Healthwatch study site

The local JIFs aimed to provide a platform for the sharing of perspectives between three broad groups of people (i.e. the study researchers, staff and officers of local Healthwatch study sites and key institutional stakeholders of these study site Healthwatch organisations). In May 2021, we held four local JIFs in total, each involving one of our study sites and their principal stakeholders, such as CCG, local authority, provider trust and VCSE representative (Table 6).

We used local JIFs as part of the iterative process through which we generated statements of ‘good practice’ about the daily work of local Healthwatch organisations. To tailor the discussion to the needs and interests of our local Healthwatch study sites, in the planning phase (April 2021), we discussed with the Healthwatch CEO or manager at each study site the structure and content of the local JIFs.

TABLE 5 Cross-site JIF participants by roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthwatch organisation</th>
<th>Ashton</th>
<th>Beecham</th>
<th>Cherryburgh</th>
<th>Dogwood</th>
<th>Elmbridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteer co-ordinator</td>
<td>Office manager</td>
<td>Chairperson</td>
<td>Chairperson</td>
<td>Chairperson (volunteer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthwatch volunteer</td>
<td>Engagement manager</td>
<td>Board member</td>
<td>Research analyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In dialogue with the Healthwatch CEO or manager, we developed three key questions that we used to guide the discussion during the meeting:

1. What evidence from Healthwatch about public and patient needs and experiences of local services do health and social care partners find most useful?
2. How can the collection and communication of such needs and experience be improved?
3. How can Healthwatch and its local health and care partners work better together to effect positive change for local people?

The CEOs or managers at all Healthwatch study sites were involved in planning the JIFs at their respective organisations and in the recruitment of participants among their health and social care partners. Participants for the JIF workshops were purposively selected by each local Healthwatch organisation based on their role in the organisation, relevance in Healthwatch daily work, participation in earlier phases of the study and their willingness and availability to participate. All four local JIFs were held remotely via Microsoft Teams and lasted between 90 and 120 minutes. Three local JIFs (i.e. Beecham, Dogwood and Elmbridge) were video- and audio-recorded and transcribed for analysis. Technical difficulties meant that the Cherryburgh local JIF was not recorded. Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli took detailed notes.

### TABLE 6 Local JIF participants by professional role

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthwatch</th>
<th>Participants by professional role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beecham</td>
<td>• Healthwatch CEO&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch business manager&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch communication lead&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch research manager&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch apprentice&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch board member&lt;br&gt;• Head of strategic commissioning and policy at local authority (Healthwatch commissioner)&lt;br&gt;• Chief executive at local provider trust&lt;br&gt;• ICS programme director&lt;br&gt;• Director of communication and engagement at local provider trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherryburgh</td>
<td>• Healthwatch CEO&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch chairperson&lt;br&gt;• Six board members&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch research and engagement manager&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch communication manager&lt;br&gt;• Director of public health&lt;br&gt;• CCG assistant director of mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogwood</td>
<td>• Healthwatch manager&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch chairperson&lt;br&gt;• Host organisation CEO and Healthwatch board member&lt;br&gt;• CCG communication and engagement manager&lt;br&gt;• CCG commissioning manager&lt;br&gt;• Local authority manager and Healthwatch commissioner&lt;br&gt;• Head of engagement at local NHS provider&lt;br&gt;• CCG and local authority service transformation director&lt;br&gt;• Head of patient involvement at local mental health trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmbridge</td>
<td>• Healthwatch CEO&lt;br&gt;• Healthwatch co-chairpersons&lt;br&gt;• Four members of staff&lt;br&gt;• Five board members&lt;br&gt;• Local authority contract manager&lt;br&gt;• Chairperson of health and well-being board&lt;br&gt;• Manager, Elmbridge Council for Voluntary Service (CVS)&lt;br&gt;• Strategic commissioning manager, social care, integrated care&lt;br&gt;• CCG quality improvement manager&lt;br&gt;• Clinical lead, quality improvement programme, Elmbridge CCG&lt;br&gt;• Senior communication and engagement manager, regional ICS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local JIFs were organised around two inter-related activities:

1. a presentation about Healthwatch history and statutory functions and about the aims, objectives, methods and outputs of the study
2. a plenary discussion of the current and potential practices used by Healthwatch to gather and communicate evidence about residents’ needs and experiences.

We describe these activities in Appendix 3.

**Patient and public involvement**

Patient and public involvement was an integral element throughout the study. The involvement of patients and members of the public in the study aimed to ensure that they could share their experiences about local Healthwatch organisations and contribute to the discussion about how Healthwatch might work better to serve their needs and interests.

In the planning phase, PPI shaped the formulation of the research questions, the study design and the plans for dissemination. During the study, patients and the public (including volunteers at local Healthwatch organisations) were involved in various ways across the four phases in an ongoing and embedded fashion:

- In pre-study phase meetings, we involved 17 patients and members of the public to refine the research questions and the study design.
- In phases 2 and 3, we involved local Healthwatch volunteers in the HIP. These Healthwatch volunteers helped us with the analysis of ethnographic data from the case study site during the first two HIP meetings and provided valuable insights about volunteers’ involvement in Healthwatch activities during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- In phase 4, two Healthwatch volunteers attended the cross-site JIF and several Healthwatch volunteers (mainly board members) attended the local JIFs.
- Our Advisory Group included two members of the public (recruited from the attendees to our pre-study phase focus groups).
- In addition to this face-to-face PPI engagement, the study team established Twitter and Facebook accounts for the project through which we shared research activities and emerging findings.

Patients and members of the public who took part in the study were offered full support to contribute effectively to the study. This support included reimbursement of travel costs to face-to-face meetings, accommodation and subsistence (where appropriate) for HIP members, and training in qualitative methods during phase 2. In addition, we provided payments to PPI participants in accordance with INVOLVE guidelines.

In the sections that follow, we detail the four principal ways in which patients and the public were involved in our research.

**Patient and public involvement meetings (pre-study phase, completed April 2017)**

**People involved**

- Meeting A: Research Expert Group at the Centre for Public Engagement, Kingston University (London, UK) and at St George’s University of London (London, UK):
  - Ten members of a standing ‘Research Expert Group’, including former and current NHS patients, carers, and former and current local Healthwatch volunteers.
Meeting B: local Healthwatch organisations and Healthwatch England, held at King’s College London (London, UK):

- Nine people, including staff and volunteers from several London local Healthwatch organisations and Jacob Lant (Head of Policy and Partnerships at Healthwatch England).

**Aims**

- To refine research questions, study design, objectives and pathways to impact and dissemination.
- To identify the need for the research.

**Methods**

A presentation of the proposed study followed by general discussion.

**Outcomes**

The PPI meetings emphasised the need for this research, but rejected our initial proposal to focus exclusively on local Healthwatch organisation’s dementia-related work, which the group said would not be representative of the work of all local Healthwatch organisations in England. The group suggested that we adopt a broader focus by means of the phase 1 survey to account for the variability of each local Healthwatch organisation’s annually agreed priorities and identified variables. The group approved and refined our recruitment strategy for the HIP (see below) and suggested a Delphi phase (see Changes to protocol) to build consensus around ethnographic data analysis.

**Healthwatch Involvement Panel (phase 2)**

**People involved**

- Four volunteers with local Healthwatch organisations that were not case study sites.
- The HIP was chaired by Sally Brearley, who is an experienced patient and public representative and facilitator.

**Aims**

- To involve Healthwatch volunteers, as well as staff, given that volunteers play a significant role in local Healthwatch organisations.
- To ensure that volunteers, as well as staff, assist the analytical work of the study team based on their own experience and knowledge of local Healthwatch.
- To look for points of similarity and difference with their own organisational practices to help build a broader picture of local Healthwatch activity across England.
- To guide the research team with detailed suggestions on how to develop the ethnographic work in accordance with short- and medium-term fieldwork objectives.
- To share with the research team their experiences of, and insights about, Healthwatch volunteering in the first year of the COVID-19 crisis.

**Methods**

All HIP members (including volunteers) took part in a qualitative research methods training delivered by the study team at King’s College London on 17 July 2019. At the first two HIP meetings, HIP members were presented with data from phase 1, the sampling strategy for the five case study sites and some emerging findings from the phase 2 ethnography. HIP members were asked to participate in activities and joint discussions in line with the aims articulated above. During the COVID-19 pandemic, HIP members (including volunteers) were invited to take part in two one-to-one interviews.
and one focus group to discuss their personal experience of the work of Healthwatch in this time. We conducted and recorded a total of six interviews with our volunteer HIP members and one focus group. The latter explored the experience of volunteering at Healthwatch during the pandemic. HIP member volunteers also took part in the activities and discussion during plenary HIP meetings.

Outcomes
The involvement of volunteers in the HIP helped us broaden our focus to include the experiences of non-staff members of local Healthwatch organisations. In addition, the involvement of volunteers provided an inclusive forum for engagement and joint reflection between staff and volunteers on the everyday practices and strategies of local Healthwatch work.

Joint interpretative forums (phase 4)

People involved
- Of the 15 total participants at the cross-site JIF, two were volunteers.

Aims
- To engage patients and the public as key stakeholders in joint reflection and interpretation of the findings from phases 1–3.
- To discuss what forms of evidence and what dissemination strategies by local Healthwatch organisations would be more useful in affecting positive change for residents.

Method
The cross-site JIF involved one 2-hour virtual meeting involving three representatives from each study site (including volunteers). The meeting involved a mix of interactive activities, presentation of emerging research findings and joint discussion among participants.

Outcomes
The JIFs ensured that the patient and public voice was considered in the interpretation of study results, building the basis for collaboration to guarantee that patient and public voice was involved in the creation of resulting action at the local level.

Advisory Group (all phases)

People involved
- Members of our Advisory Group included two patients and members of the public who were recruited among the participants of the PPI focus groups held in the pre-study phase.

Aims
- To ensure that patient and public views are considered throughout the research process, along with those of academics, policy-makers and practitioners.
- To ensure that patient and public perspectives contribute to the dissemination of research findings and recommendations.

Method
We held five 2-hour meetings over the course of the study, during which the study team consulted the Advisory Group about the sampling and recruitment of participants and research plans during the following months.
Outcomes
Patient and public involvement in the Advisory Group enabled us to consider the perspective of lay people on emerging research findings from the study and to tailor the planning of research outputs to various intended audiences.

Ethics approval
Following advice from our sponsor and the Research & Development Office at Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust on behalf of King’s College London – and with the agreement of the NIHR – we initiated two separate ethics approval processes with separate protocols. Phase 1 was split from the later phases. This was to ensure that phase 1 (i.e. the survey) could proceed on schedule without being unduly delayed by the more complicated ethics approval processes required for ethnographic fieldwork at specific study sites.

The survey phase was judged to pose a minimal ethics risk by King’s College London and received Research Ethics Minimal Risk Registration (MRA-18/19-8494) on 14 September 2018.

Ethics approval for the rest of the study was organised through Integrated Research Application System and Health Research Authority processes (Integrated Research Application System number 252993). As the study was largely non-NHS based and did not require the recruitment of NHS patients, it was judged to fall outside the purview of NHS Research Ethics Committee review. Therefore, we proceeded to apply for King’s College London ethics review and this was granted by PNM Research Ethics Panel on 12 July 2019 (reference LRS-18/19-12587). The Health Research Authority granted approval on 5 August 2019.

Changes to protocol
The following three substantive changes to our original protocol were made and agreed with the NIHR Health and Social Care Delivery Research programme.

First, the addition of a fifth case study site was a result of discussions with our HIP in July 2019 and following the successful completion of our national survey in phase 1. We presented a sampling frame to the HIP together with anonymised details of the four Healthwatch case study sites we proposed would become the focus of our ethnographic fieldwork in phase 2. The HIP felt that limiting ourselves to four sites would inevitably mean not being able to explore an important additional type of Healthwatch organisation and asked us to carefully consider whether or not we could add a fifth site that would enable us to include this additional type of Healthwatch organisation. Following discussions among the research team and with the chairperson of our Advisory Group, we added a fifth site. This was acknowledged by NIHR in its response to our second progress report (August 2019):

Thank you for explaining the two separate ethical approvals and both KCL [King’s College London] and HRA [Health Research Authority] approvals are now uploaded to the MIS [Management Information System]. This is good news as you can now commence your fieldwork. Your Healthwatch Improvement Panel is providing value, includes volunteers and have recommended that you recruit a fifth case study site, which you have added.

Communication from the funder’s monitoring department, 2019, personal communication

Second, we replaced our proposed Delphi study with the greater involvement of our HIP (in combination with the end of study JIFs). The purpose of a Delphi is to reach consensus. Through the early phases of our empirical fieldwork, however, we discovered that the huge (and unexpected) variability of the 150 Healthwatch organisations in England and their activities would make consensus around uniform principles of good practice difficult to achieve and, arguably, inappropriate (this is also reflected in the important addition of the fifth case study site as outlined above), ‘Good practice’ principles achieved
via a Delphi process would also be difficult for local Healthwatch organisations to implement, given their diversity. Instead, we used the JIFs together with the enhanced involvement of the redefined HIP (with a membership of 15 Healthwatch organisations) to formulate, test and refine more nuanced, tailored and targeted principles of good practice, which would be better able to take account of the diversity of Healthwatch organisations:

The Research Team proposed that the Delphi process (phase 3) be replaced with regional workshops based on emerging research findings, which would involve the HIP and possibly existing regional networks. The Advisory Group agreed that a Delphi would not be suitable at that point in the project because it would truncate the emerging complexity. They felt that the research team’s proposal would increase the value of the research.

Advisory Group meeting minutes, 6 November 2019

Third, the decision to explore the impact of COVID-19 on Healthwatch practices was discussed and agreed with the Advisory Group at a subsequent meeting. In addition to the 13 one-to-one interviews already carried out with HIP members, the study team proposed continuing direct engagement with panel members through virtual small-groups discussions and/or semistructured interviews with panel members. The two remaining HIP meetings, originally scheduled for phase 2, were eventually carried out alongside these new forms of engagement in the months following the end of fieldwork in January 2021. At the meeting on 21 May 2020, the study team remarked that the expanded role of the HIP throughout the study would enable a more nuanced understanding of the variability of Healthwatch work, particularly in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Phase 1

Data sources
We received responses to our survey from 96 local Healthwatch organisations, achieving a response rate of 68% (note that eight Healthwatch organisations responded on behalf of two or more Healthwatch organisations that they operated as a combined organisation). Nineteen (19.8%) of our respondents were commissioned by county councils, 16 (16.6%) by London boroughs, 23 (24%) by metropolitan districts and 38 (39.6%) by unitary authorities. Table 7 presents a breakdown of the responses we obtained based on the geographical region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region (n°)</th>
<th>Total number of Healthwatch organisations</th>
<th>Number of survey respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East (1)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands (2)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West (2)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East (1)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West (1)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire and the Humber</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table has been reproduced from Zoccatelli et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
Modes of analysis
The survey data and analysis comprised descriptive statistics consisting of single variables and included frequency and percentage response distributions, measures of central tendency and dispersion measures, such as the range and standard deviation. All open comment responses were analysed using open coding and constant comparison. The survey was conducted using the Jisc online survey platform.

Phase 2
Data sources
Data sources include documents collected at the Healthwatch study sites [e.g. agendas and minutes from board meetings, committees and panel discussions, strategy documents, PowerPoint® presentations (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA), leaflets, feedback forms], transcripts of video- and audio-recorded interviews, ethnographic field notes from informal conversations and observations at each study site and written ethnographic notes and transcripts of HIP meetings. In Table 8, we present a breakdown of fieldwork data sources (observations and interviews) at each of the five study sites. Table 9 outlines the number and roles of attendees at the five HIP plenary meetings.

Modes of analysis
Our principal mode of analysis in phase 2 was informed by ANT, which was developed by Bruno Latour, Michel Callon and John Law as part of science and technology studies during the 1980s32,33 and which has been taken in several directions since its application to the study of health care and health organisations.37,39,41,42 As discussed in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3, although it carries ‘theory’ in its name, ANT is better understood as a range of methods for conducting research. ANT aims to describe the connections that link together humans and non-humans (e.g. objects, technologies, policies and ideas) and seeks to describe how these connections come to be formed, what holds them together, and what they produce. Amit Desai, Giulia Zoccatelli and Glenn Robert had used this mode of analysis successfully in another study.40

Our analysis was based on a combination of re-examination of our textual data (i.e. re-reading notes and transcripts, producing memos and reflective notes, and open coding, mostly manual) and discussion, in groups of different sizes, of observations and reflections on field visits. By this we mean that the analysis proceeded through discussion of emerging themes and ideas as much as through individual work. Two researchers on the team, Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli, carried out fieldwork at two study sites each and shared another study site. Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli were jointly responsible for preparing, convening and planning activities for the HIP. In addition, Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli shared an office and met almost daily on Microsoft Teams during the COVID-19 pandemic and therefore had the opportunity to share views and nascent analytical threads as these emerged. These regular meetings allowed for discussion of the practices observed and the conversations had at the study sites. In our analysis, we relied on a mix of documents from Healthwatch and other sources, such as interview transcripts and field notes. Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli met with Glenn Robert (principal investigator) every 2–4 weeks to discuss progress and ideas. Whole research team meetings were held every 2 months throughout the study to discuss emerging themes and potentially useful analytical and reporting approaches.

Individual analysis and group discussions were used to examine our descriptions for each Healthwatch organisation and compared practices and patterns both within each Healthwatch organisation and across Healthwatch (including data from the study sites and, in the later part of phase 2, from the HIP). Emerging data analysis was also sense-checked by the HIP to ensure validity. The findings emerging from these comparisons were used to structure and feed into the following study phases.
### TABLE 8 Data sources from phase 2 fieldwork (observations and interviews) at five Healthwatch study sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthwatch</th>
<th>Days of fieldwork pre pandemic (n)</th>
<th>Contacts (e.g. online observations, catch-up chats, interviews) (n)</th>
<th>One-to-one interviews (total): (n)</th>
<th>Formal interviews recorded and transcribed (n)</th>
<th>Interview participants (n) (recorded and transcribed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashton</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 Healthwatch staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Healthwatch board members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Healthwatch volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 VCSE representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beecham</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8 Healthwatch staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Healthwatch board members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Healthwatch volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 council staff (Healthwatch commissioner and council senior commissioning officer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 ICS programme director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 CEO of neighbouring Healthwatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherryburgh</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7 staff members (2 staff members were interviewed three times over the course of fieldwork)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Healthwatch board members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Healthwatch volunteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 council staff (director of public health)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 elected councillor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogwood</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 CCG chairperson and COO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Direction Health CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmbridge</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 Healthwatch chairperson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Healthwatch board member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Healthwatch CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 CCG staff member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 local hospital trust engagement lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 local authority contract manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By observing practices and having several conversations with Healthwatch staff, board members, volunteers and key partners, we built rich descriptions of the ways in which different elements of Healthwatch work came together and showed identifiable patterns. Through the individual analysis and group discussions outlined above, we examined our descriptions for each Healthwatch study site and compared practices and structures of Healthwatch work [e.g. how Healthwatch staff (humans) interacted with a patient feedback database (non-human)]. Although we relied on the analysis of three types of data, in the presentation of our research findings in Chapters 5–7 we construct descriptions that combine different sources of data in an integrated way for the sake of clarity. This means that we refer to specific data sources (e.g. an interview quotation or an excerpt from a document) only when this adds to the narrative.
Phases 3 and 4

Data sources
Text data in phase 3 include documents shared by HIP members (e.g. strategy documents, PowerPoint presentations, leaflets, feedback forms), transcripts of video- and audio-recorded interviews and ethnographic field notes taken by the researchers during the interviews (Table 10 shows a breakdown of data sources from interviews and small-group discussions with HIP members from April 2020 to February 2021).

Data sources in phase 4 include transcripts of video-recorded JIF meetings (both cross-site and local JIFs at each study site) and written notes taken by the researchers during the meeting. The plenary discussion and the three small-group discussions at the cross-site JIF were audio- and video-recorded on Microsoft Teams and transcribed for analysis. Team members also took written notes about general themes emerging from the discussion. The discussions at the local JIFs were audio- and video-recorded on Microsoft Teams and transcribed for analysis. Owing to technical issues arising during the meeting, no recording was made of the Healthwatch Cherryburgh JIF. Instead, hand-written notes were taken by the researchers Giulia Zoccatelli and Amit Desai and used for the analysis.

Modes of analysis
Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli carried out the interviews jointly. Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli read and analysed each transcript separately – together with their notes from the interview – and then met to discuss common emerging themes. Analysis proceeded through this discussion of emerging themes and ideas as much as through individual work. Emerging themes and ideas were then presented by Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli to the whole study team for further discussion and refinement. Initial analysis of findings from individual and small-group interviews with HIP members was presented for sense-checking and further refinement at HIP plenary meetings in April 2020, October 2020 and February 2021.

TABLE 10 Online semistructured interviews and small-group discussions with HIP members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 2020</td>
<td>• 13 semistructured interviews (audio-/video-recorded and transcribed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 1 semistructured interview (non-recorded for technical issues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2020</td>
<td>• 4 small-group semistructured interviews involving a total of 14 participants (video-recorded and transcribed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 1 individual semistructured interview with a HIP member who was not available to take part to the small-group discussion (video-recorded and transcribed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Healthwatch participants grouped by the following characteristics:
• 4 Healthwatch organisations in areas of local restrictions
• 3 Healthwatch organisations in urban areas (including London)
• 3 Healthwatch organisations in largely rural areas
• 4 Healthwatch organisations volunteers

February 2021 • 12 semistructured individual interviews (video-recorded and transcribed)
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In this chapter, we report the findings from the first phase of our study; that is, the online survey of all 150 local Healthwatch organisations in England carried out between December 2018 and January 2019. The survey (1) mapped the current organisational arrangements, relationships and impact of local Healthwatch organisations in England and (2) illuminated the extent to which these vary across local Healthwatch organisations. We obtained responses from 96 local Healthwatch organisations (i.e. a response rate of 68%).

Organisational structure

Standalone or ‘hosted’?

We categorised local Healthwatch organisations as to whether they are (1) independent standalone organisations that only conduct Healthwatch work in one locality or (2) are part of other organisations that also carry out other work. Standalone Healthwatch organisations are sometimes referred to as ‘independent’ by people involved in the Healthwatch world, indicating that the Healthwatch in question is not part of another organisation. We use standalone throughout the report to mean these Healthwatch organisations. The other kind of Healthwatch organisations referred to are called ‘hosted’ organisations. Host types vary greatly across the Healthwatch network and include:

- local community and voluntary sector support organisations that may hold several Healthwatch contracts
- a local social enterprise (e.g. disability charity) that holds the local Healthwatch contract or grant alongside other activities
- a local Healthwatch that holds the contract for additional Healthwatch organisations and does no other non-Healthwatch work.

Most Healthwatch organisations reported that they were ‘standalone’ (n = 56, 58.3%) and 40 (41.7%) Healthwatch organisations said that they were ‘hosted’.

To investigate if geographical size or complexity of local authority structures were associated with whether or not a local Healthwatch organisation is standalone or hosted, we cross-tabulated the above categorisations by size and type of local authority in which each Healthwatch organisation principally operated. There are four types of local authority in England that fund the work of local Healthwatch organisations: (1) county, (2) unitary, (3) metropolitan district and (4) London borough. Of these local authority types, counties are generally larger and more complex than the other three types. This is mainly because counties have two tiers of local government, which means that powers and responsibilities are split between county-level government and district-level local government, and Healthwatch could potentially operate at both these tiers. The other three types of local authority have a single tier. We found that a larger proportion of Healthwatch organisations in counties describe themselves as ‘standalone’ (78.9%) than Healthwatch organisations in unitary authorities (47.4%), metropolitan districts (56.5%) or London boroughs (62.5%). Conversely, Healthwatch organisations in
unitary local authorities tend to report a higher proportion of hosted organisations (52.6%) than those in counties (21.1%), London boroughs (37.5%) or metropolitan districts (43.5%).

Contracts or grants?
We explored the different mechanisms by which Healthwatch organisations are funded by their local authority (i.e. contracts or grants). The main difference between contracts and grants is that the former must be tendered in accordance with government (UK and formerly European Union) procurement regulation and this process requires providers of local Healthwatch services to devote considerable time and resources to the management and renewal of their contract. Grants are not subject to these formalities. Applying for a continuation of funding may not be as onerous for grant-funded Healthwatch organisations, in that terms of a grant may be less prescriptive or exacting than a contract. However, grants are normally provided for shorter periods of time (usually 1 year), and shorter funding periods could have an affect on the long-term planning ability of a local Healthwatch organisation.

We found that the majority of local Healthwatch organisations are currently funded through a contract, whereas one-fifth \((n = 19, 19.8\%)\) are funded by a grant. One respondent chose the ‘other’ option and explained in the free-text section that their funding mechanism was currently under review (and probably moving from grant to contract). Geographical and local authority-based variations appeared to play a role in determining the funding mechanisms for Healthwatch. For example, although contracts are the main funding mechanism across Healthwatch organisations in England generally, the east of England is the only region in which the number of Healthwatch organisations with grants outnumber those with contracts. Grants make up a larger proportion of funding mechanisms than the England average in counties \((n = 5, 26.3\%)\) and unitary local authorities \((n = 9, 23.7\%)\), whereas Healthwatch organisations in London boroughs \((n = 2, 12.5\%)\) and metropolitan local authorities \((n = 3, 13.0\%)\) reported lower proportions of grants than the national picture. We found that a much smaller proportion of hosted Healthwatch organisations hold grants \((n = 2, 5.0\%)\) compared with Healthwatch organisations that describe themselves as ‘standalone’ \((n = 17, 30.4\%).\)

External funding
Since their launch in 2013, local Healthwatch organisations have undergone significant budget cuts. Publicly available data compiled by Healthwatch England show that the value of contracts or grants was reduced in four-fifths \((n = 121, 79.3\%)\) of all 150 Healthwatch organisations in England between 2013 and 2018, with nine Healthwatch organisations experiencing cuts in excess of 50% of their original budget. It is interesting to note that, in parallel, the number of Healthwatch organisations seeking and receiving funding beyond that provided by their local authority for their Healthwatch functions is thought to have increased since 2013.\(^{16}\) In our survey, we found that 71 (74.0%) Healthwatch organisations were receiving such funding. The two most common services provided in exchange were ‘research on patient or service user experience’ \((n = 56, 77.8\%)\) and ‘development of patient/public engagement activities’ \((n = 44, 61.1\%)\). The sources of this external funding also varied. Forty-four (62.0%) of the 71 Healthwatch respondents who reported receiving this funding said that they received it from CCGs, 42 (59.2%) reported receiving this funding from local authorities, 25 (35.2%) reported receiving this funding from NHS providers and 24 (33.8%) reported receiving this funding from sustainability and transformation partnerships (STPs) (the precursor to ICSs). Funding sources varied based on local authority types and the geographical location of local Healthwatch organisations. For example, we found that all Healthwatch respondents from London boroughs that reported receiving external funding did so from the health sector. Conversely, outside London, the main source of funding for local Healthwatch organisations was reported to be their local authority.

Healthwatch as award funders
Twenty-seven (28.1%) Healthwatch organisations awarded funding to other organisations. Examples included contracting voluntary and community organisations to gather feedback from groups of people whom Healthwatch found hard to reach or setting up small community funding schemes that were used to engage local organisations to carry out research or engagement with specific patient groups.
Staffing
Publicly available data compiled by Healthwatch England for the period between April 2017 and March 2018 show that, for those Healthwatch organisations responding to the survey, the median number of total employed staff was 6 (range 2–15), the median number of FTE staff was 3 (range 1–13.5) and the median number of volunteers was 23 (range 3–743).

Overall, volunteers were reported to contribute significantly to ‘enter and view’ visits. These ‘enter and view’ visits are statutory powers used by Healthwatch organisations to observe and gather information from staff and users of health and social care services at sites of care (e.g. a general practice or a care home) to assess the quality and standard of care. Forty-two (43.8%) Healthwatch organisations said that ‘enter and view’ visits were carried out ‘mostly by volunteers with some employed staff contribution’, whereas 29 (30.2%) Healthwatch organisations said that they were ‘equally carried out by employed staff and volunteers’. Conversely, administrative and clerical work (n = 95, 99.0%), research and report writing (n = 87, 90.7%) and communications and social media (n = 92, 95.8%) were either ‘wholly carried out by employed staff’ or ‘mostly by employed staff with some volunteer contribution’.

Relationships
To build a picture of the network of Healthwatch relationships, we asked how many CCGs, hospital trusts, mental health trusts, community health trusts, general practice surgeries and care homes Healthwatch respondents engaged with (Figure 1) and we found that:

- 54 (56.3%) Healthwatch respondents engage with only one CCG and a small number (n = 9, 9.4%) of Healthwatch respondents engage with five or more CCGs
- 39 (40.6%) Healthwatch respondents engage with only one hospital trust and six (6.2%) Healthwatch respondents engage with five or more hospital trusts
- 79 (82.3%) Healthwatch respondents engage with only one mental health trust
- 60 (62.5%) Healthwatch respondents engage with only one community health trust and 23 (24.0%) Healthwatch respondents do not engage with any community health trusts
- 40 (41.7%) Healthwatch respondents engage with more than 40 general practice surgeries
- one-third (n = 32, 33.3%) of all Healthwatch respondents engage with more than 50 care homes and five (5.2%) Healthwatch respondents engage with none.
To provide further insight into the institutional and relational complexity of Healthwatch networks, we also asked whether or not local Healthwatch organisations engage only with stakeholders within the boundaries of their local authority, and two-fifths (n = 40, 41.7%) of all Healthwatch respondents said that this was the case. However, there was variation by (1) local authority type and (2) type of health or social care organisation. Healthwatch organisations in unitary local authorities are more likely than others to engage with organisations outside the boundaries of their local authority. For example, more than two-fifths (42.1%) of Healthwatch organisations located in unitary local authorities engage with CCGs outside their local authority area, compared with only three (15.8%) Healthwatch organisations in counties, four (17.4%) Healthwatch organisations in metropolitan districts and three (18.8%) Healthwatch organisations in London boroughs. Healthwatch organisations in unitary authorities (47.4%) are also more likely than Healthwatch organisations in other local authority types to engage hospital trusts outside their local authority area [seven (30.4%) Healthwatch organisations in metropolitan districts and five (26.3%) Healthwatch organisations in counties reported this].

**Quality of relationships**

We asked how local Healthwatch organisations rated (1) the overall quality of the co-operation among key health and social care stakeholders in their local area and (2) their level of engagement in the development of planning frameworks for health and social care services (e.g. ICSs). Most Healthwatch organisations reported both positive relationships among local stakeholders and a good level of involvement in ICSs (Table 11). However, the survey highlighted significant regional variation across the network. For instance, we found that five out of six Healthwatch respondents in the north-east of England reported having no or limited involvement in ICSs’ development.

More than half (n = 31, 57.4%) of the Healthwatch organisations that reported a ‘good’ overall quality of co-operation among stakeholders in their area reported either a ‘high’ or ‘good’ involvement in ICSs. In contrast, three-fifths (n = 9, 60.0%) of Healthwatch organisations in areas of ‘limited’ co-operation reported only ‘some’ or ‘not much’ involvement in ICSs.

**Impact**

Healthwatch organisations overwhelmingly reported impacts that were local in nature. The most common response among the 13 options provided was ‘Improved access to care and treatment for members of our community’, selected by 73 (76.0%) Healthwatch respondents, followed by ‘Increased levels of participation in co-production of people who use a service’ (n = 65, 67.7%). National-level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of co-operation in local area</th>
<th>Involvement in development of STPs/ICSs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>7 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>54 (56.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither good nor bad</td>
<td>20 (20.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>15 (15.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table has been reproduced from Zoccatelli et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
impacts were selected by far fewer respondents. Ten (10.4%) local Healthwatch respondents reported that they had influenced changes in national policy or specialist commissioning and eight (8.3%) Healthwatch respondents had escalated an issue to Healthwatch England that was later actioned.

We explored the relationship between the number of FTE staff and (1) the number of types of local impact reported by respondents and (2) whether or not they reported national impact. We found that the greater the number of FTE staff, the larger the number of types of local impact, as well as the greater the likelihood of reporting a national impact.

**Examples of successful impact**

We asked respondents to identify a successful piece of work they had completed in the past 3 years. The responses represent a broad range of cases of perceived impact achieved by local Healthwatch organisations, along with an indication of the type of impact, the time needed to achieve that impact, the ways in which impact was delivered and three key stakeholders involved in each piece of work. In Box 4, we present two examples of the returns we obtained in this section of the survey.

**Example 1**

What was the piece of work about?

*Activities in care homes: study looking at the level of activities in care homes and the impact on the well-being of residents.*

What was the key impact you achieved?

*Other: influenced care home providers to develop their activity programmes to offer a more varied and stimulating programme of activities for residents.*

How long did it take to achieve this impact?

*12 months.*

How was the impact delivered (e.g. research presenting evidence, publicity activity)?

*Research, followed by a conference, social media attention.*

Which of the following local stakeholders did you involve to achieve this impact? Please select the three most important

*Social care providers.*

*Media.*

*Local CQC inspectors.*
The topics covered in the examples chosen by Healthwatch respondents varied, with hospital care (n = 14, 16.5%), primary care (n = 11, 12.9%), social care (n = 10, 11.8%) and disability (n = 10, 11.8%) being the most common (Table 12).

Regarding the type of impact achieved, almost one-third (n = 29, 30.2%) of respondents selected a project that led to an ‘improvement in the access to care and treatment for the members of their community’. Sixteen (16.7%) Healthwatch respondents selected an initiative through which they ‘influenced new commissioning or commissioning intentions’, 12 (12.5%) chose a project that ‘produced changes to local contract specifications’ and the same number chose a project that ‘improved the quality of care’.

The most commonly reported stakeholders involved in successful projects were ‘CCG board and staff’ (n = 40, 41.7%), ‘service users or service users groups’ (n = 33, 34.4%), ‘health and well-being board members’ (n = 26, 27.1%), ‘community voluntary sector organisations’ (n = 25, 26.0%) and ‘local authority overview and scrutiny committee’ (n = 21, 21.9%). Conversely, ‘governors of trusts’ (n = 0), ‘local MPs [Members of Parliament]’ (n = 1, 1%), ‘NHS England’ (n = 2, 2.1%), ‘staff at neighbouring Healthwatch’ (n = 3, 3.1%) and ‘local STP/ICS boards’ (n = 3, 3.1%) were only selected by a limited number of respondents.

---

**Example 2**

**What was the piece of work about?**

*Access to eyecare: to give people a strong voice and ensure their experiences and views are considered and influence how eye care services are provided.*

**What was the key impact you achieved?**

*Improved access to care and treatment for members of our local community.*

**How long did it take to achieve this impact?**

*While the project took 2 years from proposal through to our final evidence-based research report, action was quickly taken based on our recommendations.*

**How was the impact delivered (e.g. research presenting evidence, publicity activity)?**

*Evidence/findings presented in a research report following focus groups, site visits and interviews with members of the public.*

**Which of the following local stakeholders did you involve to achieve this impact? Please select the three most important**

- Other: local eye health network.
- Local patient or condition-specific groups.
- Community voluntary sector organisations.
Examples of failed impact

We asked respondents to briefly outline a piece of work that they had completed in the past 3 years that they regarded as being unsuccessful. We also asked respondents to select the type of impact that they wanted to achieve and to describe the main barriers to impact they faced on its delivery (Box 5).

Local Healthwatch respondents chose examples of unsuccessful projects that covered a broad range of topics. The most common topics were primary care (n = 17, 17.7%), hospital care (n = 14, 14.6%), disability (n = 10, 10.4%) and mental health (n = 9, 9.4%). Regarding the type of impact intended to be achieved, the majority (n = 45, 46.9%) of our Healthwatch respondents selected projects intended to 'improve access to care and treatment' for members of their local community.

The two most common barriers to impact identified by local Healthwatch respondents were the 'lack of co-operation among or by key institutional stakeholders' (n = 36, 37.5%) and the 'systemic complexity or lack of clarity among stakeholders about respective organisational roles, responsibilities' (n = 27, 28.1%), which, when combined, were selected by almost two-thirds of our survey respondents. Despite widespread concern about decreasing Healthwatch budgets, only 10 (10.4%) local Healthwatch respondents identified a 'lack of resources' as the main barrier to impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Project duration</th>
<th>Total number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 1 year</td>
<td>&gt; 1 and &lt; 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital care</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability (excluding mental health)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care: GPs, eyecare, NHS 111 (no dentistry)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social care</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General engagement activities with patients and the public</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children and young adults: general</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seldom-heard groups: other (e.g. homelessness, drug and alcohol abuse, prisoners)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative care and end-of-life care</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seldom-heard groups: black, minority ethic and refugees</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service users transport</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phlebotomy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table has been reproduced from Zoccatelli et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
Summary

The findings of our phase 1 survey bring to the fore the variability in Healthwatch arrangements and highlight some interesting trends. In terms of organisational structure, although a majority of Healthwatch organisations do, indeed, operate as standalone social enterprises, the number of 'hosted organisations' is still significant, with more than two-fifths of Healthwatch organisations reporting being run by a host. Types of hosts also vary greatly, ranging from small social enterprises to large organisations that hold the contracts of several Healthwatch organisations in geographically dispersed areas. Healthwatch organisations within unitary local authorities are more likely to be hosted – rather than independent – organisations. Healthwatch organisations in counties, conversely, report the smallest proportion of hosted organisations, and one reason for this may be that Healthwatch organisations that are hosted by another organisation may struggle to operate at the larger geographical scale of a county. Although economies of scale, in terms of back-office functions, are likely to make large host organisations more competitive in the tender for a Healthwatch contract, they may be easier to realise in smaller geographical areas (i.e. unitary local authorities) rather than in larger areas (i.e. counties).

BOX 5 Free-text examples of failed impact

Example 1

What was the piece of work about?

Need for residents with autism.

What was the impact you wanted to achieve?

Promote issues which were adopted into a strategy (locally, regionally or nationally).

Please briefly describe the barriers to impact you experienced.

The commissioner writing the strategy was really engaged and also put us in contact with a variety of relevant departments and NHS commissioners (who actually ended up acting on our feedback and making a change on their side). However, the commissioner left, and the post’s responsibilities were left vacant for some time. We are still waiting for an opportunity to discuss the findings again. A board set up to look at the strategy did discuss the report and told us it was insightful but we have not been able to look at a longer term influence.

Example 2

What was the piece of work about?

Community dental services – access to procedures carried out under general anaesthesia.

What was the impact you wanted to achieve?

Improve access to care and treatment for members of our local community.

Please briefly describe the barriers to impact you experienced.

We ended up in a morass of different organisations with different responsibilities. Not everything they were each telling us could be true, as they were contradictory. The commissioner (NHS England) has been helpful in some ways but defensive in others. But we haven’t given up. We continue to press for answers. It is over 2 years since we began work on this.
Alternatively, it might be a function of the relative population density of the different local authority types. Based on data from the Office for National Statistics, none of the county councils fall into the top 50% of local authority areas by population density and it is, therefore, plausible that the third sector in such comparatively sparsely populated locales is less developed than in London boroughs, unitary authorities and metropolitan districts. Consequently, this may mean that there are fewer potential host organisations that might bid for Healthwatch contracts in county council areas.

Survey responses also mirror the challenging financial landscape in which most local Healthwatch organisations currently operate. As data from Healthwatch England reveal, and as we discuss in Chapter 1, four out of the five local Healthwatch organisations in this study have seen their funding reduced since 2013, and cutting operational costs as well as finding alternative sources of funding have become important for securing Healthwatch's organisational sustainability. We found that over 70% of Healthwatch organisations are now receiving external funds in addition to their core local authority contract or grant and these funds cover a broad range of activities, ranging from research on patients’ and service users’ experiences to the provision of the NHS Complaints Advocacy Service. Sources of funding also vary greatly across the network. Most common are funds from health organisations and local authorities, but with geographical variation. In the face of shrinking core funding, such ancillary funding may well be a vital supplement to ensure the viability of some local Healthwatch organisations. However, given the importance attached to their role as the principal conduit for the views of patients and service users on health and social care, dependence on these extra sources of funding may bring with it challenges around autonomy.

The variety of organisational and funding arrangements mirrors the diversity in the type and complexity of relationships with key stakeholders in health and social care, like CCGs, acute, community and mental health hospitals, GPs and care homes. Although many Healthwatch organisations engage in relatively simple institutional landscapes featuring only a limited number of stakeholders located within the boundaries of their local authorities, other Healthwatch organisations are embedded in complex institutional landscapes involving large numbers of commissioners and providers of health and social care services (e.g. five or more CCGs, five or more hospital trusts) located both within and outside the boundaries of their local authority. For example, our survey findings show that Healthwatch organisations in more complex institutional landscapes report more varied forms of impact (see Chapter 5, Institutional landscapes).

Looking more broadly at the quality of the relationship between local stakeholders and the level of involvement reported by Healthwatch in the development of key planning frameworks for health and social care services, like ICSs, our findings highlighted further variation. For instance, we found that although most Healthwatch respondents reported a high or good level of involvement in ICSs, five out of six Healthwatch respondents in the north-east of England reported having no or limited involvement in their development.

The quality of collaborative relationships with a range of partners also appeared to crucially influence the impacts described by participating Healthwatch organisations, including where impact had not been achieved. Local impacts predominated over national-level impact, reflecting the remit of local Healthwatch organisations. However, only 1 of the 10 participating Healthwatch organisations perceived that it had influenced a national-level policy change and this suggests that there is scope for further co-ordination of such activity, with a key role for Healthwatch England in securing wider impact.
Chapter 5 Findings part 2: exploring key axes of Healthwatch variability

In Chapter 4, we drew on the findings of our national online survey of local Healthwatch organisations to map the variability of Healthwatch’s organisational structures, relationships and impact across England.

In this chapter, we use (1) findings of our phase 2 ethnographic study of five Healthwatch study sites (see Figure 2 for the basic characteristics of each of the five study sites) and (2) insights from the discussion held among Healthwatch representatives at each study site during the cross-site JIF in phase 4. Drawing on these data, we explore in greater detail the following four key axes of Healthwatch variability that shape Healthwatch’s everyday strategies and practices:

1. organisational structures: ‘hosted’ or ‘standalone’
2. funding arrangements
3. institutional landscape
4. strategies and practices of engagement.

To approach the analysis of these areas, we use the theoretical framework of ANT. As we have outlined in greater detail in Chapter 1, ANT focuses on the analysis of the connections that link humans and non-humans (e.g. objects, documents, buildings, meetings, technologies, data, policies, strategies, contracts, ideas). ANT describes how these connections come to be formed, what holds them together and what they produce in particular contexts. From the ANT point of view, organisations (e.g. Healthwatch), as well as the immaterial concepts they actualise through their work (e.g. patients and public voice), are always the product of a system of mutual influence between humans and the material structures with which they come in contact every day. From this perspective we argue that, despite the fixed nature of Healthwatch’s statutory functions, what Healthwatch actually is, and what it does in its daily operation, is far from fixed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthwatch region</th>
<th>Hosted or standalone</th>
<th>Type of local authority</th>
<th>Population size served</th>
<th>Staff number and roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Ashton</td>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>Unitary LA</td>
<td>150,000–200,000</td>
<td>4 staff members (3 FTE: Manager, volunteer support officer, communication officer; 1 FTE: In total less than 1 FTE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Beecham</td>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>&gt; 1 million</td>
<td>16 staff members (engagement (4), research (4), information and signposting (4) and communication and marketing (4)) Organised in four teams with the exception of the information and signposting team and of a research officer, most staff work full time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Cherryburgh</td>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>London borough</td>
<td>250,000–300,000</td>
<td>5 staff members (The research and engagement manager (FT), an engagement officer (60 FTE), a research officer (60 FTE), and associate project manager (60 FTE) and a volunteer coordinator (60 FTE). The host’s CEO and the communication manager also regularly attend Healthwatch team meetings. These members mainly work on Healthwatch-related projects (formally, there are no staff members exclusively working on Healthwatch matters))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Dogwood</td>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>Unitary LA</td>
<td>300,000–350,000</td>
<td>6 staff members (4.8 FTE: project co-ordinator (team manager), communication and marketing officer, volunteer officer, communication and marketing assistant, engagement officer, engagement and insight officer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Elmbridge</td>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>London borough</td>
<td>300,000–350,000</td>
<td>4 staff members (4.8 FTE: CEO, finance and information officer, community intelligence analyst, project and engagement office)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2 Study sites’ basic characteristics. All details correct as of January 2021. FTE, full-time equivalent; LA, local authority.
Drawing on this approach, we organise our discussion in four short sections, with each exploring a specific axis of Healthwatch variability. The axes, we argue, are the direct product of Healthwatch’s entanglement with the key sociomaterial structures that shape their work.

Drawing on the extended ethnographic description of everyday practices and arrangements at our five Healthwatch study sites, we ultimately show how what is univocally called ‘Healthwatch’ is the multifaceted outcome of these entanglements, which shape Healthwatch’s everyday strategies and practices, and its potential and influence in representing the voice and needs of patients and public in health and care decisions. Each of these entanglements are mutually influencing and, therefore, closely related to each other.

**Organisational structures: ‘hosted’ or ‘standalone’**

As we discussed in Chapter 4, one of the main ways in which Healthwatch organisations are categorised is whether they are (1) standalone organisations that conduct only Healthwatch work and do so in one locality or (2) part of other organisations that also carry out other work. These latter Healthwatch organisations are referred to as ‘hosted’. According to our survey findings, most Healthwatch organisations reported being standalone (n = 56, 58.3%), with 40 (41.7%) Healthwatch organisations reporting that they are ‘hosted’.

The dualism between hosted and standalone organisations is commonly referred to by Healthwatch as a crucial way to discuss intrinsic differences between various Healthwatch organisations. The centrality of this dualism, for instance, emerged during our first HIP meeting when we presented the key characteristics of the four Healthwatch organisations we sampled to become our study sites. On that occasion, HIP members felt strongly that our selection was skewed towards hosted organisations and suggested that we recruit an additional site to reflect the specificity of a ‘small, standalone Healthwatch’ organisation. HIP members’ stress that the distinction between standalone and hosted Healthwatch organisations mirrors the general concern for this specific aspect of Healthwatch’s organisational set-up across the Healthwatch network. In 2018, for instance, Glenn Robert and Amit Desai attended the Healthwatch National Conference (Stratford-upon-Avon, UK), where a lively debate broke out about the risks posed by ‘predatory’ host organisations that bid for many Healthwatch contracts. The impression among many of those from standalone Healthwatch organisations was that Healthwatch organisations run by hosts would prioritise the needs of said hosts, become less responsive to the needs of local people and, therefore, not be ‘truly independent’ (a key Healthwatch value). This was reiterated during the course of our study and through our engagement with the HIP.

Our ethnographic findings, however, suggest that this easy dualism between standalone and hosted Healthwatch organisations conceals important aspects of Healthwatch’s organisational structures. In fact, we found that there is a great variability even within these two categories and such variability is determined by a far more complex array of factors (e.g. local histories, institutional landscapes, funding arrangements and staffing issues).

Drawing on this background, we address the following questions:

- How does the variability of organisational arrangements affect the everyday work of local Healthwatch organisations?
- Are hosted Healthwatch organisations so like each other that they form a distinct category from standalone Healthwatch organisations?
- Are the labels of ‘standalone’ or ‘hosted’ meaningful in understanding how local Healthwatch organisations work? In other words, is the distinction between the two labels consequential?

We address these questions by outlining the key aspects in the organisational arrangements at all our five study sites.
Healthwatch Ashton (hosted by a charity that also runs another Healthwatch organisation)

Healthwatch Ashton’s contract had been held by Achieve since the launch of Healthwatch in 2013. Achieve is a charitable company that was established in the late 1990s and works to promote health and well-being and address health inequalities in the broader region in which it is based. At the time of our fieldwork, Achieve also held the contract for Healthwatch Oakleigh (which was not a study site). In addition, until recently, Achieve held the contracts for a number of other Healthwatch in areas that adjoin that of Healthwatch Ashton.

Achieve delivered a range of other services in the area, which were funded variously by local authorities, the CCG and the National Lottery Community Fund. These services included leading a project to promote the involvement of seldom-heard groups in council decision-making, advocacy services, networking and research services for the local voluntary sector, and social prescribing projects.

Most of this other work took place outside the local authority covered by Healthwatch Ashton. Healthwatch Ashton’s manager explained that this was why Healthwatch Ashton appeared to operate on its own, separately from Achieve:

One thing I would add is I think Healthwatch Ashton as a contract is fairly self-contained. I mean I know it’s really small but I think it operates, I mean as I said, that doesn’t sort of – I guess what I’m trying to say is we wouldn’t necessarily [work with other parts of Achieve], because it’s in a different geographical area to I suppose [to] the other contracts’ work.

Healthwatch Ashton manager, interview, 6 January 2021

Two members of staff, including the manager, were shared across Healthwatch Ashton and Healthwatch Oakleigh; however, the Healthwatch organisations remained separate operations and were not in geographically contiguous areas. The small size of Healthwatch Ashton’s budget meant that Healthwatch Ashton relied on an active cohort of volunteers to set priorities and to carry out most of its activities (see Box 7).

Although formal governance responsibility for Healthwatch Ashton lies with Achieve’s board, Healthwatch Ashton had also formed its own executive board, which set its strategic and organisational priorities. This board was comprised staff members and volunteers.

Healthwatch Beecham (standalone Healthwatch organisation with a consultancy arm)

At the time of our fieldwork, Healthwatch Beecham was a standalone Healthwatch organisation that was funded through annual grants and run by a charitable company that conducted only Healthwatch work.

In 2016, Healthwatch Beecham established ‘Beecham Voice’, which was a separate company specialised in bidding for and delivering separate engagement and research projects. At the start of our fieldwork in August 2019, Beecham Voice was delivering three projects external to the Healthwatch contract, all of which were commissioned by the local council. These projects included a large 5-year contract awarded in 2019 to develop and facilitate engagement activities with disabled adults, the value of which exceeded that of Healthwatch Beecham’s core grant. Even although all of Beecham Voice’s projects were delivered by Healthwatch Beecham’s staff, during the time of our fieldwork, Beecham Voice was in the process of setting up an independent board, wholly separate from that of Healthwatch Beecham.

In the spring of 2020, Healthwatch Beecham appointed a new CEO and board chairperson and, following these changes, a decision was made to move Beecham Voice to dormant status. Beecham Voice’s independent board was dissolved and it ceased activity in March 2021. The contracts delivered by Beecham Voice were transferred to Healthwatch Beecham, which is now delivering those as Healthwatch projects. Healthwatch Beecham has not reached a final decision about the fate
of Beecham Voice. When asked about Beecham Voice by other Healthwatch representatives during the cross-site JIF, the Healthwatch Beecham CEO explained:

I don’t think [Beecham Voice] did fail. We set it up for a specific purpose at a specific time. It delivered that purpose, and it no longer is. So, we were having two sets of accounts, two sets of boards, two sets of board papers, because we had the trading arm [Beecham Voice]. We needed the trading arm at the time when it was set up. It was useful, it’s no longer fit for the need that we have at the moment in the current climate we’re in. A lot of the external funding that we’re getting outside of the core grant is from applying for funds, applying for grants, and they need to be done through a charity. Most of them need you to be a charity in order to be able to apply for the funds, which means that [Beecham Voice] isn’t a vehicle to apply for that work through, so that’s why we’ve moved it to a dormant status so we can reignite it at a point in time if we need to. At this point in time we don’t see the need to invest in it.

Healthwatch Beecham CEO, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021

Healthwatch Beecham’s board was still undergoing renewal at the end of our fieldwork in December 2020. At that time, it was composed of members mainly selected for their professional expertise (finance, research, charity work, etc.).

**Healthwatch Cherryburgh (Healthwatch as a ‘project’ of its host organisation)**

Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s contract was delivered by Community Together (Tamworth, UK), which is a community interest company specialised in service improvement through user engagement. Community Together was set up in April 2015 and took over the Healthwatch team and the novated contract from Healthwatch’s previous host, which was a local charity that had previously delivered the LINks contract and whose chairperson, at the time of our fieldwork, was also Community Together’s chairperson.

Since its launch, Community Together has expanded its range of activities and in 2020 was delivering several other contracts alongside Healthwatch Cherryburgh. These contracts included local social prescribers and community navigators, the delivery of support services to local residents who are aged ≥ 50 years, a CCG project to help develop Patient Participation Groups (PPGs) at the level of primary care networks (PCNs), and adviser services to tenants and leaseholders of social housing estates. Healthwatch Cherryburgh was the only Healthwatch contract delivered by Community Together.

The embeddedness of Healthwatch Cherryburgh within its host was reflected in Community Together’s organisational set up. Although five members of Community Together’s staff worked mainly on Healthwatch-related projects, Community Together did not have any formally dedicated Healthwatch staff members exclusively working on Healthwatch matters. Healthwatch Cherryburgh also did not have a dedicated board. Strategic direction for all projects, including those of Healthwatch Cherryburgh, was provided by Community Together’s board, which comprised local residents who were current and retired professionals working in organisation management, research and health and social care. No board member led on Healthwatch’s activities. Community Together’s independent chairperson received an annual salary for their work and represented Healthwatch at the health and well-being board and in several other council and NHS meetings.

In our chats and interviews with them, Community Together’s staff and board members consistently described how Healthwatch Cherryburgh could not be conceived of as separate from its host. Rather, Community Together’s staff and board members talked about Healthwatch as one among the many ‘projects’ in Community Together’s portfolio. For instance, as Community Together’s director told us:

*Healthwatch Cherryburgh doesn’t exist. It is just a project [ . . . ] At Community Together, we badge things [projects] differently depending on the situation. If it’s useful for us, if it makes the project more recognizable, then I’d badge something – a stall, an event – as Healthwatch, but the next time I could badge it differently. It depends. Usually, when it’s about health, I’d use the Healthwatch logo, because*
it's easier for people to understand what we are about. You know, Healthwatch brings a lot of kudos and a lot of clout.

Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s CEO, interview, 14 September 2020

Healthwatch Dogwood (hosted by a local charity that holds no other Healthwatch contract)

Healthwatch Dogwood was a 'hosted' Healthwatch organisation. The contract had been held since 2013 by local charity Direction Health, which provided services to people with disabilities. Direction Health was also the host employer for the local PCN’s social prescribers and held the contract for the local authority’s independent advocacy service. Healthwatch Dogwood had its offices at a complex owned by Direction Health where the host organisation itself was also based. In addition, Direction Health also let office space to other local VCSE organisations. Direction Health charged the Healthwatch contract a management fee, which comprised roughly one-tenth of the value of the contract.

Although formal governance responsibility for Healthwatch Dogwood lay with Direction Health’s board, Healthwatch Dogwood had its own active board that provided it with strategic direction. The board included two types of member; that is, (1) local residents with a background in the health and social care or the VCSE sector (referred to as 'independent members’) and (2) representatives from local VCSE organisations (including the CEO of Direction Health) and a local authority officer (referred to as ‘co-opted’ members). Given the size of the area Healthwatch Dogwood covers, the board aimed for geographical representativeness among its independent members. Like Healthwatch Cherryburgh, the chairperson of the Healthwatch board was remunerated for their time commitment of 3 days per month. Unlike Healthwatch Cherryburgh's chairperson, the chairperson of the Healthwatch Dogwood board was not independent and was a full board member.

The existence of a separate Healthwatch Dogwood board, which made decisions about Healthwatch Dogwood’s organisational priorities, allocation of resources and strategic vision, headed by a paid chairperson, meant that in many respects Healthwatch Dogwood looked like a separate organisation from Direction Health. Although staff were formally employees of Direction Health, most staff carried out Healthwatch work exclusively. Only one member of staff had a split role and divided their time between Healthwatch and the host. However, Direction Health maintained involvement in operational decisions and the Healthwatch manager often consulted its CEO in this regard.

According to Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairperson and manager, being hosted suited Healthwatch Dogwood well, as it allowed the Healthwatch board to focus on the Healthwatch work of best conveying public voice into the health and social care system without being distracted by legal, human resources or financial sustainability concerns (these were the domain of Direction Health). Therefore, Healthwatch Dogwood staff said that they felt freer than if they were a 'standalone' Healthwatch organisation. Staff found it to be beneficial that, rather than being compelled to recruit board members for their expertise in human resources, legal, finance or fundraising, the board itself included members who could access, and indeed be the voice of the public. Related to this was that Healthwatch Dogwood’s board did not necessarily regard its work as commercially sensitive or private. For instance, in pre-pandemic times, members of the public and VCSE organisations were invited to a coffee morning and asked to stay and observe the board meeting that followed.

Healthwatch Elmbridge (small standalone Healthwatch organisation)

Healthwatch Elmbridge described itself as a standalone Healthwatch organisation. Healthwatch Elmbridge was a charitable company that carried out only Healthwatch work and did not hold the contract of any other Healthwatch organisation. The charitable company was set up in 2013 specifically to hold the local Healthwatch contract and had held it continuously since.

As a charitable company, Healthwatch Elmbridge had a board of trustees with formal governance responsibilities. The board had seven members who were a mix of people working or formerly working in health care, local government or qualitative research, and residents and healthcare users with an
interest in public involvement in health. Healthwatch Elmbridge had two co-chairpersons who represented different styles of Healthwatch. One co-chairperson was a senior commissioner in a neighbouring local authority and brought an institutional and strategic perspective, whereas the other co-chairperson had a long history in local health activism and represented a more ‘grassroots’ understanding of Healthwatch. Like Healthwatch Dogwood, where a representative from the council sat on the board, at Healthwatch Elmbridge, the local authority contract manager attended board meetings but was not a trustee. However, there was ongoing discussion within Healthwatch Elmbridge as to whether or not the presence of the contract manager – who was responsible for monitoring performance – at board meetings was appropriate. The board met in private. A suggestion from the local authority contract manager that Healthwatch Elmbridge might consider meeting in public was rejected by trustees, as they felt that this was based on a misunderstanding of the role of Healthwatch Elmbridge’s board, which, for them, was centrally about organisational governance rather than public participation.

Healthwatch Elmbridge used the services of external consultants to conduct some of its activities and these services complemented the skills of employed staff. For instance, one of the main features of Healthwatch Elmbridge’s work was the development of a database of patient and public feedback (see Chapter 6), which was managed by an external information manager who also carried out work for several other Healthwatch in the region. Healthwatch Elmbridge also used an ethnographic research consultancy to plan and carry out projects on specific communities.

**Summary**

This section presented the variability of Healthwatch’s organisational arrangements at our five study sites. Such variability complicates the straightforward dualism between ‘hosted’ and ‘standalone’ organisations and shows how Healthwatch’s organisational structures are actually the product of a broader range of factors, including organisational histories and board composition (e.g. Healthwatch Ashton, Healthwatch Cherryburgh, Healthwatch Dogwood), strategic planning to better exploit financial opportunities (as in the case of Healthwatch Beecham’s creation of a consultancy arm or Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s ambiguity in terms of the boundaries between Healthwatch and its host’s respective remits) and the lack of geographical overlap between the work of the host organisation and hosted Healthwatch, leading to a degree of separateness (e.g. Healthwatch Ashton).

Looking specifically at the three study sites ‘hosted’ by other organisations (i.e. Healthwatch Ashton, Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Healthwatch Dogwood), our findings show a great variability in their organisational arrangements. Although both Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Healthwatch Dogwood were hosted by a small local charitable company that held only one Healthwatch contract, their respective ways of organising and conceiving Healthwatch work were different.

Healthwatch Cherryburgh did not appear and work as an organisation in the way that, for example, Healthwatch Dogwood seemed to, despite their common hosted status. Staff and outputs were deployed strategically across Community Together, and who or what was labelled ‘Healthwatch’ shifted and bore little relation to the funding purpose for that work. For instance, Community Together had been commissioned by the local authority to gather the experiences of local adult social care users. The outputs of this work were routinely presented to the outside world as being produced by Healthwatch Cherryburgh, even though it was not funded or carried out as a ‘Healthwatch’ piece of work. However, branded as a Healthwatch piece of work, it could be presented at the local health and well-being board at which Healthwatch Cherryburgh has a statutory seat. Such ‘rebranding’, therefore, had the effect of boosting the visibility of that work locally.

Conversely, Healthwatch Dogwood appeared as a quasi-organisation separate to that of its host; that is, Direction Health had an arms-length relationship with Healthwatch Dogwood. The latter had its own board, dedicated staff and projects. At local voluntary sector engagement events, for instance, Direction Health and Healthwatch Dogwood had separate stalls with different staff at each. Healthwatch Dogwood had features which resembled those of standalone Healthwatch such as Healthwatch Elmbridge.
Both Healthwatch Dogwood and Healthwatch Elmbridge set their own priorities, deployed their staff and carried out their projects in an autonomous Healthwatch-named way. In terms of backgrounds and professional interests, Healthwatch Dogwood and Healthwatch Elmbridge also looked very similar in composition, although one point of difference is that Healthwatch Dogwood’s board had members who represented other VCSE organisations. Interestingly, although Healthwatch Dogwood’s board was happy to meet in public, Healthwatch Elmbridge’s board was not. Nevertheless, the similarities between the two blur the presumed distinctiveness of hosted Healthwatch organisations compared with standalone Healthwatch organisations. This was very different from Healthwatch Cherryburgh, where, as its CEO described, ‘Healthwatch Cherryburgh doesn’t exist. It is just a project’ (Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s CEO, interview, 14 September 2020).

Similar to Healthwatch Dogwood, Healthwatch Ashton – also a hosted Healthwatch – behaved autonomously, despite being part of a much larger charity (Achieve), which had supralocal activities and one other Healthwatch contract. Healthwatch Ashton had its own board and staff, as well as an active cohort of Healthwatch volunteers separate from those of Achieve. As Healthwatch Ashton’s manager discussed above [see Healthwatch Ashton (hosted by a charity that also runs another Healthwatch organisation)], part of the reason for this autonomy was that Achieve’s other contracts were for activities in other local authorities, CCGs and ICS to that in which Healthwatch Ashton operates. Therefore, Healthwatch Ashton, even although it was hosted, looked organisationally much more like Healthwatch Elmbridge than Healthwatch Cherryburgh (one of the other hosted Healthwatch organisations among our study sites). This complicates the categories of ‘hosted’ and ‘standalone’ Healthwatch organisations. Although these terms have a basic descriptive function and are also used rhetorically to make claims, they cannot in themselves explain how Healthwatch organisations function. We have shown how this applies to ‘hosted’ organisations; however, it also applies to standalone Healthwatch organisations such as Healthwatch Beecham [see Healthwatch Beecham (standalone Healthwatch organisation with a consultancy arm)], the structures of which produced a different manifestation of a standalone Healthwatch compared with Healthwatch Elmbridge. Healthwatch Beecham and Beecham Voice ran alongside each other as separate organisations, each with its own board and projects, but delivered by the same staff. One effect of this was to complicate the chains of accountability of Healthwatch Beecham, as it was linked via its staff to the operations and priorities of Beecham Voice.

**Funding arrangements**

As we detailed in Chapter 1, Healthwatch organisations across England receive different levels of funding from their local authority contracts. The range of funding is large, ranging from £42,000 per year for Healthwatch City of London to over £500,000 per year for several Healthwatch organisations that cover whole counties. Healthwatch funding is not ring-fenced, nor do local authorities across England follow a uniform formula for calculating Healthwatch funding. In general, Healthwatch organisations serving large populous counties or cities receive more money in absolute terms than Healthwatch organisations working in small unitary authorities. Such variability alongside the fluctuation of Healthwatch funding decisively shapes not only Healthwatch’s organisational structures but also, and more importantly, its ability to fulfil its mission.

In this section, we explore the effects of these differential levels of absolute funding. We consider the following questions:

- How does the value of a local Healthwatch’s funding affect its ability to attract funding external to the Healthwatch contract to build a range of relationships with key stakeholders, recruit and retain specialist staff and disseminate its work appropriate audiences?
- Ultimately, how does this affect its ability to convey the voice of patients and the public to its local systems?
To address these questions, we examine two of our case study sites which provide an instructive contrast; one site (Healthwatch Beecham) holds one of the largest contracts in England and the other (Healthwatch Ashton) holds one of the smallest contracts in England. We then examine the effects of external funding on Healthwatch’s daily operations. In Figure 3, we summarise the funding arrangements of our five local Healthwatch study sites.

**Healthwatch Beecham: large funding and larger opportunities**

Healthwatch Beecham had the largest core funding among our five study sites. Funded through a local authority grant that was renegotiated yearly, Healthwatch Beecham had a core budget of £540,000 at the beginning of our fieldwork in 2019. Of this, £120,000 was specifically awarded for the delivery of signposting services for health and social care in the area, but this additional money was cut from the 2020–21 grant. However, even without this amount, in 2020–21 Healthwatch Beecham was still one of the best-funded Healthwatch organisations (in absolute terms) in the entire national network.

Although Healthwatch Beecham’s large budget was justified by its officers based on the size of its local population, its funding was not used to ensure a greater presence of Healthwatch across the large county where it is based (e.g. through the establishment of local Healthwatch Beecham branches in different districts). Rather, funds were principally used to employ highly specialised members of staff. In addition to the CEO and office manager, Healthwatch Beecham employed 13 other staff members split into four teams (i.e. engagement, research, information and signposting, and communication and marketing). Apart from those in the information and signposting team and one research officer, most staff members worked full-time.

Healthwatch Beecham’s staff included people trained at PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) level (e.g. research manager), as well as people who have had high-profile and successful careers in their respective fields (e.g. communication lead). Staff members played a key role in shaping the activities and profile of Healthwatch Beecham locally; for example, they regularly designed and followed sophisticated strategies for platforms such as radio, television, local newspapers, podcasts, guest lectures at local universities and community workshops (as well as attending policy stakeholders’ meetings, such as those with the local authority and CCG) to disseminate Healthwatch Beecham’s work. In addition, work by these members of staff is occasionally published in peer-reviewed journals and academic-edited volumes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthwatch region</th>
<th>Contract or grant?</th>
<th>Core funding amount (approximate to ensure anonymity)</th>
<th>Received external funding from local partners during fieldwork period (August 2019–January 2021) - details of local sources of funding</th>
<th>Awards external funding to local voluntary sector organisations to conduct engagement activities on behalf of Healthwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Ashton</td>
<td>Contact 3+1+1 from March 2018</td>
<td>&lt; £100,000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Beecham</td>
<td>Annual grant</td>
<td>£400,000–450,000 per year</td>
<td>Yes From local authority, ICS, earned income (e.g. consultancy fees), CCG, NHS provider, third-sector organisations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Cherryburgh</td>
<td>Contract 3 years from July 2020</td>
<td>£150,000–200,000</td>
<td>Yes From local authority, ICS, CCG, commissioning support unit, earned income (e.g. consultancy fees), NHS provider</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Dogwood</td>
<td>Contract 3+1 from April 2018</td>
<td>Between £150,000 and £200,000 per year</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthwatch Elmbridge</td>
<td>Contract 2+1+1+1 from April 2017</td>
<td>Between £150,000 and £200,000 per year</td>
<td>Yes From local authority, ICS, CCG</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All details correct as of January 2021

**FIGURE 3** Study sites’ funding arrangements.
These specialised members of staff were also instrumental in creating new opportunities for the organisation, helping it to attract additional funding, as well as skilled staff members. For example, during the time of our fieldwork, Healthwatch Beecham’s research manager was involved in the design of two successful seed fund applications for projects funded through UK Research and Innovation and the NIHR Applied Research Collaboration in partnership with two local universities. One of these projects drew on Healthwatch Beecham’s previous connections with a network of charities and community groups looking to support people living with neurological disorders. The project aimed to involve the charities and community groups in the design of further research projects proposed by the VCSE, which would be delivered collaboratively by the local university, VCSE and Healthwatch Beecham.

The involvement of Healthwatch Beecham in formal partnerships with local universities allowed the organisation to access the often substantial additional funding derived from successful grant applications. An indirect consequence of these academic partnerships was that Healthwatch Beecham then became aware of, and was able to access more effectively, additional skilled staff at subsidised cost through university and government training schemes. For example, in January 2021, two members of Healthwatch Beecham’s communication and marketing team were apprentices on a 4-year programme in collaboration with a local university. One member of the research team was a secondee from the CASE (Collaborative Awards in Science and Engineering) PhD Studentship programme and was on a 12-week placement as part of her PhD at another local university.

Like Healthwatch Beecham, other Healthwatch organisations were also aware of the potential of collaborating with universities to access academic research funding. We found, however, that different levels of funding have an important impact on the ability of local Healthwatch to exploit the possibilities offered by a closer collaboration with local universities. In Box 6 we present the experience of a member of the HIP; that is, the CEO of a Healthwatch organisation with a core budget of less than £100,000, in collaborating with universities.

**Healthwatch Ashton: the effects of a small contract**

In contrast with Healthwatch Beecham, Healthwatch Ashton had one of the smallest annual contracts of any Healthwatch in England (a total of £80,000 between local authority funding and LRCV funding). Healthwatch Ashton’s core funding from the local authority was approximately £40,000 per year and was paid in four instalments. Healthwatch Ashton also received £40,000 per year that must be used to fund local VCSE to carry out engagement work on its behalf. This latter funding came from the LRCV grant and was paid to Healthwatch Ashton at different times every year and specifically when grant payments did not coincide with the payment of its core funding. This was an unusual arrangement for Healthwatch funding, as most Healthwatch organisations received the LRCV grant bundled with their core local authority contract and could use it at their discretion. These funding arrangements had several interlinked consequences.

First, the core funding from the local authority contract was not enough to cover Healthwatch Ashton’s operating expenses as they arose through the year and, therefore, the shortfall was covered by Healthwatch Ashton’s host Achieve. The shortfall was then repaid when the LRCV grant was released by the local authority. The uncertainty associated with the LRCV grant in terms of its timing and amount meant that Healthwatch Ashton found it difficult to plan its work.

Second, the small size of the core contract funding meant that Healthwatch Ashton had a staff team of < 1 FTE in total, which greatly limited its capacity to carry out conventional Healthwatch activities. Consequently, the team had to develop a way of working that relied heavily on the contribution of volunteers (Box 7). At the time of our fieldwork, Healthwatch Ashton’s staff was composed of a manager, volunteer support officer and a communications officer, all of whom were part time and whose total FTE was < 1. A significant proportion of staff time was spent supporting volunteers in their activities; in fact, this was the main responsibility of one of its three dedicated officers. The small budget also meant that Healthwatch Ashton needed to make difficult choices about what to prioritise. At the start of its most
recent contract, Healthwatch Ashton had to decide whether to focus its work either on engagement or volunteer support, and, given its need to involve volunteers, they chose the latter; however, this meant that it had no capacity itself to carry out engagement work with the public and patients. This put pressure on staff and led to the volunteer support officer also doing engagement work when she could.

Third, as Healthwatch Ashton could not use the money from the LRCV in an unrestricted way (e.g. to carry out targeted and planned engagement activities itself), but had to – in effect – outsource engagement work to local VCSE organisations (e.g. conducting surveys of particular groups), Healthwatch Ashton had no opportunity to develop its own engagement capacity. The manager of Healthwatch Ashton explained that, this led to some confusion about how Healthwatch works on the part of the volunteers, who were so central to its running:

[Healthwatch Ashton’s volunteers] say ‘why do we have to give that money away to other organisations?’.

Fieldnotes, 18 February 2020

**External funding**

The example above shows the effect of a small core budget in absolute terms. There is another aspect related to the fluctuation of funding and well-established trend towards falling Healthwatch budgets: as we discussed in *Chapter 4*, publicly available data show that, since their launch in 2013, local Healthwatch organisations have undergone significant budget cuts. The value of contracts or grants was reduced in four-fifths ($n = 121, 79.3\%$) of all 150 Healthwatch organisations in England between 2013 and 2018.
Such a funding squeeze has led to increased discussions within and among Healthwatch organisations about the desirability of generating income in addition to their core contracts. Our survey showed that a majority of Healthwatch organisations now bid for external funding [and 71 (74.0%) Healthwatch organisations among our survey respondents were receiving such funding]. Some Healthwatch representatives argued that soliciting and accepting external funding was problematic because it fundamentally encroaches on Healthwatch’s key principle of independence. Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s chairperson, for instance, described this situation in the following terms during the cross-site JIF:

I mean Healthwatch is one of a number of, oh, it’s the last of a number of attempts to establish an independent voice for patients and the public and I think we had high hopes at the outset that it would be able to be the independent voice, and certainly when we started in Cherryburgh we had lots of dosh to do it! We had lots of ambitions as to how we could sustain that independence – but slowly but surely the money has become less and less and we were obliged really to enter into a whole range of contracts with different parts of the NHS and social care, and I think relationships are reasonably friendly but there’s a lot more that we would be able to do if we had the resources to really inject a thorough, independent voice into the systems […] There’s a continuum between independence and slavery, I suppose, and I think we’ve very much slid back towards the slavery over the period. That’s not to undermine what we’ve done but it’s very far from the independent free-speaking outfit that I would have liked to have seen.

Healthwatch Cherryburgh chairperson, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021
Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairperson offered a slightly different perspective, which was less absolute. Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairperson recognised that different Healthwatch organisations would make different decisions based on their level of funding. In addition, Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairperson felt that Healthwatch Dogwood was relatively comfortable financially and, therefore, did not need to charge for additional work:

*I think they should seek commissioned work and work in partnership when there’s a particular need, but I don’t think it should be funded because that may – it may – colour the independence. [...] But I would say within that it depends on the financial state of the Healthwatch because I think Healthwatch Dogwood has not had its funding reduced in the last 2 or 3 years – he says, touching wood – but I’m sure that other Healthwatch whose financial state is much less secure than ours, then I would understand they may have a different perspective.*

*Healthwatch Dogwood chairperson, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021*

This was borne out by fieldwork at Healthwatch Dogwood. For instance, staff at Healthwatch Dogwood had carried out an engagement project with PPGs at a PCN for which they did not charge. The Healthwatch manager explained that, although the PCN offered to pay for this work, Healthwatch Dogwood refused because it did not need the additional income and it was more important to develop good relations and obtain experience of this kind of activity.

Among our study sites, a minority of Healthwatch respondents and HIP members expressed an opposing view to those of Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairpersons. Rather than viewing external funding as a problem, some Healthwatch respondents and HIP members regarded it as a way to ensure that their work achieves better impact, as Healthwatch Beecham’s business manager explained:

*I think that it’s [external funding] allowed us to be able to be independent but also to hold the stakeholders to account because they’re obviously paying for a service so they need to listen to what these people are saying.*

*Healthwatch Beecham business manager, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021*

Healthwatch Elmbridge’s chairperson echoed this sentiment. Although Healthwatch Elmbridge’s chairperson recognised that the search for external funding was a result of issues of financial sustainability, not being solely reliant on local authority core contract funding also allowed Healthwatch to be more independent:

*I want to say that we actively seek commissioned work because, you know, with a new commissioning round coming up, we don’t believe that we’re going to be able to keep the same level of commissioning from the local authority and we need to diversify our revenue streams in order to be sustainable. And also in order to be independent.*

*Healthwatch Elmbridge chairperson, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021*

In Box 8, we present an example of the complex entanglement of ethics and financial considerations surrounding a Healthwatch organisation’s decision to explore external funding opportunities.

**Summary**

Money is a major axis of variability between Healthwatch organisations. Different amounts of funding in different areas enable the creation and maintenance of radically different sorts of organisations, which, nevertheless, ostensibly share the same mission. Healthwatch contract value is partly justified based on population. Therefore, larger local authority areas tend to have larger absolute amounts of funding than smaller areas. However, these larger absolute amounts of funding are not used to help these Healthwatch organisations replicate the services of smaller Healthwatch organisations on a larger scale, rather the larger contract value enables such Healthwatch organisations to hire larger
numbers of more varied staff and, therefore, offer different services. In so doing, larger Healthwatch organisations become very different from smaller Healthwatch organisations, despite the name they share. This point has been reinforced by interviews with managers of large Healthwatch organisations in our study sites and our HIP. Towards the end of the fieldwork period, for instance, managers reported that five of the larger Healthwatch organisations by contract value had created an informal network to discuss issues that are specific to them and not catered for by the official Healthwatch network infrastructure, which tends to be geographically organised.

The value of its contract influences the ability of a Healthwatch organisation to engage local people and promote their involvement in the monitoring and planning of services. Consider the specialisation of staff and engagement of the two Healthwatch study sites we considered above, Healthwatch Beecham, for instance, could link up with academics and involve specialist and expert VCSE organisations, as well as condition-specific patients in longer-term projects. Moreover, Healthwatch staff, there had the skills to facilitate co-design processes. Compare this with Healthwatch Ashton, which was unable to conduct its own engagement activities within the funding awarded by the local authority, as the then Healthwatch Ashton manager explained when reflecting on the effect of their funding structure:

\[ \text{... our size does affect our ability to have a voice.} \]  

Fieldnotes, 12 November 2019

---

BOX 8 Healthwatch Elmbridge’s finance subcommittee meeting (January 2020)

At the beginning of 2020, Healthwatch Elmbridge was trying to encourage more key partners to use an insights database of patient and public feedback on health and social care services that it had developed and that it uses as the main vehicle through which it channels ‘the voice of the people’ to the local system (see Chapter 6 for more details about this).

Although the local hospital trust was keen to pay for access and to support it, the CEO also wanted the local ICS to start using and developing the database across the footprint. The CEO, therefore, asked the hospital trust to approach the ICS and ask whether or not the latter would match-fund the local trust’s offer. After several months, this happened, and the insights database began to be used across the ICS footprint and by all the Healthwatch organisations in the area. Moreover, each local Healthwatch organisation was paid by the ICS to support its use of the database. Therefore, Healthwatch Elmbridge, not only succeeded in generating income for itself, but also for other neighbouring Healthwatch organisations, and the match-funding by the ICS ensured that Healthwatch was in a better position to co-ordinate providing patient and public voice across the footprint.

Highlighting the importance of the institutional landscape in which Healthwatch operate and which shape the possibilities of its work, the discussion at the finance subcommittee also considered how Healthwatch Elmbridge could talk about itself as an innovator within an innovative local system. The CEO commented that Elmbridge is a system leader, as evidenced, for instance, by the advanced development of its PCNs. The CEO asked, ‘Are we, as a Healthwatch, an innovator and leader because of this general innovation?’, and suggested that Healthwatch Elmbridge ‘talk about this more’, as it would help them attract additional income.

The subcommittee also discussed the possibility of research partnerships with universities of a kind already pursued by Healthwatch Beecham (discussed above) and this was uncontroversial among board members. However, a proposal by the co-chairperson that Healthwatch Elmbridge seek corporate funding for its young persons’ panel was met with some disquiet. Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO felt uncomfortable with this idea and remarked that the corporate sponsor ‘would only be doing it for a photo op’. The issue remained unresolved.
We have also seen how a fall in the value of local Healthwatch contracts over the past 8 years meant that many Healthwatch organisations chose to solicit additional funding from the NHS and local authorities themselves. This has raised questions for some Healthwatch organisations about whether this lessens their independence or enhances it. It may also be the case that those larger Healthwatch organisations are in a better position than smaller ones to obtain substantial external funding for research or engagement activities, therefore widening the gap between Healthwatch organisations even further and raising questions of equity for people in different areas of England. Perhaps the most striking consequence of the differential levels of funding is the effect on the capacity of Healthwatch as an organisation to grow and diversify and, in doing so, expand not only the notion of Healthwatch, but also the notion of voice itself.

**Institutional landscapes**

Healthwatch organisations operate in varied institutional landscapes and this variation is found in both the type and number of health and social care actors, as well as the jurisdictional context of the local authority (Figure 4, see also Figure 2). On the latter point, there are Healthwatch organisations in different types of local authority (e.g. counties, London boroughs, metropolitan and unitary), which are organised at considerably different scales and have different features. Healthwatch in counties, for instance, have a broader geographical area to cover and they may find it challenging to maintain contacts with lower-tier local authorities, such as district councils, and with hyperlocal health and social care providers. These organisations contrast, for instance, with Healthwatch organisations in smaller local authorities (e.g. London or metropolitan boroughs), which may be part of relatively simple networks featuring a limited number of local stakeholders only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Healthwatch Ashton</th>
<th>Healthwatch Beecham</th>
<th>Healthwatch Cherryburgh</th>
<th>Healthwatch Dogwood</th>
<th>Healthwatch Elmbridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCGs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (merged with 2 other CCGs in April 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital trusts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health trusts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community health trusts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP surgeries</td>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>31–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care homes</td>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>1–10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 4** Number of stakeholders in study site areas. Data from survey phase December 2018–January 2019. All details correct as of January 2021. LA, local authority.
The range of health and social care actors that populate these landscapes are also varied and affect the kinds of environment and possible relationships within which Healthwatch organisations work. Significant actors shaping Healthwatch strategies and practices include:

- local authorities and their boards and committees (e.g. health and well-being board)
- CCGs
- ICSs
- integrated care partnerships (ICPs)
- NHS provider trusts
- GPs and PCNs
- VCSE organisations and networks.

Below, we consider three contrasting institutional landscape types to address the following questions:

- What effect does the scale, range and quality of local relationships have on the organisation of Healthwatch's daily work?
- How do these relationships affect the potential impact of local Healthwatch organisations?

_A fragmented institutional landscape and its effects on Healthwatch’s practices and strategies: the example of Healthwatch Beecham_

The local authority area in which Healthwatch Beecham is located is a large county (Beecham) characterised by a large number of health and social care actors. For instance, there are five CCGs, three ICSs (all of which also cover other local authority areas) and 293 general practices. Beecham’s health and well-being board provides strategic oversight of all these actors.

The size and fragmentation of the institutional landscape of the county make it difficult for Healthwatch Beecham to scrutinise services and to participate in meetings and events held in each lower-tier local authority in the county. For instance, during our research, Healthwatch Beecham was attending only the county-level health and wellbeing boards and not the 12 district-level health and well-being boards, despite invitations to attend them. The new CEO (since August 2020) discussed with us how she was planning to expand Healthwatch volunteering programmes so as to have ‘volunteers sitting on those and feeding information back up to us’ (Healthwatch Beecham CEO, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021). This volunteering project had not yet been launched at the end of our fieldwork in Healthwatch Beecham.

The challenges posed by the size and fragmentation of its local system significantly influenced the practices and strategies adopted by Healthwatch Beecham in its daily work. The large number of local providers was, for instance, cited as one of the key reasons why Healthwatch Beecham had decided not to conduct any enter and view visits. Instead of trying to build relationship with a large number of providers, Healthwatch Beecham chose to adopt a more in-depth and broad-scale focus on specific themes, which it explored through the lived experiences of local people (see _Healthwatch Beecham: long-term in-depth engagement shaped by the interests of staff members_ for details), as Healthwatch Beecham's CEO (until March 2020) explained to us:

> At Healthwatch Beecham we can’t do the same things that other Healthwatch do. We don’t go to the council and say ‘we visited all the GP surgeries in the county and we gathered feedbacks in each one of them’. Honestly, so what? What we do is identifying gaps in the market. There is still no work done on this topic, we do it.

Fieldnotes 28 August 2019

This more focused and theme-led way of working had limitations that were sometimes highlighted in our conversations with local partners. Limitations included the fact that Healthwatch Beecham staff did not necessarily know how the system worked as a whole, and did not have the range of contacts that...
other Healthwatch organisations might have maintained. This can be seen in an interview with Healthwatch Beecham’s commissioner (5 November 2020):

**Giulia Zoccatelli:** Is there anything you would improve in how Healthwatch operates and –

**Healthwatch Beecham’s commissioner:** I think I’m seeing improvements now, you know, in terms of leadership and, you know, sometimes their connections and their kind of knowledge of the health and social care system [. . . ] hasn’t always been as good as it could be. One of the projects I had to explain the difference between personal health budgets and personal budgets in a social care context – that sort of thing I would kind of expect them to skill themselves up over – so the context of how health and social care works should, for me, be stuff that they are aware of. Obviously, they won’t know all the detail but, broadly speaking, they should be aware of [the context].

**A dominant and successful provider: the example of Healthwatch Dogwood**

From Healthwatch Dogwood’s perspective, one of the most important features of Dogwood’s health and social care institutional landscape was the presence of a large and successful provider trust. At the time of our research, the trust ran acute and community health services in the area, along with adult social care. The trust also had a subsidiary primary care arm that ran several general practices in both Dogwood and in a neighbouring CCG patch. The trust was one of the few English trusts to have consistently received an ‘outstanding’ rating from the CQC. Moreover, many of the area’s key stakeholders also had formal roles at the trust or had held positions with it in the past. For instance, the CEO of the local authority was also an executive director of the trust. In addition, Healthwatch Dogwood’s own chairperson was for several years a non-executive director of the trust.

One of the area’s health and social care leaders described this dominance:

...we have brilliant healthcare, we have brilliant providers, but they are very difficult to control and to influence because at the end of the day, some of their departments – their financial department just says ‘shut up, we’re rich and successful. Go away, you’re little and trivial’ . . . the trust are very dominant . . . and they like to be dominant and they like to use that and they are incredibly successful.

_Dogwood CCG chairperson, interview, 1 October 2020_

The trust had an active and well-resourced engagement and communications department, which, in Healthwatch Dogwood’s view, was very protective of the trust’s operations. Therefore, Healthwatch Dogwood found it difficult to make its voice heard with regard to the services the trust provides. For instance, Healthwatch Dogwood’s reports on the trust’s hospital services were often responded to in a minimal way or ignored completely, partly because of a history of tension between Healthwatch Dogwood and the trust (the cause of which was a hospital closure consultation conducted several years ago). Although relations had improved greatly since then, Healthwatch Dogwood occasionally received mild informal complaints from the trust about the way in which conducted its work. For instance, a misunderstanding arose between this Healthwatch organisation and the trust about the characterisation of a patient story that had been published in a Healthwatch England document. Although the story was not identified with the trust and was presented as a generic issue, the trust nevertheless felt that Healthwatch Dogwood ought to have given them advance notice.

One way in which Healthwatch Dogwood had begun to make space for itself in this particular institutional landscape was to engage more actively with other providers in the area, such as the mental health trust and PCNs, as well as with the VCSE sector, and to improve relations with the CCG. For instance, it had recently been formally involved in the mental health trust’s planning and commissioning of a new recovery college to be delivered by VCSE partnerships. Healthwatch Dogwood’s contribution was sought because of its knowledge and connections with smaller VCSE organisations in the county.
A joined-up health and care landscape: Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Healthwatch Elmbridge

Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Healthwatch Elmbridge are both located in areas where there is a strong history of integration of key health and social care actors.

In Healthwatch Cherryburgh, the integration of the local health-care system was being formalised during the time of our research through the establishment of a borough partnership board. Healthwatch Cherryburgh was actively involved in the development of the board and was a member of a working group that regularly met to develop and define both the strategic (i.e. health and well-being strategy) and operational (i.e. delivery plan) aspects of the future working of the board. According to Healthwatch Cherryburgh's CEO, the operations of the working group were going smoothly. After attending a successful working group meeting with one of the fieldworkers, Healthwatch Cherryburgh's CEO explained that the main reason for this was the local health and care system's history of working in partnership, even before the formal establishment of the partnership board:

Frank [pseudonym] said that members of the working group were able to collaborate very well because they are used to working together. They worked together even before the formal work they are now doing to establish the partnership board. In Cherryburgh people don't change, they are always the same people you keep on meeting at various boards and committees. They have learned how to communicate; they know which personalities are there around the table and they generally listen to each other.

Fieldnotes, 7 January 2020

The cohesiveness of the local system and Community Together’s active involvement in the integrated work of local stakeholders meant that Healthwatch was able to establish itself as a recognisable partner in the system. As part of the development work for the borough partnership, Healthwatch Cherryburgh's director was, for instance, made responsible, alongside the CCG’s head of communication and engagement, for producing the 'partnership's engagement and co-production strategy'.

Compared with the relative novelty of Cherryburgh's formal integration, Elmbridge had formally established an ICP involving commissioners, providers, the local authority and the VCSE for almost a decade at the time of our fieldwork. Healthwatch Elmbridge is not a board member of the partnership. Healthwatch Elmbridge was offered a place, but decided that, as it already sits on the health and well-being board, which oversees the work of the partnership, such a dual role might have proved complicated. Instead, Healthwatch Elmbridge sat on each of the three workstreams of the partnership that look, respectively, at the health and social care of young people, healthy adults and older people. The existence of an advanced partnership in Elmbridge affected the ways in which Healthwatch Elmbridge conducted its work into patient and service user experience and also the ways in which such work was received by various stakeholders. For instance, Healthwatch Elmbridge organised some of its engagement projects and report-writing around ‘localities’ (the borough is divided into four localities), which was one of the key ways in which the partnership organised and targeted its work. Similarly, Healthwatch Elmbridge was increasingly using ‘I statements’ (e.g. ‘I am supported to make healthy lifestyle choices’) sourced from the partnership’s own outcomes framework to track how local people understood their health and social care support. Healthwatch Elmbridge also attempted to triangulate its data from engagement work with public health, local authority, GP and CCG data to create a richer picture of patient and public experiences and needs. In Box 9, we present an example of Healthwatch Elmbridge’s work in its ICP.

Summary

Healthwatch is embedded in an ecosystem of relationships with people in the health and social care system, as well as in the material and institutional infrastructures of the areas where they operate (e.g. a successful provider trust, a long-standing partnership board, a larger number of district-level health and well-being boards). In the ethnographic examples provided above, we have described how these various ecosystems shape individual Healthwatch strategies and practices.
One example of this is Healthwatch Beecham’s focus on the in-depth, lived experience of local people about specific health and social care topics, which was influenced by the challenges posed by the sheer complexity and size of the health and social care system. In its daily work, Healthwatch Beecham was confronted with a large number of possible institutional partners and associated meetings (both formal and informal) at which projects might be discussed and at which decisions about commissioning and provision might be taken. In this context, at the time of our research, Healthwatch Beecham embraced a more thematic way of working that did not rely on continuously maintaining a large number of relationships, something which would have consumed huge resources. However, this more focused approach made Healthwatch Beecham’s staff less familiar with the day-to-day working and priorities of individual institutional actors.

This point is further illuminated by the contrast with other study sites. Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Healthwatch Elmbridge were part of well-integrated systems even before the formal development of their ICPs. In these areas, the relationships forged by Healthwatch were more predictable because of the smaller identifiable number of people and institutions with whom Healthwatch can have regular and consistent contact. As the CEO of Healthwatch Cherryburgh reported, in these systems people are used to collaborating and know each other’s work and capacities, and this meant that these Healthwatch’s practices and strategies were more easily embedded in local institutional conversations around health and social care.

The partnerships involving Healthwatch Cherryburgh and Elmbridge contain some actors who were more powerful than others. However, no single actor emerged as totally dominant. This was not the case in Healthwatch Dogwood’s area of operation. For Healthwatch Dogwood, the local provider trust presided over the health and social sector by virtue of its size, financial status and success, and this had an impact on the everyday work of Healthwatch Dogwood. In its daily work, Healthwatch Dogwood was constantly reflecting on its positioning within the system and whether or not any given course of action would have resulted in conflict with the trust and others. For instance, some of those involved in Healthwatch Dogwood were more willing to take a less cautious approach than others within the organisation. One response that sidestepped this ever-present tension was that Healthwatch Dogwood had begun to cultivate relationships with other institutional actors in configurations that do not involve the dominant provider trust. As we outlined above, these new relationships include relationships with the mental health trust and the VCSE sector.

Strategies and practices of engagement

Healthwatch engagement is commonly understood as Healthwatch staff or volunteers soliciting the views of patients and residents through a range of activities with the aim of shaping health and care service provision.
The sociomaterial structures (e.g. funding, staffing, relationships) that shape the varied ways in which Healthwatch organisations work have a direct effect on the ways in which engagement is carried out by each different Healthwatch organisation. Below, we explore these entanglements by describing common engagement practices and strategies at each of the five study sites. In doing so, we address the following questions:

- What different strategies and practices of engagement do local Healthwatch organisations pursue?
- How do the organisational and funding arrangements affect the type of engagement in each study site?

In the summary, we highlight cross-cutting themes and issues raised by these different ways of ‘doing engagement’.

**Healthwatch Ashton: engagement projects carried out by local Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprises**

Most Healthwatch organisations carry out their own engagement projects. However, Healthwatch Ashton’s small contract value and peculiar funding model (see *A fragmented institutional landscape and its effects on Healthwatch’s practices and strategies: the example of Healthwatch Beecham*) means that, at the time of our research, it was unable to conduct substantial engagement projects itself, except for small projects supported by Healthwatch England or NHS England. Instead, Healthwatch Ashton used the LRCV funding (which it received separately from its core contract) to fund local VCSE organisations, which then conducted engagement with the public and patients.

Healthwatch Ashton runs a competitive process for these grants every year. Healthwatch Ashton’s executive board, which was composed largely of volunteers who are local residents, reviewed the applications, scored them and decided which projects to fund and at what level. Healthwatch Ashton stipulated that the projects had to be consistent with the mission of Healthwatch. In addition, the board often set other criteria (e.g., encouraging applications that proposed hearing from seldom-heard groups and rural communities). Projects that received funding committed to completing the work within a certain time and to producing a final report that would feature Healthwatch Ashton’s logo, as well as granting Healthwatch Ashton (and its host Achieve) the right to use any data gathered as a result of the engagement project.

Completed projects were presented to Healthwatch staff and volunteers, and staff discussed with recipients of grants ways in which the findings from their reports might be developed. For instance, at a meeting in late 2019, a local young persons’ charity CEO presented their work on collecting young people’s experiences of non-statutory mental health care and support. One finding of the CEO’s work was that young people with minor mental health issues in the area did not relate well to adult support workers and, therefore, young people found it difficult to talk to adult support workers. This finding – together with others – pointed to an increased role for peer mentoring of young people with mental health issues. The charity CEO said that there were no organisations offering this service and they were looking for ways in which they could plug the gap. Healthwatch Ashton responded in two ways in the meeting. First, Healthwatch Ashton said that it would take these findings to the local health overview and scrutiny committee and ask for them to be given an agenda item, therefore bringing it to the attention of the commissioner and providers attending the meeting. Second, Healthwatch Ashton could support the charity with applications to obtain funding for a peer support programme.

This example demonstrates several aspects of this way of conducting engagement. The intention of Healthwatch Ashton was to access the voices of people whom it otherwise finds difficult to access. This particular meeting featured presentations from two Healthwatch-funded engagement projects on young people on mental health services. These are voices that Healthwatch Ashton did not hear through other channels, as one of its executive board members said at the meeting:

... in the last hour, we’ve heard more about children’s mental health services than in the last 2 years.
Ideally, these projects were intended to give Healthwatch Ashton data that it could take to key statutory stakeholders and suggest changes with. Conversely, the VCSE grantees of engagement funding wanted the access to mental health commissioners, which they believed Healthwatch could offer.

However, there were significant limitations for Healthwatch Ashton in conducting engagement in this way. Although Healthwatch Ashton decided which proposals to fund, it had little control over the applications it received. Taken together with the requirement that the LRCV funding had to be spent within a certain period of time, this meant that Healthwatch Ashton funded projects that do not necessarily fall within conventional definitions of ‘engagement’ (e.g. increasing telephone support capacity at a charity providing services for unpaid carers). As has happened in the past, there is also a risk that projects are not completed. Given Healthwatch Ashton’s staffing constraints, Healthwatch Ashton had limited ability to mitigate these risks in a practical way (e.g. by seconding a skilled member of staff to support the organisation in its work).

**Healthwatch Beecham: long-term in-depth engagement shaped by the interests of staff members**

Most of Healthwatch Beecham’s engagement projects involved long-term in-depth collection of people’s ‘lived experience’. Projects were mainly identified based on the personal interests of Healthwatch Beecham’s staff, and then selected based on importance and potential impact. Topics and dissemination strategies were identified in line with Healthwatch Beecham’s priority areas, externally commissioned work or knowledge gaps identified by the staff. As the office manager explained to us at the beginning of our research, the choice to carry out a specific engagement project was ultimately always made by individual team members:

> ... as a rule of thumb, we always let people decide whether they want to do something, so they are interested. We want passionate people, we don’t want people to do projects they are not passionate about.
> 
> **Fieldnotes, 7 October 2019**

Once they identified a project they wanted to carry out, staff members drafted a proposal. In the proposal staff identified the need for the project being conducted, the evidence to be collected, the intended impact and possible sources of funding external to Healthwatch’s core grant. This information alongside the project’s budget were then presented to Healthwatch Beecham’s board. If the board agreed, then the project was then signed off and could start.

At the time of our study, each member of Healthwatch Beecham’s engagement and research team was busy conducting at least one long-term engagement project that aligned with their personal interest. For instance, Paul (pseudonym), an engagement officer who joined Healthwatch in 2018 after a career in the police had been carrying out a project looking at perceptions of, and support for, poor mental health among emergency service staff. Paul’s work had involved interviews, focus groups and observations carried out over a period of 7 months with police officers, British Transport Police staff, paramedics and acute hospital staff. Staff in the communication and marketing team helped Paul with the design of his 42-page report.

The dissemination strategy of Paul’s project also reflected his particular strengths, personal concerns and previous experience. As in the case of many other Healthwatch Beecham staff reports, Paul’s report was promoted on Healthwatch Beecham’s website and social media channel. The report was sent to several relevant stakeholders with whom Paul had been in contact during the engagement phase of this work, including staff in the local police, transport police, ambulance services, one local hospital, CCG and ICS. Paul had also been invited to give guest lectures and seminars at the nursing and occupational health departments of two local universities, and planned to produce a podcast episode featuring interviews with the project’s participants.
Given the sensitivity of the project’s topic, Healthwatch Beecham decided to avoid using more mainstream channels (e.g. local radio, newspapers and TV channels) to disseminate report findings, as they would normally do otherwise.

**Healthwatch Cherryburgh: blurring the distinction between Healthwatch and its host’s engagement work**

As with other aspects of Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s work, there was little distinction between the engagement work conducted as Healthwatch Cherryburgh and that conducted as Community Together. Some projects were branded as Healthwatch projects, even when they were engagement activities commissioned from Community Together.

For instance, since 2017, Community Together had been commissioned by the local authority to organise and oversee the activities of nine reference groups of local residents who used adult social care services. The chairpersons of each reference group were also members of a joint partnership board (JPB) that meets every 2 months and is co-chaired by Community Together’s chairperson. Both the JPB and the individual reference groups were regularly attended by council, CCG and ICS representatives, depending on the topic. During the five meetings of the reference groups and of the JPB that we attended, service users, carers and general residents actively participated in the discussion about strategic priorities (e.g. the council’s new carers strategy) and the planning of services they used (e.g. the redevelopment of a day centre for people with learning disabilities).

To carry out this engagement work, Community Together had appointed a ‘partnership manager’ whose job was entirely dedicated to the organisation and management of the project. Despite being a Community Together employee paid with funding external to the Healthwatch contract, the partnership manager was considered by Community Together’s staff to be a member of the Healthwatch team. The partnership manager was one of the five people who regularly attended the monthly Healthwatch Cherryburgh team meetings alongside Community Together’s CEO and the communication manager. The reports that the partnership manager produced through engagement work with the reference groups and the JPB were usually presented at formal council and CCG meetings as Healthwatch reports. When we asked Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s CEO if the council also considered this to be a ‘Healthwatch project’, rather than a ‘Community Together project’, the CEO explained to us:

> For this work, the council probably approached us as Healthwatch. As I told you, for us Healthwatch is like a hat we put on when it is more useful, when it makes things clearer for our partners. So, normally, if it [a project] has to do with health and social care, we’d do it with our Healthwatch hat on.

**Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s CEO, interview 7 January 2020**

**Healthwatch Dogwood: engagement project prompted by feedback from local people**

Healthwatch Dogwood considers itself a ‘listening organisation’ and, therefore, found it valuable to launch engagement projects prompted by unsolicited feedback from members of the public or patient groups.

For instance, in spring and summer 2019, Healthwatch Dogwood began receiving feedback from local residents, informing them that a hearing aid repair ‘drop-in’ service that they relied on was being withdrawn. This ‘drop-in’ service was provided by a local hearing loss charity and it ran sessions in accessible settings, such as libraries and general practices, around the county. The ‘drop-in’ service also offered information about living with hearing loss at these sessions. The charity could no longer run the service because of a loss of funding. Users would, therefore, have to travel to NHS audiology clinics at a limited number of hospital locations. As hearing aids need regular maintenance and repair, users contacted Healthwatch Dogwood because they were concerned that the ‘clinic-only’ service would be inaccessible to people who relied on public transport or lived in remote parts of this large rural county. There was fear, therefore, that people would be compelled to use defective equipment, severely affecting the quality of their lives.
On the basis of this unsolicited feedback, Healthwatch Dogwood decided to examine the impact of the closure of the ‘drop-in’ service by collecting the experience of users of audiology services. Healthwatch Dogwood had, at that time, two members of staff who carried out engagement work: Lorna and Vicky. Vicky also worked on ‘insight’ and analysed evidence and drafted reports. Lorna and Vicky discussed the project with the hearing loss charity and the trust that provided audiology services in the county, and both the charity and the trust were enthusiastic about the work.

Over the course of 2 months in autumn 2019, Lorna and Vicky held a number of feedback sessions at both community settings (general practices and libraries) that had formerly hosted the hearing aid repair services, and at the hospital-based clinics. Lorna and Vicky distributed a survey at these sessions and listened to user experience as told to them. Lorna and Vicky also invited people with hearing loss to attend a focus group. Vicky analysed the data and wrote the report over the course of 4 months.

A draft of the report was shared with the trust and the CCG, and both sent responses that were ultimately included in the published version. Although Healthwatch Dogwood’s manager noted that these responses were ‘a bit bland’, in that they offered very little specific action, Healthwatch Dogwood’s manager was nevertheless excited that the team had produced a detailed and investigative report that had its origin in unsolicited feedback and highlighted an issue that had hitherto gone unreported. This way of working provided a model for the future and the Healthwatch Dogwood’s manager told us that she wants to ‘do more targeted, specific work like the Audiology project … it comes from the bottom-up … [and] it’s about building the evidence base ourselves’ (fieldnotes, 28 October 2020).

**Healthwatch Elmbridge: engaging residents on the social determinants of health in co-ordination with the local system**

Healthwatch Elmbridge had, in recent years, expanded the sphere of its engagement work beyond the more usual Healthwatch focus of collecting local people’s experiences of health and social care services. Healthwatch Elmbridge had conducted several projects gathering views and experiences of what are commonly called the social determinants of health, for example income and job security, housing (overcrowding, etc.), access to green space and shops selling fresh vegetables (versus proximity to unhealthy takeaway shops) and air pollution. As outlined in the examples below, the holistic understanding of health influencing this engagement emerged as a result of Healthwatch’s collaboration with the local NHS, public health and local authority, and the well-developed local ICP (all of whom were invested in this ‘social’ approach to questions of health and well-being). The impetus also came from Healthwatch Elmbridge’s board members, who regularly discussed Healthwatch work in ‘social’ terms (e.g. wanting to explore the health and life experiences of people living in poor housing or who are subject to crime or air pollution).

For instance, from 2019 to 2020, Healthwatch Elmbridge was involved in planning and carrying out engagement work on the area’s new health and well-being strategy. Working in collaboration with the public health department, other local authority officials and the CCG, Healthwatch Elmbridge organised several day-long events at different libraries in the borough. The engagement activities consisted of Healthwatch staff talking at length to local residents (for 30–60 minutes) one on one about their lives, family and experiences of health, well-being, poverty, precarity, diet and environment. Healthwatch staff used a 20-page booklet to guide their questioning and in which they noted respondent answers. We attended planning meetings for this work and one of the engagement events in December 2019.

The health and well-being strategy engagement work built on an earlier project carried out by Healthwatch Elmbridge as part of the local consultation around the NHS Long Term Plan in May 2019. The engagement work was planned around talking to residents about their health at street markets in all four ‘localities’ of the borough. The locality focus emphasised Healthwatch Elmbridge’s desire to understand its area in...
more granular terms and draw out any differences that housing, wealth and environment had on people’s experiences and expectations around their health and well-being. Importantly, the data from this engagement work were linked in their report to ‘I statements’ (e.g. ‘I am supported to make healthy lifestyle choices’) developed by the local ICP to structure its outcomes framework.

As a way of concluding this section, in Box 10, we outline how our five study sites organised their engagement with Healthwatch volunteers.

**Summary**

One of the key statutory functions of Healthwatch is to ‘obtain the views of people about their needs and experience of local health and social care services’. Many Healthwatch organisations receive unsolicited feedback, conduct surveys of local residents and patients (both by type of service or type of user), carry out enter and view visits, and organise Healthwatch stalls in public places and events. However, as the examples above show, the strategies and practices of engagement are varied and are substantially determined by individual Healthwatch organisation’s organisational structure, funding and local landscape.

Healthwatch Ashton and Healthwatch Beecham provide an instructive comparison about how engagement is shaped by different levels of funding. The funding arrangements of Healthwatch Ashton meant that it could not initiate or substantially direct engagement activities itself. Rather, the main source of its engagement was work carried out by other organisations, such as local VCSE, that are granted money from the LRCV. This means that Healthwatch Ashton had little control over the design, execution and end results of the engagement that was carried out in its name. Conversely, Healthwatch Beecham – the best-funded Healthwatch among our study-sites – had a great deal of autonomy over the type of engagement projects it undertook. This autonomy extended to individual members of Healthwatch staff who were largely free to pursue projects based on their personal or professional interests (as long as the projects were regarded as within Healthwatch’s remit by senior managers, the board or the local authority commissioner).

Differential structures of funding also had an impact on how engagement work can be effectively managed. Therefore, although Healthwatch Cherryburgh was funded to employ a partnership manager to direct the work of JPB, Healthwatch Ashton had no additional resource to manage the LRCV money that it must distribute to VCSE organisations to conduct engagement on their behalf. Healthwatch Ashton recognised that this limits the potential of the engagement work in the ways described above. In fact, Healthwatch Ashton asked the local authority to allow it to use some of the LRCV money to employ someone to properly manage the engagement projects it funded, but the council refused.

**BOX 10 Healthwatch volunteers**

All of our Healthwatch study sites had volunteer involvement (Figure 5). We found that local arrangements (e.g. funding and staffing, geographical size of the Healthwatch organisation’s patch) shape how volunteers contribute to Healthwatch activities. There are different types of volunteering associated with Healthwatch. First, there are those who are identified as ‘Healthwatch volunteers’. ‘Healthwatch volunteers’ are referred to as volunteers because of the official volunteer infrastructure that a local Healthwatch organisation creates, which often involves a volunteer co-ordinator who trains them, sends them updates and offers them opportunities to get involved. Second, some Healthwatch organisations also convene regular engagement panels or groups and these often have a fairly stable membership. The members of these panels are not often referred to as ‘Healthwatch volunteers’, although they do make time to be involved in Healthwatch activities. Finally, some Healthwatch organisations have boards of differing types, which are mainly composed of people who contribute their labour for free. Figure 5 outlines volunteer engagement and structures at each of the five study sites.
The local health and social care landscape also influenced how engagement was initiated and performed. For instance, Healthwatch Dogwood’s manager emphasised that she preferred doing ‘bottom-up work’, such as the audiology project described in *Healthwatch Dogwood: engagement project prompted by feedback from local people*, as this work allowed them to carve out their own space for engagement. Healthwatch Dogwood’s engagement was rarely carried out in partnership with its major local stakeholders, which were dominated by a large and successful provider trust. The trust had a large engagement team and historically does not engage with Healthwatch. The trust have had diverging views about engagement and Healthwatch’s role locally. Healthwatch Elmbridge, on the other hand, had successfully managed to conduct engagement in ways that remain independent from the system, but still closely co-ordinated with it. This was largely because the key health and care actors had long become used to working in an integrated way and regarded Healthwatch Elmbridge as an equal and valuable partner.
Chapter 6 Findings part 3: the current and potential impact of Healthwatch in gathering and using patient and public voice – principles of good practice and insights from local joint interpretative forums

Enabling residents’ voices to be heard is a vital part of a patient-centred, publicly funded health and social care system, as it ensures that it is accountable to members of the public, communities and service users. Healthwatch was set up in 2013 to understand the needs and experiences of patients and residents, and to ensure residents’ views are heard and acted on. The policy document that launched the idea of Healthwatch during the passage of the Health and Social Care Act 2012 described Healthwatch as ‘a strong voice for people’ (contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0). Although the Act made provision for the fora at which such a voice would be conveyed by Healthwatch (e.g. health and well-being boards), it left open what constituted such a voice and how it should be communicated. What evidence should be produced to represent public voice into the local health and social care system? Should it be qualitative or quantitative or a mixture of the two? How are people’s personal experiences of care collected by local Healthwatch organisations translated (if at all) into evidence that is useful for local systems?

In this chapter, we explore these questions by presenting the findings and activities from the four local JIFs that we held in phase 4 of our study. At these JIFs, we presented different examples of gathering and communicating evidence, which largely emerged from the fieldwork with the five study sites. We asked Healthwatch staff, board members and their key partners to consider ways in which these methods might or might not be useful in their work to better evidence public and patient voice.

The analysis of phase 4 findings combined with the ethnographic data from phases 2 and 3 was used by the team to draft a series of ‘principles of good practice’ relating to how Healthwatch collects, organises and communicates evidence about people’s experiences of health and care to their local system. These ‘principles’ were later circulated to HIP members to test their relevance and usefulness to the broader Healthwatch network beyond the specificities of the five Healthwatch study sites. The production of the principles of good practice meets objective 3 of our study (i.e. to build consensus about what might constitute good practice in terms of the operation of local Healthwatch organisations) and objective 4 of our study (i.e. to distil and disseminate generalisable principles around what facilitates and/or limits the influence of local Healthwatch organisations as a key element of patient and public voice in the NHS).

We chose to focus on ‘evidence’ because Healthwatch’s practices and strategies for the gathering and use of patient and public voice constitute the very core of its mission and are crucial to better inform health and social care commissioning and provision. This focus was substantiated by insights from all five case study sites during the planning of phase 4. Reflecting on Healthwatch’s statutory functions and seat on local authority health and well-being boards, Healthwatch Elmbridge’s chairperson explained the distinctive way in which ‘voice’ is transformed into ‘evidence’:

So all the Healthwatches will have that and what comes with that is we are, you know, not just representing voices, we’re actually taking a strategic overview of the evidence that we have and feeding into the development and monitoring and implementation of strategy and that’s happening at the health and well-being board and I think that’s quite important.

Healthwatch Elmbridge chairperson, JIF Elmbridge, 21 May 2021
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Evidence is a key way in which relationships between Healthwatch and its partners are built. As we show below, both ‘sides’ are intensely interested in the ways in which Healthwatch can act most effectively on behalf of the residents it serves. The quality of evidence is important because, as the chairperson of Healthwatch Elmbridge indicated above, it has the potential to be relied on to develop important local health and care strategies, such as joint strategic needs assessments. If there is conflict between Healthwatch and key partners about the quality or status of evidence, then this can affect relationships. Reflecting on a past period of tension between the CCG and the local Healthwatch organisation, a CCG COO we interviewed at another study site drew a distinction between ‘views of the community’ and ‘evidence’:

“If Healthwatch come along and say ‘look, here’s the evidence to prove you’re wrong’, we would look at it very carefully and we would change our minds if they were right. You can only make sensible decisions on evidence-based practice. What you then do with the evidence, and how you think you can best answer it, is much more imaginative but you’ve got to start off with evidence and I think we just went through that period when the views of the community were mistaken for evidence.”

CCG COO, interview, 1 October 2020

In this chapter, we first introduce five examples about evidence-gathering, organisation and communications, which we used as the basis for the discussion at the local JIFs. Three of these examples are based on material already discussed in Chapter 5 and, in these cases, we simply signpost the reader to the parts of this report where they feature. In the following sections, we focus on describing the two evidence-gathering techniques not presented in other parts of this report. Later, we present key elements from the discussion at the four local JIFs organised by themes. At the end of the chapter, we draw our findings from these phases to propose five statements of Healthwatch good practice regarding the collection and communication of evidence that represent potentially fruitful ways of better representing the voice of residents. Here, we also highlight the contribution of the HIP in refining the original draft.

Ways of producing evidence

At local JIFs, a combination of the following types of evidence-gathering techniques were presented:

- The community insights repository of patient and public experiences [see Healthwatch Elmbridge: the community insights repository of patient and public experiences (quantitative and qualitative)].
- Investigating social determinants of health in economically diverse neighbourhoods (see Chapter 5, Healthwatch Elmbridge: engaging residents on the social determinants of health in co-ordination with the local system).
- Gathering evidence about the experiences of specific ethnic minority groups (see Box 12).
- Acting on unsolicited feedback from patients and the public (see Chapter 5, Healthwatch Dogwood: engagement project prompted by feedback from local people).
- Qualitative reports (see Chapter 5, Healthwatch Beecham: long-term in-depth engagement shaped by the interests of staff members).
- Evidence collected by other VCSE organisations (see Chapter 5, Healthwatch Ashton: engagement projects carried out by local Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprises).
- Evidence from residents’ panel (see Healthwatch Beecham: an expansive use of residents’ panels).

These techniques were largely based on the ethnographic data coming from our five Healthwatch study sites. In Table 13, we outline the ‘ways of collecting evidence’ templates that were discussed at each local JIF.
Below, we present, in detail, two examples of translating local people’s experiences into evidence. The examples are from two of our Healthwatch study sites: Healthwatch Elmbridge and Healthwatch Beecham. We focus on these examples because they have not been discussed elsewhere in the report.

A full list of the summaries circulated to JIF participants is available in Appendix 6.

**Healthwatch Elmbridge: the community insights repository of patient and public experiences (quantitative and qualitative)**

Healthwatch Elmbridge developed a comprehensive database of patient and public feedback on health and social care services. The database has become the central vehicle through which Healthwatch Elmbridge attempts to channel ‘the voice of the people’ to the local system.

The database contains coded qualitative feedback (e.g. free-text comments from surveys, patient stories) that is used to produce reports on patient or public views and experience on particular themes or services over a defined period of time. The coding is organised by different elements of a patient’s pathway and also includes additional codes that relate to the social determinants of health (poverty, clean air, housing, etc.). A single piece of feedback can generate several coded items, and each item is also given a positive, negative or neutral value. Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO explained the database further:

> We have an [insights database] which is based on a Microsoft Access [Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA] database and we have a coding frame that’s nationally recognised so any kind of data that comes to us, whether it is through surveys or through people who just contact us at the office, outreach focus groups, all those types of data that would normally be in very different formats … As long as they express a value judgement of any kind of service, we can put them in the same place, code them in the same way and have some … automatically-generated Excel [Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA] reports which we then use to do some more in-depth analysis.

*Healthwatch Elmbridge CEO, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021*

Importantly, the Healthwatch Elmbridge team also includes feedback received by health and social care providers and commissioners. For instance, Healthwatch Elmbridge regularly asks for, and receives, patient experience data collected by the main hospital trust in the area, which is then added to the database. Healthwatch Elmbridge would like local partners to input the data themselves, run analyses and produce reports according to their own needs without the direct involvement of Healthwatch staff. To this end, Healthwatch Elmbridge's research analyst runs regular database training sessions for local...
authority, public health, CCG and trust staff. The people who attend the training are attracted by the qualitative sources of such data, which they hope will complement their own largely quantitative data sets. As the research analyst explained to those attending one such training session we observed, the database’s ‘biggest strength is its very diverse range’. The research analyst emphasised that the multitude of data gathered together in this accessible database ‘creates richer and more relevant data sets’. However, the direct use by local health and social care system partners – unmediated by Healthwatch Elmbridge – is limited, despite two key partners (i.e. the CCG and the local authority’s public health directorate) paying to access it.

Nevertheless, the database is deployed in many arenas by Healthwatch Elmbridge’s staff themselves, and the data they extract and disseminate are used by their partners. For instance, Healthwatch Elmbridge sends out regular reports to providers and commissioners on themes specific to its service area and the data from these reports, produced by the database, are used by service providers. One such service provider is the local GP federation, which triangulates its own data with those produced by Healthwatch Elmbridge, and includes the data in its own analyses and reports. As Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO commented, ‘they think we’re reliable enough to be used for QI [quality improvement]’ (fieldnotes, 22 January 2020). Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO went on to emphasise that the GP federation was using Healthwatch’s data in an integrated way, which indicated for her the weight given to their data.

The database, therefore, fulfils two key functions in establishing Healthwatch Elmbridge’s authority to communicate ‘voice’. First (as in the example of the GP federation above), it translates individual qualitative comments into aggregated numbers that are more easily communicated to partners and more readily used in partners’ own projects and reports. The Healthwatch Elmbridge chairperson explained:

[The insights database] does reduce a lot of the stories that we capture to percentages and when we’re talking to the science-based people on the health and well-being board, they respond to ‘79%’ much more than ‘the lived experience of the people they tell us is this’.

Healthwatch Elmbridge chairperson, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021

Second, the prominence of the database in Healthwatch Elmbridge’s work – and their reference to it in almost all the meetings we observed – means that the database contributes to establishing the basis from which Healthwatch Elmbridge speaks more generally:

[Our health and social care partners] recognise that we have a great evidence base and so therefore when I speak at the health and well-being board, I’m able to cite it and people know that I’m citing evidence.

Healthwatch Elmbridge chairperson, cross-site JIF, 28 January 2021

Healthwatch Beecham: an expansive use of residents’ panels

In contrast to Healthwatch Elmbridge, Healthwatch Beecham’s approach to evidence is almost entirely qualitative, based on the collection of the ‘lived experiences’ of local people, which are gathered through long-term in-depth engagement with specific subgroups of the local population. Healthwatch Beecham collects lived experiences through both staff-initiated projects, which usually involve interviews, and observations of people and services [e.g. among emergency service staff (see Chapter 5, Healthwatch Beecham: long-term in-depth engagement shaped by the interests of staff members) or among patients in a secure mental health unit], as well as through externally funded engagement activities (e.g. a panel to discuss the health-care needs of people with various forms of disability in the county). This latter case is particularly useful to illuminate how local people’s experiences are translated into evidence in Healthwatch Beecham, as well as what experiences count as evidence.

The panel is composed of members chosen by Healthwatch Beecham. The members are chosen not only because they have a particular form of disability or are the carers of someone living with a disability, but also because of the network of people they can involve in the work of the forum.
For this reason, most panel members are representatives of communities and local charities addressing the needs of people living with specific disabilities (e.g. visually impaired, veterans). Panel meetings are only ‘the beginning of our engagement’, as Healthwatch Beecham’s engagement officer, who was in charge of the project, explained to us. General meetings are used to raise issues and themes that are then explored in more detail in specially organised focus groups attended by a larger number of people affected by that specific form of disability. Action points and solutions are also usually discussed and planned outside panel meetings and in collaboration with the communities and organisations with which panel members are associated.

The integration between the work of the panel and the more granular engagement carried out through specific focus groups makes it possible for Healthwatch Beecham to translate individual lived experiences of panel members into forms of evidence about the collective experience of a broader network of local people affected by a specific condition. This was considered to be important by both Healthwatch staff and members of the panel who, in several instances, discussed with us how a single individual’s lived experience could not be considered a good enough form of evidence in itself. Discussing the first meeting of the forum, when panel members were recruited simply based on their conditions rather than based on their ability to link with a broader network of relevant people and organisations, a panel member told us:

You had other people in that room that day who just wanted to speak about their specific – not people who have got the same injury as them or disability as them, but their specifics, so there was one guy who said ‘I have an issue with my local bus service’, you know, that doesn’t apply to anyone else in that room, or the thousands of people that they’re representing – that is one specific issue and that could take up 10 minutes talking about that. I sat there thinking if you were to do this for everybody’s specific issue you’ll never achieve anything, not possible, you know, and I fed that back at the time, I said, you know, ‘you have to have a fixed agenda, you have to have people submit what they want to talk about in advance, because if you just have it as an open forum you ain’t ever getting anywhere’.

Healthwatch Beecham’s forum participant, interview, 29 October 2020

In Box 11, we provide an example of the work of the panel to address the concerns of visually impaired residents during the early phases of the COVID-19 crisis.

In the next section, we present some of the themes discussed in the JIFs.

BOX 11 Lived experiences of people with sensory impairment during the COVID-19 crisis

During a general panel discussion about the impact of COVID-19 on the lives of local people living with a form of disability, a visually impaired panel member shared his frustrations with the fact that most social distancing indications in supermarkets were in written form and were impossible for people with sight loss to be aware of. The panel member reported having been sometimes verbally abused because of his lack of compliance with social distancing regulations. Healthwatch decided to take action about this panel member’s experience. Together with other visually impaired members of the panel and their contacts among local organisations of blind people, Healthwatch organised a series of focus groups to explore whether or not this was a shared experience among people with sensory impairment. The experiences gathered through the focus groups were noted as concerns in the ‘co-production plan’, which was a live document shared between Healthwatch and the local council that commissions the work of the panel. After having become aware of the concerns raised in the focus groups, the council decided to fund the production of two short films about the experiences of people with sensory impairment during the pandemic. The films have been planned in discussion with the groups and charities involved in the focus groups.
The local joint interpretive forums: discussing different types of evidence collected by Healthwatch

The nature of Healthwatch evidence
Most Healthwatch participants at the local JIFs were clear that using a diversity of qualitative approaches to collecting and communicating patient and public voice was desirable and that no one approach should necessarily dominate. Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s engagement manager, for instance, stated that her Healthwatch produced evidence through a combination of all the ways described in the document presented, except for the insights database. Most Healthwatch and external stakeholders alike emphasised the value of the qualitative nature of the evidence Healthwatch could provide to the system. For instance, the local authority commissioner of Healthwatch Dogwood discussed how qualitative data about the aspirations of local people relating to their long-term care requirements as they age might help the local authority better plan its market position statement for providers:

*I quite like the idea of the qualitative reports based on . . . long-term research, particularly with some of the issues that are going on in Dogwood and some of the impact of COVID around care homes and the longer-term ramifications for care homes . . . we have to start planning the services that we’re going to be delivering in the future, that we’re going to be commissioning in the future.*

*Local authority commissioner, Dogwood local JIF, 26 May 2021*

These qualitative data were also welcomed by Healthwatch Dogwood’s manager who foresaw new avenues for improving the impact of Healthwatch through working in this way:

*I think that qualitatively asking people about their aspirations about services is really, really positive and I think because . . . that could lead directly into an impact which is helping to shape a market positioning statement, so effectively a commissioning position . . . I think that’s a really interesting approach to Healthwatch work.*

*Healthwatch Dogwood manager, Dogwood local JIF, 26 May 2021*

The crucial importance of integrating the qualitative ‘lived experience’ of local residents and service users for planning changes to the way health and care is delivered was echoed (perhaps more forcefully) by an ICS programme director who attended Healthwatch Beecham’s JIF:

*[W]e need to kind of be really, really clear that the transformation process includes lived experience, that lived experience should be independent and actually should have that diversity as well. If we’re not investing in that lived experience then we’re not really properly going about the way we’re doing transformation.*

*ICS programme director, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021*

This commitment to ‘lived experience’ expressed by the ICS programme director aligned well with Healthwatch Beecham’s long-standing focus on this particular way of conducting engagement and communicating evidence.

This type of mutual agreement between Healthwatch Beecham and its key external stakeholders was also evident at Healthwatch Elmbridge’s JIF. However, although the participants at Healthwatch Elmbridge’s JIF agreed about the importance of rich and qualitative ‘lived experience’, Healthwatch Elmbridge and its stakeholders alike expressed the need for qualitative and quantitative data to work together. Discussing Healthwatch Elmbridge’s insights database, the area’s GP quality lead lauded the blend of insights it made possible:

*[F]or me the balance of the narrative with the quant[itative] stuff is really powerful and it’s something that I think it would be a massive loss for us as an organisation to not have that stuff at our fingertips*
and it’s really interesting when we’re working in other [areas] that don’t have that data to work with, you’re kind of scrabbling around for stuff…

**GP quality lead, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021**

Moreover, Healthwatch Elmbridge discussed the ways in which its quantitative evidence from the insights database could be used alongside more qualitative ‘direct experience’ evidence of resident or user experience provided by specialist voluntary sector organisations. This had the effect of lending more weight to such experience in the eyes of key audiences, such as the area’s health and well-being board:

*I think it’s worked quite well when the actual qualitative voice or the user voice has actually come from the voluntary sector from within particular specialist groups . . . because they are specialist groups who represent that voice, but what we’ve been able to do is basically provide a broader picture to that voice to say ‘well let’s reflect the voice of the wider group’ and using the community insights to underpin the personal story . . . and using ours to give it a bit of clout.*

**Healthwatch Elmbridge CEO, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021**

Healthwatch Elmbridge’s insight database attracted some interest at the other study site JIFs. The research manager at Healthwatch Beecham, for instance, said that, although such a database ‘would be the dream’ for him, he foresaw significant problems in its practice, particularly regarding the uniform and consistent coding of qualitative comments if more than one person was involved in it. Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s engagement manager suggested that the resources needed to manage such a database would mean that her Healthwatch would be unable to do much else. The area’s director of public health added that he valued Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s flexibility in its approach and found the idea of a database too ‘cumbersome’.

Broader issues relating to Healthwatch research processes were also discussed at some of the JIFs. Healthwatch participants at Healthwatch Beecham’s JIF called for a more professional scientific approach to the collection of data – such as proper sampling of participants or informants for surveys, focus groups or interviews. Healthwatch Beecham’s CEO argued that such ‘professionalisation’ of evidence would make it more effective:

*I know I’m in the privileged position of having two research doctorates on my team and two teachers on my team – but that’s something we could definitely support the wider Healthwatch in, because they have access to such a wide group of stakeholders, they have the time to listen to those stories, so actually being able to professionalise that experience gives it a lot more rigour and makes it a lot more robust, so I think that’s definitely something we should explore moving forward.*

**Healthwatch Beecham CEO, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021**

A Healthwatch Elmbridge board member – who is a social science researcher and in the past has pushed for such scientific techniques to apply to the work that Healthwatch Elmbridge conducts – also observed that any method, qualitative or quantitative, must be tailored to the particular question being asked:

*… a question comes on why you’re doing what you’re doing, what’s the question, people asking the question, people asking will then dictate what methodology you use, so it’s not a case [of] do we want a story or do we want numbers, it’s what’s the question and then depending on the focus of the question we’ll say ‘actually a quantitative methodology will be more effective than a qualitative one or vice versa’.*

**Healthwatch Elmbridge board member, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021**

**Panels as a source of insight**

The idea of user panels as outlined in the resource document (see Appendix 6), proved popular among Healthwatch staff and external stakeholders at most JIFs. Healthwatch staff and external stakeholders...
liked the concept of the panel as a partnership between local authority, VCSE and Healthwatch, and agreed that it would mitigate some of their past problems with this form of gathering service user and resident insight. Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO remarked:

My initial thought about the first idea, the one with the panels, was that we do run for example a mental health task group, we have [a young persons group], so we kind of already are doing a little bit of that but I quite like the aspect of the council people being involved and attending the meetings for these types of panels, actually having transparency about what happens to their insights and their visions after the people from the council hear about them.

Healthwatch Elmbridge CEO, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021

The chairperson of the health and well-being board in Elmbridge agreed that panels structured in this way could be an effective way to access experiences:

I think some of that qualitative experience and the panel approach makes some of those stories really compelling which forces that change.

Councillor in Elmbridge, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021

At Healthwatch Dogwood’s JIF, the chairperson of Healthwatch Dogwood also suggested that panels, along the lines of that described in the resource document (see Appendix 6), might be a means of reinvigorating PPGs in the newly formed PCNs:

... there's huge potential in terms of Patient Participation Groups which might morph into sort of mini residents' panels and so on. So I think there's a huge amount of work potentially with the primary care networks, the residents' panels potentially in those areas, PPGs.

Chairperson Healthwatch Dogwood, Dogwood local JIF, 26 May 2021

He also pointed out that Healthwatch and its partners in the health and care landscape should co-ordinate to ensure that there would not be an unnecessary duplication of panels across different institutions. The council commissioner who worked with Healthwatch Beecham on setting up the programme of panels (described in Appendix 6) summarised the approach as enabling bottom-up, user-identified issues while allowing the local authority to ask about needs and experiences on topics that are strategically important for it:

... because that forum was always – in our design of it – meant to create the space for both, so that the forum members could table themes that were absolutely coming from that unsolicited end and the independence side in terms of the things that people say are most important to them to raise, versus us creating the space for the things that strategically are important for us to work with people on in relation to people with lived experience, so I think it is about both.

Local authority Healthwatch commissioner, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021

Different sorts of evidence: locality and the social determinants of health

The resource document (see Appendix 6) outlined Healthwatch Elmbridge’s work, which involved examining the varying health needs and experiences of populations based on where they live and other social determinants of health (see Chapter 5 for a fuller exposition). This was the topic of much discussion at the Healthwatch Beecham and Healthwatch Dogwood JIFs in particular, as this sort of approach is not generally adopted by Healthwatch Beecham and Healthwatch Dogwood. Nevertheless, the approach was endorsed by external stakeholders. Therefore, at Healthwatch Beecham’s JIF, an ICS programme director said that a localised approach to collecting and communicating lived experience would be valued by the system:

[W]e need that range, there's no one type of data or information to tell the story, we need quantitative information, qualitative information, but as we're starting to look at for example data from population
health management approaches and those sorts of things, it’s the story that’s so important and to help to add that interpretation because there is a risk there, isn’t it, that we don’t really properly understand the story and make assumptions about that, so I just absolutely endorse the fact that if we’re thinking as a system much more locally and place based and neighbourhood based then we need to understand stories at place and neighbourhood base as well.

ICS programme director, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021

An approach that took account of both locality and the wider determinants of health was achievable and desirable for this ICS manager, who had experience of (1) the communities’ health and care needs during the COVID-19 pandemic and (2) Healthwatch Beecham’s emphasis on collecting and communicating people’s lived experiences:

I think the story over the last year and a half in particular has been a big reminder about just how we need to move away from dividing people up and putting them into different categories and boxes. Certainly the recent experience about the sheer intersectionality of a lot of the issues that our communities are facing needs to be the thing moving forward. So I’d just make a plea for kind of not trying to divide things up, but almost embrace that complexity of people and their lived experience because that, at the end of the day, is what we’ve got to deal with and respond to as a health and care system.

ICS programme director, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021

Likewise, a CCG manager at JIF Dogwood encouraged Healthwatch to consider the wider determinants of health, echoing what other CCG officials had told us in interviews during fieldwork:

I think it is more around, there needs to be more focus on the wider determinants, it’s not all about health services because obviously all of the wider determinants have an impact on how and why people need the services.

CCG manager, Dogwood local JIF, 26 May 2021

Representatives from Healthwatch Dogwood seemed open to the possibility of exploring this, but indicated that this additional work would need to be resourced. Healthwatch Dogwood’s local authority commissioner commented on how this would be examined holistically in the context of the next specification for the Healthwatch contract in her area:

… but as the commissioner of Healthwatch, it is something that we’re going to be looking at going forward because obviously we have to look at the service specification, what Healthwatch does and this is probably very timely in taking forward that piece of work as well. So I mean I alluded to it before around the longer-term pieces of work but obviously what we need to look at as well is the resources that would be required for that and I’ve listened to what other partners have said about being involved in work around the wider determinants and I do actually think that is something that potentially could inform quite a lot of the work that we do within health and social care.

Local authority commissioner, Dogwood local JIF, 26 May 2021

Therefore, although stakeholders recognised the potential value of Healthwatch collecting more experiences beyond those directly of care services they had received (or would like to receive), stakeholders also recognised that Healthwatch, as currently commissioned in that area, would not be able to fulfil this desire.

How to provide evidence at the integrated care system level?

At each JIF, we also discussed the involvement of Healthwatch in the ICS and asked whether or not the nature and level of insight Healthwatch conventionally provide would have to change to meet the demands of working at a larger scale. At all JIFs, both Healthwatch representatives and key partners
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(sometimes including ICS staff) emphasised that they valued Healthwatch’s local focus and ability to provide independent public and patient voice:

I’ve been to meetings with other systems and I can’t understand why or how it is that local Healthwatch are not part of their system arrangements because they have a statutory role, so for the public, you know, this is the route through which you can actually have your voice listened to, so surely we need to respect the statutory role of Healthwatch as much as the statutory role of a local NHS trust or commissioners or the county council, whatever, I just think it’s time that that needs to be written down properly and followed.

ICS programme director, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021

Healthwatch Beecham and Healthwatch Elmbridge were involved in their respective ICSs to a much greater degree than our other study sites, largely because of the more advanced nature of their development. The insights database used by Healthwatch Elmbridge was now being used at an ICS level by all the Healthwatch organisations in that particular ‘footprint’. From Healthwatch Elmbridge’s perspective, this and other ways of collaborating on collecting and producing evidence has led to an increase in Healthwatch influence:

I was just going to say I think that Healthwatch’s influence has actually increased since the ICS and the fact that we’re working more collaboratively almost gives us more clout and there isn’t the sort of divide and rule kind of thing, because we’re able to join up our evidence that evidence has more weight because there’s more of it. And so instead of having, you know, eight Healthwatch that are all doing their own thing, we’ve got eight Healthwatch that are doing the same thing. And we’ve got a quite powerful body of evidence to which we could be – I think what I’d like to see is feeding into what will be an unprecedented sort of level of service redesign post COVID and that our evidence can be used to support genuine community leadership and the designing of services across a whole range of health and social care providers.

Healthwatch Elmbridge CEO, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021

The ICS representative at the JIF agreed:

I think [it] has really been of value, the way that the Healthwatches have particularly come to work together on the community insight system and, as a result of that, the development of relationships across all the Healthwatches and a really quite strategic way of thinking about things.

ICS manager, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021

This way of working is challenging, however, and requires financial and other support, as Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairperson pointed out:

… it is not for one single Healthwatch to undertake that. Healthwatches have to work together and if Healthwatch is to pass on a consistent, coherent, collective view to these partners and these systems, then that takes a lot of time to get representatives from [all the] Healthwatches in the [footprint] to get them to work together for a collective evidence based voice. There’s a huge amount of work in that for somebody somewhere and I think that’s the key issue.

Healthwatch Dogwood chairperson, Dogwood local JIF, 26 May 2021

Who is your audience?

We also asked Healthwatch representatives at the local JIFs about their key audiences for the evidence they collect from local residents and how different audiences might require different engagement. Reflecting on their experience of presenting evidence to key committees during the COVID-19 pandemic, Healthwatch Elmbridge’s research officer described the ways in which their reports became shorter and more graphic-heavy so that their audience – public health, CCG, health providers and local authority staff working under pressure – could digest key points quickly:

… what happened with us was that our reports became a lot more infographic, like, you know, in terms of my own practice I found myself almost never using Word [Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA] again.
Nowadays I just do the report directly in infographic format in Canva [Canva, Sydney, NSW, Australia]. Having this very infographic approach that's very tailored for meetings and presentations and very fast skimming actually made us better and more effective.

Healthwatch Elmbridge staff, Elmbridge local JIF, 21 May 2021

Reflecting on Healthwatch's dissemination strategies, the chairperson of the health and well-being board at Healthwatch Elmbridge's JIF suggested that, in her area, 'some of these stories can be told more and louder'. When we asked Healthwatch Elmbridge's CEO about this comment, she interpreted it as follows:

… the sense that I get from her [is] that she sees Healthwatch as a really important partner to her role and that she sees that somehow we can work with councillors and almost giving an independent voice so that they can basically perform their role better because obviously we're external to the council staff and therefore give them a slightly different perspective, but also it's a really quick way of them of understanding a little bit about what constituents are saying, you know, because for them it's their voters really isn't it.

Healthwatch Elmbridge CEO, interview, 3 June 2021

By way of striking contrast, at Healthwatch Beecham's JIF, a key local partner – the ICS – suggested that Healthwatch widen its audience to include the health and care sector to a greater extent:

And, you know, please don't underestimate the importance of having really high-quality products that enable that story to travel and to be heard by a range of different audiences, because it's as important to, kind of, you know, the health and care kind of community to hear those stories as for the public and MPs [Members of Parliament] and so on as well.

ICS programme director, Beecham local JIF, 25 May 2021

This contrast highlights the range of work that Healthwatch carries out to communicate evidence effectively to a wide array of audiences.

**Statements of good practice for Healthwatch on evidencing patient and public voice**

Practices and strategies relating to evidence is central to Healthwatch and helps local Healthwatch organisations fulfil their mission to effectively convey patient and public voice to health and care partners. The complexity of the discussions at the local JIFs demonstrates the importance of both good evidence-gathering practices and communication strategies so that Healthwatch organisations are in the best possible position to influence decision-making on behalf of local residents. Combining the findings of phase 4 with the ethnographic data we collected in phases 2 and 3, we drafted statements of good practice on which local Healthwatch organisations can practically draw on to enhance their impact. We circulated a draft of these statements to our HIP members (see Appendix 5) to test their relevance and usefulness to the broader Healthwatch network. Below, we summarise the key points made by HIP members who commented on the draft.

**Insights from the Healthwatch Involvement Panel to refine statements of good practice**

We received comments from five HIP members. One HIP member expressed concerns that the statement did not make reference to the impact of the financial challenges experienced by local Healthwatch organisations, which was discussed by many HIP members during the course of phases 2 and 3. We responded to this concern by clarifying that the issue of budgetary constraints was addressed and discussed in the main body of the report (see Chapter 5, Funding arrangements) and that these statements focused specifically on highlighting good practice that local Healthwatch organisations may themselves implement or seek additional funding for.
The other four HIP members were broadly supportive of the statements. However, we received comments on the following aspects.

Three members of the HIP warned about the expansion of Healthwatch activities to include investigations of the social determinants of health, which, although valuable, were not included as part of Healthwatch’s official remit (defined by statute). The HIP members interpreted Healthwatch’s official remit as being focused on engaging people about their experiences of care services, as one HIP member stated:

*I would be reluctant to promote investigation of social determinants without some reflection that it’s a grey area in terms of the statutory functions.*

HIP member 2, e-mail communication, 29 June 2021

The HIP members suggest, however, that they would be willing to conduct such work, as long as it the local authority funded it separately and in addition to their core contracts to fulfil their statutory functions. Responding to the e-mail thread, a fourth HIP member disagreed with this assessment, arguing that local authorities were entitled to commission Healthwatch in any way they chose:

*Although we do have our statutory duties, I’ve rarely seen them enforced. The only paymaster is the council. Accordingly, we can to a large degree influence our own direction if we satisfy the commissioners. HWE [Healthwatch England] can suggest and guide, but the paymasters ultimately decide.*

HIP member 1, e-mail communication, 30 June 2021

As a result of this discussion, we modified the wording of statement 2 as follows. In addition, the following amendments to statements were made:

- One member of the HIP observed that engaging formally with VCSE organisations to gather evidence on Healthwatch’s behalf (either through panels or commissioned work) fell within the statutory function of ‘promoting, and supporting, the involvement of local people in the commissioning, provision and scrutiny of local care services’ (HIP member 2, e-mail communication, 30 June 2021). Therefore, we modified statement 5 to emphasise this aspect and reassure Healthwatch that it could legitimately proceed in this way.
- The same HIP member asked that statement 3 more clearly explain that co-ordination between Healthwatch organisations would better help ICS leaders ‘get a fuller picture of the experiences, needs and wishes of the population they serve’ (HIP member 2, e-mail communication, 29 June 2021). Therefore, we changed the wording of statement 3 to emphasise this point.
- Another HIP member proposed, in relation to statement 5, that processes of co-production would be preferable to panels and we now mention co-production as an important element of a panel process.

*Statements of good practice for the gathering and use of patient and public voice*

**Healthwatch works best when it uses a broad range of techniques to collect patient and public voice and to communicate this to local partners**

We found that stakeholders and Healthwatch alike value a varied and flexible approach that does not privilege one way of collecting and communicating evidence over another. This approach allows Healthwatch to tailor evidence-gathering and communication and to adopt a sensible approach to the specificity of the topics being investigated, as well as the needs of the people and organisations involved. Even those Healthwatch organisations that identified their ‘brand’ more closely with a particular technique (e.g. a database of local patient and public feedback) felt the need to maintain and develop other methods of collecting, analysing and communicating evidence.
Healthwatch can enhance its influence by adopting a more locality-based approach to patient and public voice

The needs and experiences of residents in relation to health and care vary according to neighbourhood or locality within a given local authority area, and this is due to varying levels of deprivation across the local authority, as reflected, for example, in population density, access to local services and green spaces. We found that it is not common for Healthwatch to organise its work to capture these local or neighbourhood specificities. When such work is carried out, however, it has been highly regarded by local stakeholders, such as public health directorates, NHS trusts, CCGs. In those areas where Healthwatch has not worked in this way, local partners indicated a strong interest in a more sustained focus on locality. This interest is directly linked to the move towards understanding and improving population health outlined in NHS strategies, such as the *NHS Long Term Plan*, and the greater importance attached to the social determinants of health and inequalities, partly prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Healthwatch may enhance its influence and, therefore, the voice of patients and the public by adopting this more granular approach. For larger Healthwatch organisations, this might involve rethinking organisational structures to enable them to cover a range of localities in depth. If Healthwatch was to investigate the social determinants of health (e.g. engaging residents about how they experience air pollution or crime, and the subsequent impact on their health), then this may need resource in addition to Healthwatch’s core contracts, as this area does not fall within Healthwatch’s statutory functions.

Healthwatch organisations benefit from co-ordinating evidence-gathering with other Healthwatch organisations in their integrated care system area

Providing evidence about patient and public voice to the ICS is an increasingly important area of work for many local Healthwatch organisations. Although ICSs are still forming, and Healthwatch involvement will become better defined through the passage of the Health and Care Act 2022, it is already clear that Healthwatch organisations provide a fuller picture of the needs and experiences of local people to ICS leaders when they co-ordinate their evidence-gathering and communicating work with other Healthwatch organisations in the ICS through formal mechanisms, such as memoranda of understanding or planning and conducting joint projects across the ICS footprint. Healthwatch organisations can do this while still maintaining a clear focus on the specific needs and experiences of patients and residents in their local area, which is valued by ICS leaders.

Healthwatch organisations can engage well with local democratic representatives when they adapt their communication strategies in innovative ways

Most of the evidence gathered by Healthwatch organisations about the needs and experiences of their residents is shared with local NHS and council staff. In addition to these audiences, Healthwatch organisations find it valuable to target a broader range of local stakeholders less commonly addressed in their work and some of these local stakeholders have explicitly indicated an interest to work more closely with local Healthwatch organisations. One such example are local councillors who, in some areas, have used the evidence produced by Healthwatch to better understand the health needs and experiences of their constituents. On these occasions Healthwatch’s independence has been considered a particularly valued asset, allowing councillors to hear constituent views that would otherwise be difficult for them to access. To engage councillors better, some Healthwatch organisations have modified their communication strategies and instead of long and detailed reports they have produced regular ‘quick-read’, graphic-heavy briefings, which are better suited for the specific needs of this audience.

Panels can be a rich and sustainable source of insight if organised as a partnership between Healthwatch and statutory and voluntary sector organisations

Healthwatch organisations often explore new ways to collect patient and public voice. Panels of service users organised by locality or health condition have been convened by many Healthwatch organisations in the past. We heard from Healthwatch organisations that such panels were often beset by problems of diversity, over-reliance on individual anecdote and increasing apathy among
members as they see little change resulting from their discussions. In addition, some Healthwatch organisations experienced logistical difficulties in organising panels on a regular basis because of these issues. However, we found that panels could be a rich and effective source of insight where local Healthwatch organisations worked in partnership with (1) a network of VCSE organisations and (2) a statutory body, such as the local authority or NHS. This combination of partners contributing to the panel’s operation means that (1) panels can draw on a broader and fresh network of service users and (2) panel discussions become more directly embedded in health and care decision-making processes via formal mechanisms of mutual accountability between Healthwatch and local stakeholders, therefore, becoming a process of co-production. The involvement of a variety of VCSE organisations means that the panel will have access to informal networks of people, many of whom would otherwise find it difficult to share their experiences. The involvement of the VCSE in Healthwatch work in this way falls within the existing remit of Healthwatch as provided by statute. While local Healthwatch facilitates panels and allows said panels to operate independently, they are working in partnership with other actors and are therefore not solely responsible for ensuring the panels’ success or effectiveness. This modified way of organising panels addresses many of their previously experienced limitations.
Chapter 7 Findings part 4: Healthwatch and the COVID-19 pandemic

Some text in this chapter has been reproduced from Zoccatelli et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.

On 23 March 2020, the UK government issued a broad range of advice and regulations intended to curb the spread of COVID-19 and prevent the NHS from being overwhelmed by people needing care. Consequently, health and social care in England were radically reorganised (e.g. cancelling all elective surgery, moving primary care consultations online, relaxing hospitals’ discharge obligations to patients).

In this chapter, we explore the impact of the sweeping changes brought forward by the COVID-19 pandemic on the operation of local Healthwatch organisations. We draw on data collected in the five study sites in phase 2, as well as the data we collected through online interviews and small-group discussion with HIP members in phase 3, to discuss how Healthwatch adapted its work to continue representing the voice of local patients and public in decision-making processes about health and care.

Healthwatch in the first phase (spring 2020)

For Healthwatch organisations in England, the new ‘stay at home’ regulations had immediate effects. For Healthwatch staff, all face-to-face intelligence-gathering activities with the public were suspended and ‘enter and view’ visits to hospitals, care homes and general practices were cancelled. Local governance fora attended by Healthwatch staff were also largely suspended in the initial phases of the pandemic.

In adjusting the ways in which they worked, Healthwatch staff had to choose which of their statutory functions to prioritise. In the first few weeks of the COVID-19 crisis, the priority of the health and care system was for people to adhere to the new regulations to protect its ability to cope under the strain of an already large number of hospital admissions. Most local Healthwatch organisations were immediately enlisted by their local health and care systems to disseminate official information through different channels, including their websites, bulletins and newsletters. Some local Healthwatch organisations also reported compiling lists of NHS and government websites, creating directories of voluntary sector organisations and signposting members of the public to appropriate support agencies.

However, the lockdown posed practical challenges to Healthwatch’s ability to fulfil some of its functions. Healthwatch organisations were no longer able to access public and patient views as they had, nor could they contribute to health and social care scrutiny and decision-making at a formal level because boards and committees were either no longer meeting or were meeting in new configurations (e.g. virtual meetings arranged at short notice), which tended to exclude Healthwatch.

In this context, many Healthwatch organisations described a shift in the relative emphasis placed on their statutory functions. Before the pandemic most Healthwatch organisations regarded the provision of information and signposting of local services as a marginal part of their role; however, as the pandemic unfolded these functions moved to centre stage. In the initial phases of the crisis, ‘acting as a messenger’, as one Healthwatch CEO put it, led Healthwatch to primarily become a voice of the system to the people, but what spaces were then left for conveying the voice of the people to the system at this time?
This question provoked dilemmas for Healthwatch staff. Talking about her frustration for the lack of interest shown by overwhelmed local organisations to engage with feedback, a Healthwatch CEO in the north-east of England told us:

... I think at the moment [...] the explanation to come back, [...] is 'look, we just can't do anything at the moment, we have to deal with this'. But, for us, it would be 'well let's just see how long that [explanation] goes on for because life still goes on, there's people still needing operations, there's still people getting diagnosed with cancer and other different illnesses and things, they still need that help'.

HIP member 3, interview, 2 April 2020

To discuss how local Healthwatch organisations tried to tackle such dilemmas, we provide three examples of innovative strategies deployed by Healthwatch to ensure that the voice of local people was still heard by local systems in the early days of the pandemic.

**Finding the voice of the people**

**Healthwatch Limefield: socially distanced public engagement**

Soon after the beginning of the pandemic, Healthwatch Limefield moved its engagement activities online and set up two types of weekly ‘engagement and support’ Zoom (Zoom Video Communications, San Jose, CA, USA) meetings, which were open to residents to attend. The first type of meeting was aimed at gathering feedback from specific local communities, for example unpaid carers, people with learning disabilities, ethnic minority communities and young people. For this work, Healthwatch Limefield linked up with community organisations, working closely with them to collate the experiences of different demographics and different communities.

The second type of ‘engagement and support’ Zoom meeting was open to all residents to join. Participants were encouraged to share experiences and challenges in accessing services during the pandemic and to ask questions about COVID-19 and local health and social care planning and provision. In organising this work, Healthwatch Limefield’s manager described focusing most of his efforts on liaising with local stakeholders, including patient experience teams at local hospitals, commissioners, council staff and quality accreditation officials. Once the fora were set up, Healthwatch Limefield’s manager invited these officials to propose relevant topics for discussion. For example, Healthwatch Limefield’s manager told us that his local contacts in the CQC proposed dedicating a forum to discussing the drop in the number of people contacting GPs and community health-care providers. According to the CQC, there was a risk that some health conditions (such as diabetes or cancer) could go undetected if the trend continued. The discussion at Healthwatch Limefield’s Zoom meetings highlighted that people were, indeed, more reluctant to contact health-care providers in the first few weeks of the pandemic. Most forum attendees said that this was because they did not want to put extra pressure on local NHS services. As a consequence, the CQC was considering whether or not ‘the messaging needed to be changed slightly’ to help address this attitude.

**Healthwatch Elmbridge: virtual intelligence gathering**

At first, Healthwatch Elmbridge stopped gathering data about residents’ experience of the health and care system and feeding these data back to the NHS or local authorities, as Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO initially told us ‘they don’t want to hear anything right now’ (fieldnotes, 17 March 2020). Shortly after, however, Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO reported that her position was changing. Talking with senior managers at the local hospital, Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO learned that they were keen to hear how people were coping with the pandemic and gaps in care or services.

Healthwatch Elmbridge found two ways of gathering people’s experiences while complying with physical distancing. First, the team designed and circulated an ongoing online survey to residents.
Second, the team asked to join the WhatsApp (Meta Platforms, Inc., Menlo Park, CA, USA) groups of the numerous mutual aid societies established by local residents to identify and support people who were self-isolating. After joining the WhatsApp groups, Healthwatch staff encouraged their members to feed back their views to Healthwatch. In addition, Healthwatch staff monitored members’ exchanges in the groups to identify trends or themes of concern.

By the end of April 2020, Healthwatch Elmbridge had already produced two reports presenting the analysis of data gathered and making recommendations as to how the local authority and NHS might address emerging issues. The reports covered a broad range of topics relating to residents’ health and well-being during the pandemic, including physical, mental and economic well-being, understanding of government advice and experiences of accessing health and social care services.

The reports received considerable attention from elected officials in local government and health-care providers. Healthwatch Elmbridge’s CEO was asked to present the findings regularly to the local authority’s pandemic committee (i.e. a central co-ordination body bringing together local health and social care leaders), as well as to the only health-related local authority committee meeting running at the time. The reports seemed to have real influence on the local provision of some services. For instance, Healthwatch Elmbridge found that pregnant women, classed as a vulnerable group, were reporting high levels of anxiety and would welcome a tailored programme of information provided through midwives and health visitors, as well as online consultations instead of telephone consultations. The local maternity service providers responded by committing to redesign their work to take account of these wishes.

Healthwatch Birchington: co-ordinating local administrators to address inconsistencies in system responses

At the beginning of the pandemic, Healthwatch Birchington received numerous telephone calls from members of the public who reported being unsure about the government’s advice on COVID-19. In particular, these people reported inconsistencies in who was categorised as ‘vulnerable’ and which regimes of isolation applied to different categories of vulnerability.

Through their contacts in the local system, Healthwatch Birchington’s staff began investigating the information local administrators were using to identify people especially vulnerable to COVID-19. Healthwatch Birchington discovered that the local authority (which is responsible for social care and public health) was using different sources of information than the local NHS (which is responsible for health-care services and for officially categorising people according to clinical risk). As the CEO of Healthwatch Birchington described, by taking up the role of the ‘go-between between the local authority and the CCG who were doing completely their own thing’, Healthwatch Birchington helped ensure better communication between key stakeholders in an area with a history of weak co-operation (interview, HIP member 5, 7 April 2020) and this eventually led to the public having clearer instructions about what to do, as well as more information on what support was available to them.

Healthwatch Birchington’s CEO also realised the need to similarly facilitate co-ordination between local officials and the voluntary sector. This was particularly important for small community groups, including condition-specific support groups (e.g. diabetes), faith-based associations and street-based neighbourhood groups, of which the council had been hitherto unaware. Healthwatch Birchington collated a database of voluntary sector activity during the pandemic, which included these smaller community groups, and made it available to the council and to the local organisation responsible for co-ordinating local voluntary sector activity. By facilitating communication between grassroots groups, the voluntary sector, the council and the NHS, Healthwatch Birchington addressed the need of local people to access support and information that was tailored to their needs.
Intensification of work (summer–autumn 2020)

Across most of England, cases of COVID-19 dropped to low levels from June 2020 until the autumn. Some Healthwatch staff returned to their offices with staggered shifts to maintain adequate social distancing. However, engagement activities and other meetings were all still conducted online. In certain parts of the country (e.g. Leicester, the North West and Yorkshire), the number of cases remained relatively large, prompting additional restrictions through the summer and early autumn. During this period we continued our research with the five study sites and carried out interviews with their staff, volunteers and local stakeholders, as well as observations of the engagement activities and meetings local Healthwatch organisations were organising and attending online. Alongside our work in the five study sites, we carried out four focus groups with HIP members, which we grouped thematically as follows: (1) those working in urban areas with local restrictions, (2) those in urban areas without local restrictions, (3) members of rural Healthwatch organisations and (4) Healthwatch volunteer members of our panel. We also convened a plenary HIP meeting where we presented emerging findings from the focus groups and engaged the panel in a general discussion about the work of Healthwatch in this period.

The research activities illuminated how the initial concerns some Healthwatch organisations had about the shifting nature of their role (i.e. becoming the voice of the system to the people, rather than the voice of the people to the system) had instead given way to a significant intensification of Healthwatch work on all fronts. This intensification was effectively described by one HIP member, a Healthwatch CEO:

My first worry was what are we going to do, because our bread and butter is being out there and that was a real concern, but within two weeks the amount of work that was coming through has continued to rise [...] and I know from our regional meetings – it’s across the board. The worry then was we’re going to have a burn out because everyone was just doing so much, no-one was flinching. Our board recently wrote a letter to every team member to thank them [...] For us, for me, it was burnout.

HIP member 3, small-group discussion, 14 October 2020

Although conventional in-person engagement activities were still suspended, many other elements of Healthwatch work intensified, as the Healthwatch CEO quoted above describes (HIP member 3, small-group discussion, 14 October 2020). This intensification of work was mainly linked to the increased number and range of meetings attended by Healthwatch staff. Committees and boards that local Healthwatch organisations regularly attended pre-pandemic had resumed meeting virtually after a brief hiatus in the spring. Many Healthwatch organisations were now ever more closely involved in aspects of local system pandemic response, as one Healthwatch staff member described:

I’ve never been so busy in all my life through lockdown, because I suddenly was in a lot more meetings, I talked myself in through existing relationships into some of the weekly resilience calls and things and was welcomed.

HIP member 4, small-group discussion, 14 October 2020

The increased use of virtual meetings rather than face-to-face interactions meant that people with whom Healthwatch had relationships were more accessible than before the pandemic because of the way diary time had come to be organised (e.g. several back-to-back virtual meetings, meetings being squeezed in between others). The project manager in charge of the organisation of Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s reference groups discussed this development:

So there is an opportunity there that we are [...] exploiting, which is the use of technology to bring people together [...] We [can] actually use this opportunity to get hold of people that we wouldn’t otherwise be able to. And that is working, not just for service users’ voices but also getting in touch with people from the council. Because on a normal everyday they’ll be like, ‘Oh I’m sorry, I’m busy in meetings. I have to be at this place and I have to be at that place’, whereas now most people are working from home, and they can always try and give five minutes of their time to you. So it’s been much better actually than before for me.

Project manager, Healthwatch Cherryburgh, interview, 18 May 2020
Moreover, as virtual meetings obviate the need to travel, Healthwatch staff could attend many more and different types of meetings on any given day and this was particularly important for Healthwatch staff covering large geographical areas:

I would say for being involved in a lot more of the regional meetings, it’s been really, really good, you know, Zoom and Teams has opened up a whole new world really and it’s worked really well for us, because we’re a small team the travel time, you know, to go all the way up to [place 2] or all the way down to [place 3] and that type of thing, so it’s proved really, really good for us in that sense...

HIP member 3, small-group discussion, 14 October 2020

Although the intensification of work created by the larger number of meetings in which Healthwatch was involved affected the workload of CEOs and managers most directly, it also affected other members of staff who carried out the new engagement activities discussed at those meetings. The participation of Healthwatch in pandemic response meetings meant their work became more responsive and staff needed to carry out work in shorter timescales. Pre-pandemic, local Healthwatch organisations may have carried out engagement work on an issue raised by patient feedback over a period of months, including producing a detailed report that would be shared with key stakeholders. During this second phase of the pandemic, however, this way of working largely ceased. Instead, at local system meetings, Healthwatch organisations often identified gaps in system information about particular seldom-heard groups (e.g. experiences and needs of particular ethnic minority communities, refugees or homeless people). The Healthwatch organisations then contacted relevant grassroots community organisations to gather feedback directly or indirectly and relayed this to local system leaders at their now regular meetings, which happened more frequently and were more accessible than before. In Box 12, we provide an example of Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s engagement work with Pakistani-origin communities in their local area during this phase.

**BOX 12 Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s engagement with Pakistani-origin communities**

Healthwatch Cherryburgh is located in a highly diverse local authority. Thirty-eight per cent of local residents are from ethnic minority groups. When, in England, in the first phases of the COVID-19 crisis, it became clear that ethnic minority communities were being disproportionately affected by the pandemic, Healthwatch Cherryburgh launched a pilot project to explore how the local Pakistani-origin community was managing the challenges brought about by COVID-19. Healthwatch Cherryburgh’s aim was to use the case of the Pakistani-origin community as a starting point to explore broader issues affecting all ethnic minority communities in the areas. These issues included language barriers that could hamper the access to correct information, the role of comorbidities (e.g. diabetes and lung conditions) that are particularly prevalent among ethnic minority communities and cultural differences in the use of health-care services (e.g. greater reliance on emergency departments rather than GPs). Beside the large number of Pakistani-origin people in the area, another key factor that led Healthwatch Cherryburgh to choose these communities was because one of their engagement officers is ethnically Pakistani. The engagement officer spoke the language and had already established connections with local community groups, making it easier for Healthwatch Cherryburgh to access information quickly and present it to the council in a shorter time frame, as the engagement officer explained to us at the beginning of the project:

... because my ethnic background is Pakistani and I am able to speak the language, so – it was very, you know, it was the obvious choice kind of, you know, I speak it, I know the community very well, I know their challenges very well and then there’s a lot of, kind of, reasons why we should do it as well.

*Healthwatch Cherryburgh engagement officer, interview, 19 May 2020*
Although the work of Healthwatch staff intensified, the lack of face-to-face engagement and the suspension of enter and view visits in health and care settings inversely affected the involvement of volunteers in Healthwatch activities. Healthwatch volunteers are largely involved in public-facing activities and, with the shift of Healthwatch work online, many volunteers were unable to contribute because the Healthwatch activities in which they ordinarily took part prepandemic were suspended. This inability to contribute sometimes stemmed from the volunteers themselves being at high risk of COVID-19 (owing to their age or medical conditions). The need to retain volunteers despite the lack of volunteering opportunities was creating concerns for many research participants in our study sites and the HIP, and these concerns were reported to us as a further factor that contributed to the intensification of Healthwatch work in this period. One HIP member, a Healthwatch CEO, described it as follows:

*I am starting to come up with issues on our volunteers, we did a lot of social interactions with them throughout the pandemic and they were really receptive to that, but actually with their age group and the cohort that they are, they can’t actually do very much with or for us at the moment – and that is starting to become a problem – so there is starting to become this, you know, we want to see every survey that you send out and we’ll help you input and that’s coming from the chair all the way down to what we call champions, so it’s really difficult to manage that at the moment, which I wasn’t expecting.*

HIP member 5, small-group discussion, 5 October 2020

Some Healthwatch organisations found a solution to the problem posed by potentially disengaged volunteers and this was to use volunteers as a source of feedback about local people’s experiences of the pandemic (Box 13).
Implications for Healthwatch of intensification of work

This intensification of work had several implications. One generally positive implication of increased Healthwatch activity was that its profile had been raised with its stakeholders and with members of the public. This raise in profile was a result of the accessibility of virtual forms of engagement and the new responsive ways of working with local pandemic management partners, as one HIP member, a Healthwatch CEO, described:

I would say there’s definitely been a shift. We’ve definitely got our feet underneath the table. Before, we were always forever knocking on doors until we were let in, but now we’re actually being invited in, you know, rather than bulldozing our way through!

HIP member 3, interview, 3 February 2021

Several Healthwatch managers and CEOs reported that they were able to reach larger numbers of local residents through varied forms of digital engagement. As larger numbers of local people now attended virtual events, health professionals and managers increasingly found Healthwatch events more useful than in the past. For instance, the same Healthwatch CEO quoted above described how her team’s use of the Facebook Live platform not only attracted a large local audience but raised their profile with clinicians:

… we have been so busy and we’ve adapted so well and we’ve been doing live Facebook sessions and we’ve been attracting more and more people to talk to us and then clinicians because of the live Facebook have been coming along saying ‘oh, that’ll be great for the flu vaccinations, we can do question and answers and things like that’.

HIP member 3, interview, 3 February 2021

Another Healthwatch CEO said that although he had struggled in the past to get residents to attend in-person engagement events, he was astonished at the numbers now attending virtually:

… by moving business online, I mean […] the numbers that we can reach out to digitally just surpass the numbers that we would see conventionally. So, for example we did a talk to the University of the Third Age; we had 87 people on the call. We’ve never had 87 people turn up to a village hall to talk about Healthwatch. Now I appreciate that a lot of those people have just probably got nothing else to do on a Wednesday afternoon than to join a Zoom call, but the numbers attending our public board meetings have gone up.

HIP member 6, interview, 8 February 2021

BOX 13 Healthwatch volunteers as sources of insight during the pandemic

In England, when the pandemic began, Healthwatch Dogwood had 11 volunteers on its books. Most of these volunteers had been recently recruited as part of a new focus on volunteering to support Healthwatch activities to promote the creation of links to different communities across the large and diverse geographical area in which they worked. During the successive periods of national restrictions, the kinds of activities such volunteers might carry out were restricted. Concerned at the risk that these newly recruited volunteers – many of whom had yet to begin Healthwatch work – might lose interest and, therefore, imperil this new strategy, the volunteer support officer proposed new ways of engaging them.

Healthwatch Dogwood had recently launched an initiative to solicit online feedback from local people about their experiences of health and care during the pandemic. This consisted of a free-text box on its website and residents were encouraged to write it as a ‘story’. The volunteer support officer asked the new volunteers to submit their stories. As the volunteer support office told us, this was an example of ‘micro-volunteering’, which, in the Healthwatch context, meant the use of volunteers’ own experiences as feedback about local health and social care services.
Similarly, Healthwatch Elmbridge held a public lecture given by a renowned specialist in health inequalities that attracted over 400 attendees, something Healthwatch Elmbridge’s chairperson said would have proved impossible were it to have been held face to face:

Now, I think we’re braced with the pandemic on this one because we would not have gone out and hired a hall for 500 people, you know, we wouldn’t have been able to afford it. Zoom has its upsides too.

Healthwatch Elmbridge chairperson, interview, 5 October 2020

Moreover, the newer, more responsive way of working, with quicker turnaround times, has also had the effect of generating more awareness of Healthwatch’s work and usefulness to local health and social care systems, as one Healthwatch CEO said:

I’m really aware that during the pandemic I have tried to take every opportunity to increase awareness of us as an organisation because there’s been an appetite to understand things in perhaps a much more live way than we would normally get, and a much less sort of overly constructed way as well. So people want things a bit faster, a bit more raw, kind of like ‘help us right at this moment’ and I think that’s produced some really interesting opportunities for us and I think that’s been great in terms of our awareness in our local places.

HIP member 7, interview, 15 February 2021

One consequence of the increased awareness of Healthwatch in various locales in England was that Healthwatch’s staff had to learn to navigate new areas of activity and new relationships and this meant that, in some instances, local Healthwatch organisations found themselves in uncomfortable territory (e.g. being solicited by regional or national media about elements of the local pandemic response while having to avoid appearing overly critical or political). On a more technical level, Healthwatch staff had to spend time learning new ways of organising events online, as in the case of Healthwatch Elmbridge’s public lecture, which involved training facilitators of Zoom breakout rooms, for instance.

Healthwatch staff not only had to experiment with digital engagement, they also had to learn how to represent Healthwatch in digital meetings without some of the benefits of ‘corridor chat’, etc., as one Healthwatch member of staff put it:

I feel almost slightly you have to be a bit more shouty – I don’t mean shouty in an aggressive way – but a bit more kind of ‘hello it’s Healthwatch’ and say something Healthwatch-ey, rather than it being as easy to join the meeting, get the feel of the meeting, use a bit of body language and join the group a bit, I mean, we all have different styles, but I don’t think I would join a group and then start rocking the boat.

HIP member 4, interview, 10 February 2021

The combination of the greater awareness of Healthwatch’s potential, the accessibility provided by digital forms of engagement and the new ways of working that this continuously entailed led to a cycle of intensification of work for Healthwatch during this period. Compounding this was that many Healthwatch staff found it difficult to refuse invitations to meetings during this time. There was a sense that Healthwatch had an important role to play in local responses during such an unprecedented health emergency and there was, therefore, a strongly articulated ethics dimension to Healthwatch work, as a Healthwatch CEO and HIP member described:

…it’s not necessarily that there has been an external sort of ‘you have to do more’, it’s more kind of, like, ‘at this time if we’re going to be helpful and we’re going to get it right, we need to do more’ – and so I am thrilled to work with people who have that in their DNA but at the same time I worry all the time about people ending up off on long-term sick because they have taken on so much and they’re under so much strain that actually they’re not going to be able to manage when something does happen that’s challenging.

HIP member 7, small-group discussion, 5 October 2020
As the quotation above highlights, this intensification of Healthwatch work raised significant issues of staff exhaustion that worried many Healthwatch managers and CEOs and, in autumn 2020, led them to question the sustainability of this pace of work. This commitment to being involved meant that Healthwatch staff felt ‘guilty’ if they rejected offers of participation in health and social care:

[There is] this feeling of guilt about taking time off … when there’s such a thing happening as there is and everybody else is out there risking their lives you’re thinking it would be wrong to take time off.

HIP member 8, small-group discussion, 14 October 2020

The increased accessibility of those with whom Healthwatch maintained relationships and its higher profile, as well as the ethics commitments to the Healthwatch work and mission in a time of crisis, all contributed to the intensification of activities in summer and autumn 2020.

A return to normal? (The view from February 2021)

By February 2021, the pandemic situation in England had deteriorated. A few weeks after our HIP meeting in October 2020, national restrictions were imposed once again because infections and hospitalisations were rising, particularly in the north of England. The restrictions were lifted in early December, during which time the more transmissible ‘Alpha variant’ (B.1.1.7) of COVID-19 gained a foothold in London and the south-east of England and spread to other parts of England. Greater restrictions were imposed progressively on various parts of the country from mid to late December until England went into a third national ‘lockdown’ on 4 January 2021.

From December 2020, the UK’s COVID-19 vaccination programme also began in earnest. Information campaigns were launched that targeted groups in society (e.g. ethnic minorities) who were seen as ‘vaccine hesitant’ and at risk of lower uptake.

We wanted to track the development of Healthwatch work since October 2020, including whether or not the intensification of activity we had found for the earlier period had continued into the winter as the pandemic entered a new phase. We also wanted to explore Healthwatch’s involvement, if any, in the vaccination programme. To this end, we held one-to-one interviews with 12 HIP members over 2 weeks in February 2021 and organised a final plenary HIP meeting where members also offered reflections on how their Healthwatch organisation had changed over the course of the pandemic since March 2020.

Our interviews showed that the intensification of work of the preceding 10 months had largely abated and this was for two reasons. First, many interviewees mentioned that, as they had already intimated during the second phase, the pace of work – especially in ‘responsive’ mode – had been unsustainable and they were concerned about ‘burnout’, and this issue of burnout had become more pressing because primary and secondary schools were closed during much of the third period of national restrictions and many Healthwatch staff were, therefore, educating their children at home.

Second, and associated with the issue of ‘burnout’, some Healthwatch CEOs and managers felt a loss of control over their schedule of work and priorities. The CEOs and managers had decided to reinstate more ‘normal’ ways of working and planning their projects; however, they were still conscious of being buffeted by events outside their control, as one of our HIP members, a Healthwatch CEO, described:

It seems to me like in the last year that’s been transformed into a very reactive role again, which is something that I’ve spent 5 years trying to move us away from. And that’s where I’m struggling at the moment.
I’m trying to create this work plan for this year and I’m very, very tentative about what can I focus on and be reactive to, because there is still so much up in the air.

HIP member 5, 3 February 2021

Moreover, some Healthwatch boards were keen for Healthwatch – and their local health and social care systems – to re-orient their activities to non-COVID-19 work. In this period Healthwatch Dogwood’s chairperson, for instance, wrote repeatedly to the chairperson of his area’s health and well-being board and to the director of public health, asking them to begin including more non-COVID-19-related items to their meeting agenda. One Healthwatch CEO told us how the mood had shifted in her organisation’s board and she was now being asked to focus less directly on COVID-19:

There is increasing pressure on us from the trustee board, and a little bit from our contract manager about offering something that fits in with the historic view of what Healthwatch has been. So that kind of we need to get back to doing what we’ve always done . . . we need to pick up some of the pieces of work that we might have picked up before the pandemic started, to evidence that we still have a more diverse range than just being a COVID public voice . . .

HIP member 7, interview, 15 February 2021

Partly, this return to more ‘normal’ ways of working was also born of a desire to keep Healthwatch staff engaged, as staff also expressed the importance of an ethic of ‘listening to the voice of the people’, which had been modified by working in responsive mode to the system. Therefore, the same CEO described how she aimed to enable voice in a more targeted way, arising from concerns they themselves were hearing. Healthwatch hoped to achieve a more balanced approach in this latter period:

. . . there’s a lot of different things trying to pull us in all sorts of different directions, which is a bit exhausting and a bit difficult to manage, as well as trying to make sure that the staff stay onside and that we’re responding to what people tell us. Because we did a big piece of COVID engagement in the summer and that had loads and loads of insight in it. So what we’ve tried to do this time is pick out the things that perhaps wouldn’t have been the big key themes, when we did that first piece, but the stuff that sat underneath it that perhaps would impact a particular group. And the staff are really passionate about that because that’s responding to the voice of the public . . .

HIP member 7, interview, 15 February 2021

Some local Healthwatch organisations were also able to step back from the active co-ordination work between the local authority, NHS and community groups that they had previously taken up and this was partly because the relationships between these other partners had now been well established and Healthwatch’s initial facilitating role was no longer needed as the pandemic went on, as one Healthwatch CEO told us:

I think the one thing that’s transformed locally for me is how the local authorities and the ICS/CCGs have interacted with people. The sort of real powerful sort of push that we put [in spring 2020] on them not talking to people or informing people, but actually getting people round the table. That was quite transformational last year. They used to come to us a lot for ‘can you speak to these people for us and gather this information for us?’ but because of the pandemic they have got those links, they’ve got the COVID champions up, they’ve got massive links with a lot of the communities now, so I find our role is not so much talking to the seldom heard and gathering those voices, but actually ensuring that those voices are sat around the right tables at the right times at a more sort of strategic level rather than going out doing a survey with black and ethnic minorities.

HIP member 5, HIP 5, 23 February 2021
We described above how the ethics commitment of many Healthwatch staff to contribute to the pandemic response alongside colleagues from the health and social care sector led to feelings of being unable to refuse to be involved, even at the cost of exhaustion. Another corollary of this ethics commitment was that many local Healthwatch organisations undertook considerable extra work outside the remit of their contracts and for free, and this continued in the third phase. One CEO told us about how her Healthwatch organisation became involved in the vaccination programme to such an extent that it overshadowed other aspects of her work for several weeks. The CEO found herself working in ‘responsive’ mode again, despite her efforts at resuming ‘ordinary service’; and her work was not compensated:

*I am invited ad hoc to the primary care network meetings where they talk about how they’re delivering vaccination, so literally since the start of January my whole job has become about trying to bring in public voice into some of the vaccination work. And of course there’s no additional funding for doing something like that and for trying to get the system to work together on something. And there was no sign that that was going to be the ask of us until the start of January, so none of that was planned in.*

HIP member 7, interview, 15 February 2021

Now that their attention was turning to matters beyond the immediate pandemic response, some Healthwatch managers and CEOs felt the loss of their usual face-to-face ways of working more acutely, particularly in relation to their powers of ‘enter and view’. Much like their criticism of the ‘responsive’ way of working, this was characterised as a lack of control. Therefore, although Healthwatch would work with health and social care providers to organise visits in the past, some Healthwatch organisations were reporting that providers were now less inclined to facilitate such visits or even to discuss possible alternatives:

*But we’ve also lost a lot of control . . . [W]hen we start to raise the idea of doing [enter and view] in a different way, we sort of get backed backwards and I think hospitals, particularly health and social care, are quite comfortable with the fact that we’re not going in and not viewing and observing and talking to patients in that way at the moment.*

HIP member 9, HIP 5, 23 February 2021

For these Healthwatch organisations, the inability to be physically present on care premises meant they were not able to deploy their professionally honed senses of observation, as one Healthwatch CEO added:

*… [I]f you go into a care home, your whole sense – all your senses – are being used, you’re not just talking to someone on a screen. So for me it would be about, ‘what does it smell like when I go in? What am I hearing in the background?’*

HIP member 9, HIP 5, 23 February 2021

Another Healthwatch CEO echoed this sentiment:

*… we need to get back to be able to doing some hands-on work. It’s exactly the same as walking into an A&E [accident and emergency] department and getting a sense for whether or not it feels organised or not.*

HIP member 6, HIP 5, 23 February 2021

In February 2021, there was still a great deal of uncertainty among Healthwatch staff about their ability to return to previous ways of working. What was clear was the desire to reduce the intensity of work and, although some staff tried to facilitate this by, for example, attempting to set their own workplans, they often found themselves at the mercy of their local systems’ needs and felt compelled to contribute in this most severe phase of the pandemic so far.
Lessons for Healthwatch and others from the COVID-19 pandemic

Below, we outline three lessons for Healthwatch from our findings relating to its activities and experiences during part of the COVID-19 pandemic (from March 2020 to February 2021):

1. Crucial to Healthwatch's ability to act effectively in conveying patient and public voice throughout the course of the pandemic was its formally mandated position in England's health and social care system. For instance, as in Healthwatch Elmbridge's example, involvement in mutual aid groups' WhatsApp chats allowed access to the views and experiences of people (e.g. those who were self-isolating), which might otherwise be difficult to access. However, it was Healthwatch's status as a formal statutory organisation (as well as the expertise, reputation and relationships built up over time because of that status) that provided it with a direct channel through which to communicate these views back to people with decision-making power in the health and social care system.

2. Healthwatch Birchington's expanded co-ordinating role similarly demonstrates the uniqueness of Healthwatch in the English health and social care governance landscape. Combined with its broad and deep knowledge of the local voluntary sector, Healthwatch Birchington was able to gather feedback from residents and seek answers from and co-ordinate information between health and council agencies. A statutory organisation like Healthwatch is well positioned to mobilise relationships with different stakeholders because of the status provided by Healthwatch's legal mandate.

3. Local Healthwatch organisations reported the tension between being responsive to the needs of the system during an emergency and managing their own sense of autonomy to set their own work agenda not only was this tension bound up for some in a cherished notion of Healthwatch independence but it also had practical effects, such as the increased risk of staff burnout, which, respondents feared, would in the long run lead to a less effective local Healthwatch organisation. Therefore, local Healthwatch organisations learned that they needed to pay attention to the ways in which they balance their own mission as providing the voice of local people, their responsibilities in that role to the wider health and care landscape and the existential needs of their own organisations and working lives.
Chapter 8 Discussion, implications for decision-makers and conclusions of the study

Discussion

There is a legal duty for the NHS to consider public involvement in commissioning and providing health care, including at all stages in major health-care planning decisions,34 and this is a cornerstone of a patient-centred, publicly funded NHS.35 There is increasing evidence of a positive association between public involvement and more ‘innovative, effective and efficient ways of designing, delivering and joining up services’ (reproduced with permission from the World Health Organization; URL: www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/303026/Compendium-of-initiatives-in-the-WHO-European-Region-rev1.pdf).2 It is argued that NHS managers and staff are better equipped to understand the needs of the community they serve and to make better decisions about how to use limited resources when they listen to what matters to residents.2

Although in theory Healthwatch may be well placed to provide this, there has been little research into how local Healthwatch organisations are organised, how they build and maintain relationships with different stakeholders and, ultimately, whether or not they are making a meaningful contribution as a key pillar of residents and patient involvement in the English NHS. Existing studies15,27,30 about Healthwatch have discussed some of the challenges and tensions faced by local Healthwatch organisations. However, because of the aims and design of the studies,15,27,30 which relied primarily on interviews and surveys, these studies could provide only post hoc reflections of events. Therefore, they could not capture the processual nature of relations and provided little evidence about the contexts in which Healthwatch operates, the daily practices through which its influence is created and maintained, and how this enables or hampers the improvement of services for patients.15,27,30 This evidence gap is particularly problematic given Healthwatch’s role as a key partner in monitoring the quality – and supporting the design – of health and social care locally by providing the NHS and local authorities with information and advice based on the views of residents and patients.5

In this study, we drew on ANT to explore how the variability of Healthwatch organisations emerged through the sociomaterial environments in which they work. These environments include mutually influencing connections among human actors (e.g. Healthwatch staff, volunteers and board members) and non-humans (e.g. funding, local authority and NHS meetings, governance arrangements, feedback forms and databases). For instance, we have shown that the official characterisation of different Healthwatch organisational structures as ‘standalone’ or ‘hosted’ tells us very little about how such organisations actually work and orient their practices of engagement. Rather, contingent interactions between human and non-human actors create a reality that does not necessarily accord with the fixed binary of Healthwatch types (i.e. ‘standalone’ or ‘hosted’). Nevertheless, this binary is regarded by Healthwatch as a crucial way of discussing intrinsic differences between its various organisations, and also as a factor in Healthwatch’s ability to effectively present patient and public voice. However, our findings complicate this straightforward dualism (i.e. ‘hosted’ vs. ‘standalone’) and show that Healthwatch’s organisational structures are actually the product of a broader range of factors, including organisational histories, board composition, and strategic planning to better exploit financial opportunities. This complexity also emerges from the other sociomaterial structures, which we present in Chapter 5. Consider the effect of different funding arrangements in shaping the possibilities of Healthwatch and its ability to represent patient and public voice in its local systems. As we showed, different absolute amounts of local authority funding, the ways in which the funds are allocated and the different abilities and possibilities for Healthwatch organisations to attract funding external to...
the local authority contracts give rise to organisations across Healthwatch that not only look different (e.g. large Healthwatch organisations vs. small Healthwatch organisations), but deliver very different services to their respective local populations and systems. These findings show how Healthwatch actively emerges from these structures and creates its well-documented variability. Therefore, despite the fixed nature of local Healthwatch organisations’ statutory functions, and their supposedly uniform mission and identity, local Healthwatch organisations cannot be approached as intrinsically coherent organisations (i.e. there is no such a thing as an ideal Healthwatch organisation against which others are measured).

Local Healthwatch organisations’ variability in terms of organisational structures has far-reaching implications for their potential and influence in representing the voice and needs of patients and public in their local health and care systems. Such variability has potentially serious consequences, as it leads to unequal opportunities for people in different parts of England to participate meaningfully in health and care decision-making. Consider here the contrasting examples presented in Chapter 5, Institutional landscapes. Healthwatch Ashton was constrained in its ability to plan and conduct its own engagement activities with local people not only by the small amount of money it received but also by the particular mechanism by which its funding was allocated. Subsequently, this meant that Healthwatch Ashton largely relied on third parties to collect the views and experiences on its behalf, and also on its small cohort of volunteers to relay issues in an ad hoc way. These arrangements limited Healthwatch Ashton’s ability to hear and address the needs and views of the local community and to effectively prioritise some issues over others. Healthwatch Beecham, however, with its large and stable local authority and external funding, was able to recruit a range of staff with different specialist skills who could lead on specific streams of work and create and maintain partnerships with valuable local stakeholders, such as universities. These partnerships not only further enabled Healthwatch Beecham to bring in additional money and staff, but also enabled Healthwatch Beecham to carry out PPI in more rigorous ways. It is undeniable that the residents of Ashton had far fewer opportunities for their voices to be heard through Healthwatch than those of Beecham. This is an effect of the fact that Healthwatch’s involvement strategies and practices are a product of the sociomaterial structures in which, and through which, their work is performed. These practices cannot be analysed without taking account of the specific environments and organisational arrangements of the Healthwatch organisation through which it is delivered.

The aim of the study was to explore and enhance the local operation and impact of Healthwatch. Our discussion above has shown how Healthwatch works and produces effects, and has highlighted Healthwatch’s variability. The second aspect of our aim was to ‘enhance’ Healthwatch’s operation and impact and we did so through JIFs, which we detail in Chapter 6. During the JIFs, we discussed different examples of gathering and communicating evidence with Healthwatch staff, board members and their key partners, and jointly reflected with them on ways in which these methods might or might not be useful in their work to better evidence public and patient voice. We chose to focus on ‘evidence’ because Healthwatch’s practices and strategies for the gathering and use of patient and public voice constitute the very core of its mission and are crucial to better inform health and social care commissioning and provision. Like any other aspect of Healthwatch’s work, Healthwatch’s practices of gathering and creating evidence are shaped by the contingent entanglements of sociomaterial structures (e.g. funding arrangements, institutional landscapes) and these are largely defined as ‘local’ structures, demonstrated (and evidenced) by the variability among different Healthwatch organisations. The JIFs held at four of the five study sites were, therefore, ‘local’ in nature, gathering actors that contribute to defining the possibilities of that local Healthwatch organisation. However, the discussion at the JIFs indicated areas of similarity and agreement around the issue of evidence, which emphasised practices of collecting and deploying evidence valued by both Healthwatch and its key partners beyond the specificities of their local area. The JIFs led us to create a series of statements of good practice that related to how Healthwatch organisations collect, organise and communicate evidence about people’s experiences of health and care to their local system. By putting Healthwatch people and their partners
in dialogue in an analytical evidence-influenced space in which dilemmas, aspirations and experiences could be discussed, the study provides an actionable output that all Healthwatch organisations can use to maximise the impact of the patient and public voice they represent in their local systems.

It remains to be seen what (if any) long-term transformative impact the COVID-19 pandemic will have on the relationships, practices and strategies we describe. The pandemic has raised new questions about Healthwatch’s role in local health and care systems. Our findings, relating to the period from March 2020 to February 2021, indicate that Healthwatch’s status derived from its statutory functions allowed it to be seen as a relevant and valued partner in local pandemic responses. Some local Healthwatch organisations, for instance, co-ordinated various local partners, especially among the VCSE sector, and, therefore, took up a role that is not formally included as a statutory function. This ability emerged from Healthwatch’s pre-existing institutional relationships and engagement with various sectors of the local health and care systems and was, therefore, an effect of the sociomaterial entanglements we describe above. Some local Healthwatch organisations were better able to mobilise resources, engagement strategies and relationships, whereas other Healthwatch organisations, which had struggled to find a meaningful place in their systems, found themselves (happily or not) marginal to the pandemic response effort. Therefore, the pandemic catalysed existing differences among Healthwatch organisations, possibly exacerbating the existing unequal opportunities for people to be meaningfully involved in local health and care decision-making processes.

Patient and public involvement was an integral element of this research project. In the planning phase, PPI successfully shaped the formulation of research questions, study design and plans for dissemination. During the study, members of the public (including volunteers at local Healthwatch organisations) were involved in various ways across the four phases, with varying degrees of success. As we discuss in Limitations, the fact that Healthwatch is not widely known among members of the public means that our public involvement was restricted to local volunteers of our Healthwatch study sites and HIP members. Although we hoped that patients and members of the public would be able to contribute effectively to the sense-making phases of the study and have their say in how Healthwatch might work better to serve their interest, the national COVID-19 restrictions, and the pressures faced by local Healthwatch organisations and their local partners who were our gatekeepers, made recruitment of these categories of local patients and public challenging.

Limitations

Self-reported impact in the survey
There are limitations to the usefulness of this kind of self-reported information on impact. For instance, we were unable to draw conclusions from the survey data as to whether or not particular organisational arrangements and relationship types lead to better impact among our local Healthwatch respondents.

Study site characteristics
There were two limitations relating to our study sites.

First, we did not ultimately succeed in recruiting a Healthwatch site with a host that held several Healthwatch contracts. Although we initially secured a local Healthwatch site with this characteristic, the host lost many of its contracts in the period between recruitment and the start of fieldwork. We approached other Healthwatch sites that matched this profile, but we were not successful in recruiting them. However, we decided that working with a Healthwatch site whose host had recently lost Healthwatch contracts would be of value to the broader aims of the study and we, therefore, aimed to recruit one of the remaining local Healthwatch sites of the host organisation we had initially approached. Importantly, this local Healthwatch site has one of the smallest value contracts in England.
and staff were enthusiastic about participating. Nevertheless, we ensured that the HIP contained two local Healthwatch sites that were hosted by organisations that hold more than four contracts and this mitigated the limitation to a certain extent.

Second, we would have liked to recruit a local Healthwatch site operating in a large urban area outside London. The Healthwatch site we initially recruited (referred to above) fulfilled this criterion. However, when we lost the study site because of the provider changing, we had already recruited our other study sites and, therefore, had very little flexibility to re-organise the selection. Having such a Healthwatch site would have given us a view of the challenges faced in urban areas outside London. We mitigated this limitation by including several Healthwatch sites from large urban areas in the HIP.

**Involvement of local residents in the study**

Although we observed interactions between Healthwatch staff and members of the public, and had interviewed and spoke informally to local residents and volunteers at all of our study sites, the direct voice of local residents is not prominent in this report. This is for two main reasons. First, the principal aim of the study was to explore and enhance the practices and strategies of local Healthwatch organisations. Second, although communicating the voice of local residents is a key aspect of Healthwatch work, residents themselves (other than volunteers) are not involved (with a few exceptions) in Healthwatch’s everyday work.

**Effect of the COVID-19 pandemic in England**

The COVID-19 pandemic made access to people and meetings more challenging during this time, as key people in the NHS, local authorities and Healthwatch were busier than before the emergency. Moving our phase 2 research online in 2020 resulted in less textured data from our study sites. Although we attended and observed meetings online and talked to staff before and after the events, we were less able to take advantage of the serendipitous and unplanned encounters, conversations and meetings that are possible in real life. This also reflected the new ways of working that our participants (including Healthwatch staff) were experiencing in their own working lives. Consequently, this may have resulted in us obtaining less rich data in that latter period of phase 2 than we might otherwise have obtained.

**Recommendations for future research**

- Future research should explore the consequences for local Healthwatch organisations of the development of ICSs, as this is pertinent, given the passage of the Health and Care Act 2022, which has abolished CCGs and replaced them with Integrated Care Boards, which establishes ICSs on a statutory basis.
- Future research should explore Healthwatch in an international comparative perspective. Healthwatch is the latest iteration of a long-standing practice in England of formal PPI in health service decision-making. Therefore, it may prove instructive to conduct a comprehensive comparison of such provision across the nations of the UK, and between England and other health systems around the world.
- Future work should examine how the response to the COVID-19 pandemic has reconfigured the voluntary sector locally. The response to COVID-19 created new ways of working between the statutory and voluntary sector locally and nationally (including Healthwatch) and it may be important to track these changes and their effects so as to optimise the ways in which health and care planning and provision is organised post-pandemic.
- Future research should investigate how Healthwatch responds formally and informally to newly emerging focus on public health and health inequalities. This further research may look not only at how health inequalities affect the work of Healthwatch (e.g. recruitment of staff in areas of deprivation), but also at how Healthwatch addresses demands by its system partner to reorient its focus to better understand local health inequalities.
Implications for policy, practice and research

Our findings have the following implications for policy, practice and research.

Review basis for national funding allocations to local Healthwatch organisations
There is significant variability in the work of Healthwatch that raises questions about whether or not there is equitable treatment of people across England in their ability to participate effectively in local health and social care planning and provision. A key element of this variability is the funding of local Healthwatch organisations. Our study shows that funding arrangements significantly shape everyday strategies and practices of collecting and transmitting patient and public voice. Healthwatch organisations with larger-value contracts can provide a more varied and specialised service to local people and the health and social care system. In addition, these larger Healthwatch organisations are better able to attract additional external funding, therefore further entrenching their differential abilities. Policy-makers and Healthwatch commissioners may want to consider the effect of different funding arrangements on exacerbating the variability of local Healthwatch organisations across England, therefore determining differential outcomes in Healthwatch’s ability to represent patient and public voice in each area and across England as a whole.

Clarify the role of Healthwatch in the changing commissioning landscape
Local Healthwatch organisations’ operations are determined by the different institutional landscapes in which they work. Changes in health and social care commissioning and provision – particularly the development of ICSs – raise questions about Healthwatch’s institutional location and role, which has remained formally unchanged since 2012. For instance, Healthwatch is granted a seat by statute on health and well-being boards. However, given not only the development of ICSs but also of other local forms of partnership, health and well-being boards may not be the optimal forum through which to provide formal contributions. Although Healthwatch was mentioned in the 2021 White Paper as a way in which public and patient voice could be represented at the ICS level, its involvement was not formally mandated in the subsequent Health and Care Act 2022. Certainly, Healthwatch’s involvement in integrated care to date has been variable. By reviewing and clarifying Healthwatch’s role in these new local and regional partnerships, policy-makers and commissioners may ensure that Healthwatch can more effectively influence the decision-making process on behalf of the patients and residents it serves.

Retain the statutory role of Healthwatch
The statutory nature of Healthwatch’s function is key to its ability to represent local voice to its health and social care partners. The fact that Healthwatch is legally mandated and that local Healthwatch organisations have statutory powers means that it has an official status that distinguishes it from other VCSE organisations, and this was highlighted during the COVID-19 pandemic when the health and social care system came under extreme stress; in most places during this period, Healthwatch was treated as a partner in the system’s pandemic response. This is important to note for various Healthwatch stakeholders, given the changes to the health and care system authorised by the Health and Care Act 2022. Likewise, local Healthwatch organisations may wish to reflect on how they made use of their formal status during the pandemic and how they can learn from this in the future, as this would enhance their participation in existing and new spaces so that the voice of the public is not neglected in local decision-making processes.

Recognise the important local co-ordinating role of Healthwatch
Many local Healthwatch organisations have successfully embraced a co-ordinating role between key stakeholders (both statutory and from the voluntary sector) in local health and care systems. However, although this role is not formally included in Healthwatch’s statutory functions, it nonetheless proved key in ensuring the involvement of local communities and addressing the needs of vulnerable populations, particularly in the COVID-19 pandemic response. Healthwatch may enhance its ability to represent local voices by actively cultivating this function to facilitate the participation of community...
groups, especially those that might otherwise go unnoticed. Local stakeholders, including Healthwatch commissioners, may be able to better support local Healthwatch organisations and their missions by acknowledging the importance of this function and the resources it requires.

Producing deep and broad findings is possible in varied organisations, such as Healthwatch, if researchers regularly involve many non-study site participants to sense-check data and to offer their own experiences and analysis as data. The combination of research methods and our innovative and sustained engagement with relevant stakeholders, such as the HIP and JIFs, ensured that our findings were locally and nationally relevant, contextually sensitive and generalisable. These engagements strengthened collaborations between the study team and the study participants as well as among participants themselves (as in the case of our HIP members). These engagements also contributed to participants’ ownership of the research process, making study outputs more clearly useful for them.

**Conclusion**

In this study, we have explored the local operation and impact of Healthwatch in England. We have pointed to ways in which its role in ensuring effective patient and public voice in the commissioning and provision of health and care services can be enhanced. We pursued a mixed-methods approach, incorporating surveys, ethnographic fieldwork (i.e. interviews and observations) and collaborative sense-making. We mapped the diversity of organisational structures, activities, relationships and impact across the Healthwatch network in England. We explored the strategies, practices and sociomaterial infrastructures that shape the possibilities of Healthwatch organisations in any given local environment, and traced how actors come together to form the work of local Healthwatch organisations. We found that the diversity of the Healthwatch network belies its otherwise unitary appearance. This diversity – especially in differential funding arrangements – has considerable implications for equity of access to influencing health and care planning and provision for residents across England. Nevertheless, the study produced generalisable principles of good practice regarding the collection and communication of evidence. We suggest that the adoption of these practices will enhance the operation and impact of Healthwatch.
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Appendix 1  Healthwatch study site profiles

Healthwatch Ashton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic characteristics</th>
<th>Hosted or standalone</th>
<th>Type of local authority</th>
<th>Population size served</th>
<th>Staff numbers and roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>Unitary LA</td>
<td>150–200k</td>
<td>3 staff members</td>
<td>Manager, volunteer support officer, communications officer. In total less than 1 FTE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Volunteers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£1 Clinical commissioning group (CCG)</td>
<td>17 volunteers in total, five of whom also sit on the Executive Board. Their activities include: linking NHS and social care providers with Healthwatch, leading on specific areas (eg Quality, Children and Young People etc), scrutinising providers’ Quality Accounts in writing and in person; Enter and View.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£1 Hospital Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£1 Mental Health Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£1 Community Health Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£21–30 GP surgeries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50 Care homes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding</th>
<th>Contract or grant?</th>
<th>Core funding amount in Jan 2021 (approximate to ensure anonymity)</th>
<th>Received external funding from local partners during fieldwork period (Aug 2019 – Jan 2021) – details of local sources of funding</th>
<th>Awards external funding to local voluntary sector organisations to conduct engagement activities on behalf of Healthwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>3+1+1 from March 2018</td>
<td>&lt; £100,000</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All details correct as of January 2021.
# Healthwatch Beecham

## Basic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hosted or standalone</th>
<th>Type of local authority</th>
<th>Population size served</th>
<th>Staff numbers and roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>&gt; 1m</td>
<td>16 staff members organised in four teams: engagement (4), research (4), information and signposting (4) and communication and marketing (4). With the exception of the information and signposting team and of a research officer, most staff work full time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Stakeholders

- 5 Clinical commissioning groups (CCGs)
- 5 Hospital Trusts
- 3 Mental Health Trusts
- 4 Community Health Trusts
- >40 GP surgeries
- >50 Care homes

## Volunteers

- 50 Currently almost all Healthwatch B's volunteers are representatives of specific cohorts of service users (young mental health users, maternity patients, etc). They take part in specific, time-limited projects and give feedback on issues relevant to their condition.

## Funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract or grant?</th>
<th>Core Funding amount in Jan 2021 (approximate to ensure anonymity)</th>
<th>Received external funding from local partners during fieldwork period (Aug 2019 – Jan 2021) – details of local sources of funding</th>
<th>Awards external funding to local voluntary sector organisations to conduct engagement activities on behalf of Healthwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual grant</td>
<td>£400--450k per year</td>
<td>YES From Local Authority, Integrated Care System, Earned Income (eg consultancy fees), CCG, NHS provider, Third Sector organisations.</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All details correct as of January 2021
Healthwatch Cherryburgh

### Basic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hosted or standalone</th>
<th>Type of local authority</th>
<th>Population size served</th>
<th>Staff numbers and roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>London Borough</td>
<td>250–300k</td>
<td>5 staff members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The research and engagement manager (FT), an engagement officer (60% FTE), a research officer (60% FTE), an associate project manager (60% FTE) and a volunteer coordinator (60% FTE). The PV CEO and the communication manager also regularly attend HW team meetings. These members mainly work on HW-related projects (formally, there are no staff members exclusively working on Healthwatch matters).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Stakeholders

- 2 Clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) (1 inside LA borders, 1 outside LA borders)
- 2 Hospital Trusts (both outside LA boundaries)
- 1 Mental Health Trust
- 0 Community Health Trusts
- >40 GP surgeries
- 0 Care homes

### Volunteers

The host currently has c. 200 active volunteers, increasing to c. 250 by March. The host doesn’t specifically recruit Healthwatch volunteers, although c. 20 volunteers only contribute to Healthwatch’s projects.

### Funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract or grant?</th>
<th>Core funding amount in Jan 2021 (approximate to ensure anonymity)</th>
<th>Received external funding from local partners during fieldwork period (Aug 2019 – Jan 2021) – details of local sources of funding</th>
<th>Awards external funding to local voluntary sector organisations to conduct engagement activities on behalf of Healthwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract 3 year from July 2020</td>
<td>£150–200k</td>
<td>YES From Local Authority, Integrated Care System, CCG, Commissioning Support Unit, Earned Income (e.g. consultancy fees), NHS provider</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All details correct as of January 2021.
Healthwatch Dogwood

Basic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hosted or standalone</th>
<th>Type of local authority</th>
<th>Population size served</th>
<th>Staff numbers and roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hosted</td>
<td>Unitary LA</td>
<td>300–350k</td>
<td>6 staff members (4.8 FTE): project co-ordinator (team manager), communication and marketing officer, volunteer officer, communication and marketing assistant, engagement officer, engagement and insight officer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stakeholders

1 Clinical commissioning group (CCG)
2 Hospital Trusts (of which 1 outside the LA boundary)
1 Mental Health Trust
1 Community Health Trust
31–40 GP surgeries
21–30 Care homes

Volunteers

11

A recent focus on recruiting Healthwatch volunteers supported by a dedicated Volunteer Officer. Healthwatch Dogwood now has 11 volunteers, most of whom are involved in Community Engagement.

Funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract or grant?</th>
<th>Core funding amount in Jan 2021 (approximately to ensure anonymity)</th>
<th>Received external funding from local partners during fieldwork period (Aug 2019 - Jan 2021) - details of local sources of funding</th>
<th>Awards external funding to local voluntary sector organisations to conduct engagement activities on behalf of Healthwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract 3+1 from April 2018</td>
<td>Between £150–200k per year</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All details correct as of January 2021
Healthwatch Elmbridge

Basic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hosted or standalone</th>
<th>Type of local authority</th>
<th>Population size served</th>
<th>Staff numbers and roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>London Borough</td>
<td>300–350k</td>
<td>4 staff members (4 FTE): CEO, finance and information officer, community intelligence analyst, project and engagement office.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stakeholders

1. Clinical commissioning group (CCG) (merged with 2 other CCGs in April 2020)
1. Hospital Trust
1. Mental Health Trust
1. Community Health Trust
31–40 GP surgeries
1–10 Care homes

Volunteers

Healthwatch E has around 40 volunteers – young people (12–18 years old) and university students, mothers looking to reskill and re-enter the job market, older people. Some volunteers support engagement activities; others sit on Healthwatch-convened user groups eg Mental Health or young people, which provide insight for local providers and commissioners.

Funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract or grant?</th>
<th>Core funding amount in Jan 2021 (approximate to ensure anonymity)</th>
<th>Received external funding from local partners during fieldwork period (Aug 2019 - Jan 2021) - details of local sources of funding</th>
<th>Awards external funding to local voluntary sector organisations to conduct engagement activities on behalf of Healthwatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract 2+1+1+1 from April 2017</td>
<td>Between £150–200k per year</td>
<td>YES From Local Authority, Integrated Care System, CCG</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All details correct as of January 2021
Appendix 2  Detailed description of pre-pandemic Healthwatch Involvement Panel meetings

Healthwatch Involvement Panel meeting 1 (July 2019)

The first meeting of the HIP took place over the course of a whole day. Fourteen members of the HIP attended. The HIP met in July 2019 and by this point we had recruited our phase 2 study sites but had not yet begun fieldwork.

The morning was devoted to establishing the ground rules for the HIP and introducing the study and its methods to them. In the afternoon, we held a ‘poster activity’ to introduce the study sites and to learn more about the HIP members’ Healthwatch organisation. We created a large format poster outlining the key features of each of the Healthwatch study sites. We asked each HIP member to browse the posters, discuss them with fellow HIP members and attach Post-it® (3M, Cynthiana, KY, USA) note comments or questions raised by the key features, which the study team would then answer or reflect on. We also asked each HIP member to select a study site that was most similar to their own and to give their reason for that choice. It was during this activity that HIP members first suggested that an additional Healthwatch study site that was both standalone and had a relatively low contract value be included (see Chapter 2, Fieldwork at five local Healthwatch study sites).

We also wanted to learn more about the range of views about Healthwatch present in the HIP. To this end, we organised a small-group and plenary discussion session centred around several statements or ‘provocations’ about aspects of Healthwatch work.

The provocations were as follows:

- Healthwatch is unable to make real impact in areas where the local authority has a poor record of working with, and supporting, civil society.
- Healthwatch cannot be a ‘critical friend’ to their local health and social care stakeholders. If they try, they fail.
- The NHS is overwhelmed by patient feedback. Healthwatch should not be providing more patient feedback which the NHS lacks the resources to act on.

Towards the end of the first meeting, we facilitated a discussion of the HIP’s role in the study and reflections on the first meeting to ensure that members could air their views about their involvement and on the project more broadly.

Healthwatch Involvement Panel meeting 2 (November 2019)

The second HIP meeting took place in November 2019 when Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli had been conducting fieldwork at four of the five study sites for 3 months. During our data collection at the study sites, we had become aware of the increasing importance of new integrated NHS structures (i.e. ICSs and PCNs) to the work of local Healthwatch organisations. We were also becoming aware of some differences among and within our Healthwatch study sites about how they conceptualised and practised Healthwatch ‘independence’. The HIP meeting lasted 3.5 hours and 15 HIP members attended.
The first activity probed the HIP’s views and experiences of the emerging NHS structures. We employed a 1–2–4 process to structure the discussion. Panel members were asked to reflect on Healthwatch’s role and relationships with the ICSs/PCNs individually, in pairs, in groups of four and then, finally, in plenary. At each stage, the study team posed questions to structure the discussion.

The second activity aimed to explore the question of Healthwatch’s role in the health and social care system. We facilitated a debate on the following motion:

*This House believes that Healthwatch should focus on listening to the patient and public voice and transmitting it to others with the power to act; it is not Healthwatch’s role to collaborate in the design and implementation of changes to services.*

The HIP members split into two teams to support and oppose the motion. Study team members facilitated the discussion and took notes during the debate.
Appendix 3 Description of activities at cross-site and local joint interpretive forums

Cross-site joint interpretive forum

Discussion of pre-circulated Healthwatch study site profiles
An objective of the cross-site JIF was to provide an opportunity for study sites to learn about each other’s organisational and funding arrangements, relationships, and daily strategies and practices. Until then, Healthwatch study sites had been kept anonymous from each other and participants were keen to learn the identities and activities of the other participating study sites. Based on some research and team members’ previous experience with holding JIFs we concluded that asking each Healthwatch team to present this information themselves at the workshop would be passive, time-consuming and subject to variation in quality and format, particularly given the constraints of holding the workshop virtually. To allow for participants to be actively engaged in the workshop, we decided to pre-circulate key information about each Healthwatch site’s structure and organisation by way of five ‘Healthwatch profiles’; that is, one for each study site. Participants were asked to read the profiles before the meeting and prepare three comments or questions to ask each other based on this information. The activity allowed the research team and JIF participants to gauge what participants found interesting about each study site’s structures, strategies and practices. Each Healthwatch profile consisted of the following seven elements:

1. general information about each Healthwatch (e.g. name of the local authority, whether that Healthwatch was hosted or standalone and a brief 50-word outline of the history and characteristics of each organisation/host organisation)
2. the composition and role of the Healthwatch/host organisation board
3. number of staff, FTE and roles
4. number and type of volunteers, as well as a brief 50-word description of their level of involvement in the organisation
5. financial arrangements (e.g. contract or grant, funding amount, length of the contract, amount, type and source of external funding if received)
6. outline of the key feature of each Healthwatch’s institutional landscape
7. ‘talking points’ that mentioned a noteworthy aspect of each Healthwatch’s practices and strategies.

Presentation of emerging themes from fieldwork
During the workshop, the research team gave two presentations, discussing the following four inter-related emerging themes from the fieldwork:

1. relationships and ethics
2. scale and scope
3. engagement
4. volunteering.

The emerging themes were produced through discussions among members of the study team over several meetings in December 2020 and January 2020. A summary of the four themes was shared with all participants before the cross-site JIF and included research of some key questions that guided the study team’s analysis in relation to each topic. A copy of these summaries is included in Appendix 4. We wanted to check that our overall approach and emerging findings were accurate and relevant to Healthwatch study sites before drafting our report. The purpose of the presentation (and of the JIF as a whole) was to test if the kinds of analysis and ideas we were producing, and which we considered
valuable, would be of interest to Healthwatch study sites or, alternatively, would need refining to make them more relevant to Healthwatch daily practice.

**Provocations’ activity**
After presenting the emerging themes from fieldwork, we held two small-group discussions of four ‘provocations’ directly relating to the topics presented. The ‘provocations’ were statements designed to spark debate among JIF participants. They were formulated by Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli and were presented to the whole study team during a meeting held to plan for the workshop. Wording was subsequently refined by the other members of the study team to ensure maximum benefit from the ensuing discussions. The four provocations were as follows:

1. Healthwatch should refrain from seeking additional commissioned work from local stakeholders. This constraints Healthwatch’s independence and its ability to hold the system to account.
2. If decision-making processes move to the level of ICS or merged CCGs, the work of local Healthwatch will become irrelevant.
3. There is little point in gathering health and social care experiences from a large number of undifferentiated service users with the aim of improving the quality of care. Healthwatch must focus on specific marginalised groups in society to help the system address health inequalities.
4. Volunteering in Healthwatch is more trouble than it’s worth, both for the organisation and for the volunteers themselves. If Healthwatch engaged the public effectively and comprehensively, it would have no need of volunteers.

Participants were divided into three groups (‘breakout rooms’), each of which contained a representative from each different Healthwatch site, and were chaired by Glenn Robert, Graham Martin and Sally Brearley. The groups discussed each provocation for 10 minutes, with a short summary of the discussion presented to all JIF participants by group chairpersons after each round. The entire JIF, including the breakout rooms, were recorded and transcribed.

**Local joint interpretive forums**

**Presentation on Healthwatch and the study**
The study team gave a 15-minute presentation about:

- aims of the meeting
- historical overview of Healthwatch and its statutory functions
- study aims and objectives
- study methods and existing data sources
- study outputs.

At the end of the presentation, the team asked for comments and took questions from the audience.

**Discussion about different types of evidence collected by Healthwatch**
The plenary discussion was based on the content of a document prepared by the study team, which detailed several ways in which Healthwatch study sites produce evidence to reflect the views and experiences of their residents. The material in this document was sourced from data from our phase 2 fieldwork. The document was adapted for each JIF to present and discuss ‘ways of producing evidence’ less commonly used at that Healthwatch study site. The team circulated the document via e-mail the day before the JIF. Participants were able to read the document ahead of the meeting, but time was also allocated during each meeting for participants to read the document, make notes and prepare questions.
Amit Desai and Giulia Zoccatelli chaired a plenary discussion that involved Healthwatch staff, board members and local stakeholders taking part in the meeting. The discussion took between 60 and 90 minutes (depending on the overall length of the meeting and as agreed at each Healthwatch) and was structured around the following questions:

- How do these different approaches compare with current practices used by your local Healthwatch?
- From your different perspectives, would any of these be desirable approaches for your local Healthwatch to pursue?
- For external stakeholders: which type of evidence would be useful for your organisation to receive? Why? How would you envisage using it?
- For Healthwatch staff and board members: would any of these practices of producing evidence help you be more effective in representing local people to your local health and care partners?

After addressing these questions, participants were asked to reflect on the impact on local Healthwatch practices and strategies of evidence production from the COVID-19 pandemic and from recent changes in health and care services commissioning and provision (e.g. ICSs, PCNs).
Appendix 4  Cross-site joint interpretive forum materials: emerging themes

The local operation and impact of Healthwatch
Emerging themes

Introduction
In this document, we outline four themes that we will be discussing at the workshop on 28th January 2021. They introduce some of the key points that are emerging from our work with you.
Please refer to them during and after the workshop.
Each section is followed by questions that we’re raising in the analysis of our data. Please feel free to send us any additional thoughts on these questions after the workshop.
Themes:
1. Relationship and ethics
2. Scale and scope
3. Engagement
4. Volunteering

1. Relationships and ethics
A principle that is often mentioned in discussions about Healthwatch is that of the ‘critical friend’. This principle expresses the need to be a good partner to the health and social care system while also questioning decisions and processes made by the system from the perspective of patients and the public. It is well recognised, both in the studies about Healthwatch and by Healthwatch themselves, that this is a difficult balance to strike. There is a tension at the heart of this principle which forces you to think about yourselves (whether now or in the past) or other Healthwatch as either ‘too critical’ or ‘too friendly’. But is it that straightforward?
In our work with you we found that abstract reflections about being a ‘critical friend’ - which are questions about what an ‘ideal Healthwatch’ is - are not particularly useful. In narratives about your organisations, it was always another Healthwatch or the past of your Healthwatch, that was either ‘too critical’ or ‘too friendly’. But when you talked about where your respective organisations stand in the present, your focus shifted to more detailed reflections on the range, modes and quality of your current relationships rather than where you sit on the critical-friend continuum. For instance, when offered the chance to work with
the CCG or other local partners, some of you wonder whether it is appropriate to accept or demand payment for that work, whether such work might be detrimental to your independence, or whether it would enhance your ability to effect change on behalf of local people.

In our presentation, we will explore how looking at relationships opens productive questions about practical, pressing aspects of your work. These include:

- Will closeness to local stakeholders help or hinder the ability of Healthwatch to fulfil its mission? How close is too close?
- What qualities of the partner in the relationship (weak, dominant, big, small, successful, unsuccessful etc) affect the desirability of closeness?
- How does a financial relationship change the nature and ethical value of partnership working? This calls into consideration issues of financial sustainability as well as ethical sustainability – i.e. the ability of Healthwatch to represent the voice of local people in the most effective way possible is at least partly dependent upon financial sustainability. How are the two related?
- In what ways do new/emerging local relationships (with or without money attached) reshape the identity of Healthwatch?
- Is the identity of Healthwatch a fixed thing that needs to be preserved/protected? Or is it something that evolves through time i.e. the outcome of the various relationships in which you are embedded?
2. Scale and scope

Recent changes to the health and social care landscape in terms of greater integration – e.g. ICSs – are shifting the scale of Healthwatch work. Healthwatch are increasingly involved in activities that span beyond the borders of their local authorities, and towards informing ICS engagement work, carrying out ICS-commissioned projects, and attending newly-merged CCG commissioning committees.

These changes were initiated while our research (and the pandemic) were happening. The sense is of still-forming structures and relationships, which raises questions about whether it is legitimate for Healthwatch to operate at that level given that they are contracted to operate locally; moreover, no additional resources are offered.

For instance, at the ICS level, the arrangements through which Healthwatch are involved are varied. Some Healthwatch sit independently alongside other Healthwatch at specially constituted ICS engagement panels; others are ICS Board members. In other areas (e.g. South East London or Berkshire-Oxfordshire-Buckinghamshire [BOB]), by way of contrast, the ICS has paid for new roles – e.g. Director of Healthwatch South East London, Healthwatch BOB Liaison Lead – which is hosted by a local Healthwatch but represents all Healthwatch for the region. Other Healthwatch have come together informally. For example, Healthwatch East Sussex, Healthwatch West Sussex and Healthwatch Brighton & Hove (which are all independent of each other) have, with permission from Healthwatch England, formed a loose confederation called ‘Healthwatch in Sussex’. This ‘Healthwatch in Sussex’ is jointly commissioned to carry out pieces of work in the region.

These emerging arrangements are likely to strongly shape the qualities and possibilities of existing and emerging relationships, not only with key institutional stakeholders but also with local people and other Healthwatch. Some questions to discuss:

- In what ways might closer involvement with ICSs/merged CCGs enhance or hamper Healthwatch’s ability to fulfil their statutory functions? This question has two main aspects: first, in operational terms, is it sustainable to divert resources, e.g. staff time, to these new involvements? Secondly, in strategic terms, does involvement remove you from the local nature of your mission? Is such expanded involvement sustainable in both ethical and financial terms?

- How do the different ways in which Healthwatch is involved beyond the borders of their local authority (i.e. in the ways we highlighted above) change or complicate whose voice Healthwatch represents? For example, if one Healthwatch represents all the other Healthwatch at the merged CCG/ICS level, what dilemmas are raised about how adequately the local voice of other Healthwatch (and the populations they cover) are conveyed?

- How do these arrangements affect relationships with other local Healthwatch? How can these new forms of interaction among Healthwatch be made to work to represent the voice of the people at this new level? Or are new (perhaps unequal) power relationships among Healthwatch a fundamental challenge to success at such levels?
3. Engagement

Healthwatch engagement is commonly understood as Healthwatch staff or volunteers soliciting the views of patients and residents through a range of activities. A recent literature review commissioned by Healthwatch England and compiled by the University of Plymouth, defined engagement as ‘the way in which the patient voice can be captured and used to influence service provision, allowing the possibility of tailoring services to adequately meet the true needs of the end-users’.

The practice of engagement raises dilemmas both about the methods of engagement and the focus of Healthwatch’s engagement activities. The varied way in which Healthwatch organisations are composed – funding, staffing, relationships – shape how engagement is done by each different Healthwatch. Some of you doubted whether staffing a Healthwatch stall in a local library for a morning was a productive use of staff time or of doing effective engagement. Would the resource be better used to conduct more targeted surveys? Or to constitute a standing panel composed of a fixed number of local people with whom you consult about specific topics? Or to ask a member of staff to collect lived experiences of a specific population for three months?

These latter operational dilemmas that Healthwatch staff and organisations face in relation to the more effective way(s) of doing engagement point to deeper questions about Healthwatch. Different forms of engagement access different types of voice. For instance, the processes of gathering feedback at a library stall gives Healthwatch access to a seemingly random, individual voice. Compare this to the activities of a standing panel comprising, say, young adult users of social care, which Healthwatch convenes to gather experiences, which may be more targeted, and which Healthwatch might be more easily able to synthesise into a collective voice.

The question of engagement is also shaped by particular local conditions which include staff and volunteers’ individual and activist histories, politics, demographics, and social deprivation. For instance, these elements influence whether you choose to prioritise engagement with particular marginalised communities or whether you aim for a more ‘generalised’ community engagement on people’s experiences of care services e.g. an untargeted survey sent to a non-sampled participant group. Prioritising one over the other may have consequences not only for the kind of voice accessed by Healthwatch but also the character of the voice of Healthwatch itself. Focusing on the marginalised for instance, might emphasise to a greater extent than before Healthwatch’s role in tackling health inequalities, which while valued by Healthwatch staff and external stakeholders, is not a statutory function.

Even when Healthwatch chooses to engage with marginalised communities, different models of engagement can change the way in which community voice is heard and transmitted. For instance, some Healthwatch organise and coordinate for a attended by specific communities of people, accessed through the involvement of VCSE. Other Healthwatch directly fund VCSE organisations to carry out specific engagement projects with their service-users to capture voices which would be otherwise difficult to access. Both models may have unintended consequences for Healthwatch’s role in conveying the voice of local people in terms of undermining transparency, credibility, inclusivity by blurring the distinction between Healthwatch’s voice and that of the VCSE.
- How does the focus and practices of engagement affect the voice that Healthwatch are able to gather?
- Is it desirable that Healthwatch shift to engage particular groups of people (e.g. marginalised or seldom-heard) rather than seek to conduct a generalised engagement with all local residents about the quality of health and social care services? What effect might such a shift have on the ability of Healthwatch to fulfil its function?
- How do the individual professional and personal backgrounds of Healthwatch staff shape the practices and focus of engagement?
- Is the involvement of the VCSE in Healthwatch engagement work unequivocally a good thing?
4. Volunteering

All of our Healthwatch study-sites had volunteer involvement. We found that local arrangements – e.g. funding and staffing, geographical size of Healthwatch’s patch – shape how volunteers contribute to Healthwatch’s activities. Volunteers, in turn, not only shape the organisation’s work but also the character of the ‘patient and public voice’. Indeed, for some Healthwatch, volunteers are a major source and expression of such a voice. There are different types of volunteering associated with Healthwatch. First, there are those who are identified as ‘Healthwatch volunteers’. These are called volunteers because of the official volunteer infrastructure that a local Healthwatch creates and which often involves a volunteer coordinator who trains them, sends them updates and offers them opportunities to get involved. Secondly, some Healthwatch also convene regular engagement panels or groups; these often have a fairly stable membership. The members of these panels are not often called ‘Healthwatch volunteers’ though they do give their time to be involved in Healthwatch activities. Finally, some Healthwatch have Boards of differing types, which are mainly composed of people who contribute their labour for free.

While there are different types of volunteers, we think it is interesting to examine the work such people do, which may blur distinctions among these different types and also between Healthwatch and the public. We would like to discuss the ways in which volunteering intersects with and articulates key practices such as ‘independence’ and ‘voice’. Some questions to think about:

- What defines a volunteer? If a volunteer is someone who gives their work and their time for no payment, who then might we include in this category? Does it go as far as those who volunteer to give you their feedback about services e.g. people who sit on engagement panels, ambassadors? Does it go as far as someone who takes the time to fill in a survey that you’ve distributed? What issues might an elastic definition such as this raise for Healthwatch practices of engagement? What are the implications (for the individual and the organisation) of a decision to label someone a volunteer, or not to do so?
- How do volunteers contribute through their activities to the articulation of Healthwatch’s valued principle of ‘independence’?
- When volunteers attend external meetings (e.g. CCG, provider Trust committees), do they embody Healthwatch? Or themselves? If the latter, do they present the direct ‘voice of the people’? How is this different to other understandings of voice?
Appendix 5 Draft statements of good practice relating to Healthwatch practices and strategies of producing evidence

CONFIDENTIAL – Circulated to HIP members only

King’s College London Healthwatch study

Draft statements of Healthwatch good practice on collecting and communicating public and patient voice

1. Healthwatch works best when it uses a broad range of techniques to collect patient and public voice and to communicate this to local partners.
   We found that stakeholders and Healthwatch alike value a varied, flexible approach which does not privilege one way of collecting and communicating evidence over another. This allows Healthwatch to tailor evidence gathering and communication and adopt a sensible approach to the specificity of the topics being investigated as well as the needs of the people and organizations involved. Even those Healthwatch which identified their ‘brand’ more closely with a particular technique (e.g. a database of local patient and public feedback) felt the need to maintain and develop other methods of collecting, analysing and communicating evidence.

2. Healthwatch can enhance their influence by adopting a more locality-based approach to patient and public voice.
   The needs and experiences of residents in relation to health and care varies according to neighbourhood or locality within a given local authority area. This is due to varying levels of deprivation across the local authority, population density, access to local services and green spaces. We found that it is not common for Healthwatch to organise their work to capture these local or neighbourhood specificities. When such work is done, however, it has been highly regarded by local stakeholders such as Public Health, NHS trusts, CCG etc. In those areas where Healthwatch has not worked in this way, local partners indicated a strong interest in a more sustained focus on locality. This interest is directly linked to the move towards understanding and improving population health outlined in NHS strategies such as the Long-Term Plan and the greater importance attached to the social determinants of health and inequalities, partly prompted by the COVID-19 epidemic. Healthwatch may enhance their influence and therefore the voice of patients and the public by adopting this more granular approach. For larger Healthwatch, this might involve rethinking organisational structures to enable them to cover a range of localities in depth.

3. Healthwatch benefit from coordinating evidence-gathering with other Healthwatch in their Integrated Care System area.
   Providing evidence about patient and public voice to the ICS is an increasingly important area of work for many local Healthwatch. Though ICSs are still forming, and Healthwatch involvement will become better defined through the passage of the Health Bill through Parliament in 2021, it is already clear that Healthwatch gains visibility when it coordinates its evidence gathering and communicating work with other Healthwatch in the ICS through formal mechanisms such as Memoranda of Understanding or planning and conducting joint projects across the ICS footprint. Healthwatch can do this while still maintaining a clear focus on the specific needs
and experiences of patients and residents in their local area, which is valued by ICS officers.

4. **Healthwatch can engage well with local democratic representatives when they adapt their communication strategies in innovative ways.**

Most of the evidence gathered by Healthwatch about the needs and experiences of their residents is shared with local NHS and council staff. In addition to these relevant audiences, Healthwatch find it valuable to target a broader range of local stakeholders less commonly addressed in their work. Some of these have explicitly indicated an interest to work more closely with local Healthwatch. Local councillors are one such example, who in some areas have used the evidence produced by Healthwatch to better understand the health needs and experiences of their constituents. When this has happened, Healthwatch’s independence has been considered a particularly valued asset to hear constituents’ views that would otherwise be difficult for them to access. To engage councillors better, some Healthwatch have modified their communication strategies. Instead of long, detailed reports, they produced regular ‘quick-read’, graphic-heavy briefings, which are better suited for the specific needs of this audience.

5. **Panels can be a rich and sustainable source of insight if organised as a partnership between Healthwatch and statutory and non-statutory organisations.**

Healthwatch often explore new ways to collect patient and public voice. Panels of service-users organised by locality or health-condition have been convened by many Healthwatch in the past. We heard from Healthwatch that such panels were often beset by problems of diversity, over-reliance on individual anecdote, and increasing apathy among members as they see little change resulting from their discussions; some Healthwatch experienced logistical difficulties in organising panels on a regular basis because of these issues. However, we found that panels could be a rich and effective source of insight where local Healthwatch worked in partnership with (i) a network of VCSE organisations and (ii) a statutory body such as the local authority or NHS. This combination of partners contributing to the panel’s operation means that first, panels can draw on a broader and fresh network of service-users and secondly, that panel discussions become more directly embedded in health and care decision-making processes via formal mechanisms of mutual accountability between Healthwatch and local stakeholders. The involvement of a variety of VCSE organisations means that the panel will have access to informal networks of people, many of whom would otherwise find it difficult to share their experiences. Working in partnership means that while local Healthwatch facilitates panels and lends the process their important value of independence, they are not solely responsible for them. This modified way of organising panels addresses many of their previously experienced limitations.
Appendix 6  Seven ways of producing evidence (circulated to participants at local joint interpretive forums)

The local operation and impact of Healthwatch

Seven ways of producing evidence
1. The community insights repository of patient and public experiences

One Healthwatch developed a comprehensive database of patient and public feedback on health and social care services.

- The database contains **coded qualitative feedback** (e.g. free-text comments from surveys, patient stories etc) which is then used to **produce reports** on patient or public views and experience on particular themes or services over a defined period of time.

- Includes **feedback** received and collected by Healthwatch as well as by health and social care providers and commissioners. For instance, this Healthwatch regularly asks for and receives patient experience data collected by the main hospital Trust in the area, which is then added to the database.

- The coding is **organised by different elements of a patient’s pathway** and also includes additional codes which relate to the social determinants of health (e.g. poverty, clean air, housing etc).

- Healthwatch’s research analyst runs **regular database training sessions for local authority, public health, CCG and Trust staff**. The people who attend the training are attracted by the qualitative sources of such data, which they hope will complement their own largely quantitative datasets.

- **The ICS has funded the expansion of the database** across all the 7 Healthwatch in its footprint. All Healthwatch (and other health and social care stakeholders) will use it.
This Healthwatch’s Chair said:

[The insights database] does reduce a lot of the stories that we capture to percentages and when we’re talking to the science-based people on the Health & Wellbeing Board, they respond to ‘79%’ much more than ‘the lived experience of the people they tell us is this’.
2. Investigating social determinants of health in economically diverse neighbourhoods

One Healthwatch focuses much on its work on what are commonly called the **social determinants of health** e.g., income and job security, unemployment, indebtedness, quality of housing (overcrowding etc), access to green space and shops selling fresh vegetables, presence of unhealthy takeaway shops, air pollution etc.

- This wider focus is aimed to capture the range of experiences of their **socially and economically diverse residents**, e.g., the health and life experiences of people living in poor housing or subject to crime or air pollution.

- This work, which is sensitive to locality-based social and economic differences, is **encouraged by the local NHS, public health and local authority**, and also with the well-developed local Integrated Care Partnership, all of which articulate this ‘social’ approach to questions of health and wellbeing.

- For example, in 2019-2020 this Healthwatch was involved in planning and carrying out engagement work on the area’s **new Health and Wellbeing Strategy**. Working in collaboration with the public health department, other local authority officials and the CCG.

- This Healthwatch organised **several day-long events at libraries in four different neighbourhoods in their area**. The engagement activities consisted of Healthwatch **staff talking at length to local residents (30-60 minutes) one-on-one** about their lives, family, and experiences of health, wellbeing, poverty, precarity, diet and environment. Staff noted each respondent’s experiences in a specially
designed booklet, which they used to **code and analyse** each individual’s responses based on themes.

- They **used a map of the local area to guide their questioning** so that Healthwatch staff could identify **hyperlocal issues** e.g. a badly-lit street which, in winter discourages older people in the area from leaving their homes, thus causing isolation and lack of exercise.

- The results of this work were **presented** to local stakeholders at the **Health and Wellbeing Board**, and they were **used in the development of the council’s strategy**.
3. Gathering evidence about the experiences of specific ethnic minority groups

When, in the first phases of the COVID-19 crisis in England, it became clear that BAME communities were being disproportionately affected by the pandemic, one local Healthwatch launched a pilot project to explore how a local ethnic community was managing the challenges brought about by Covid-19.

- This Healthwatch used the specific case of the Pakistani-origin community as a starting point to explore broader issues affecting other BAME communities in the area. These included:
  - language barriers that could hamper the access to correct information;
  - the role of comorbidities such as diabetes and lung conditions particularly prevalent among BAME communities;
  - cultural differences in the use of healthcare services (e.g. greater reliance on A&E departments rather than GPs).

- Healthwatch conducted a survey with community organisations in their local authority area and a neighbouring council. All the community organizations involved had developed initiatives supporting local Pakistani-origin residents directly. Healthwatch also conducted online and phone interviews with the staff and volunteers within these organizations and with local councillors and NHS staff from Pakistani backgrounds.
The project had two aims: 1. **gathering evidence about the experiences** of Pakistani-origin residents; 2. **mapping the different activities done by community organisations** to support Pakistani-origin residents in the pandemic, e.g., operating as emergency help centres and food banks, offering befriending services, and health information and advice.

Based on this evidence, Healthwatch produced a report, which was circulated and **presented to the council, CCG and the main VCSE organization** working with other BAME groups in the area. This Healthwatch also sent the report to **Healthwatch England** and was invited to present this work at their **Healthwatch Regional Network** as an example of good engagement practice.

The report led the council to fund a **£150,000 project to conduct similar engagement work** on other local BAME and seldom-heard communities.
4. Acting on unsolicited feedback from patients and the public

One Healthwatch mainly does engagement projects prompted by unsolicited feedback from members of the public or patient groups. Here is one example:

- Healthwatch began receiving feedback from local residents informing them that a hearing aid repair ‘drop-in’ service that they relied on was being withdrawn. Hearing aids need regular maintenance and repair.

- This service was provided by a local hearing loss charity and it ran sessions in accessible settings such as libraries and GP surgeries around the county. The charity could no longer run the service due to a loss of funding; users would now have to travel to NHS audiology clinics at a limited number of hospital locations. These were inaccessible to people who relied on public transport or lived in remote parts of this large, rural county; these people would be compelled to live with defective equipment.

- Healthwatch held a number of feedback sessions at community settings (GP surgeries, libraries) which had formerly hosted the hearing aid repair services, and at the hospital-based clinics. They distributed a survey at these sessions and listened to user experience as told to them. They also invited people with hearing loss to attend a focus group.

- The evidence collected by Healthwatch were used in a report that was shared with the local Trust and the CCG. Their responses were included in the published version.
5. Qualitative reports

One Healthwatch’s approach to evidence is for the most part qualitative, based on the collection of the ‘lived experiences’ of local people, which are gathered through long-term, in-depth engagement.

- This Healthwatch collects lived experiences through staff-initiated projects which usually involve interviews and observations of people and services. Each member of Healthwatch’s engagement and research team conducts at least one long-term engagement project based on their personal interests.

- Once they identify a project they want to carry out, staff members draft a research proposal (need for project, methods, impact, possible funding). This information alongside the project’s budget is then presented to the Healthwatch Board. If the Board agrees, the project is signed off and can start.

- Evidence come from interviews, focus groups and observations carried out over a period of several months.

- This Healthwatch routinely uses local radio, newspaper, podcasts and tv channels to disseminate their evidence to the general public.

- They regularly involve relevant departments at local Universities (e.g. nursing students) in reflection on and dissemination of their findings.
6. Evidence collected by VCSE organisations
This Healthwatch uses the Local Reform Community Voices (LRCV) funding - which it receives separately from its core contract - to fund grants to local VCSE organisations; these latter then conduct engagement with the public and patients.

- Healthwatch runs a **competitive process** for these grants every year. Awards are decided by the Board in accordance with their priorities.
- Projects which receive funding commit to completing the work within a certain time, to producing a **final report which features Healthwatch’s logo**
- Completed projects are presented to Healthwatch staff and volunteers, and **staff discuss with grantees** the potential impact of such evidence.
- Award recipients grant Healthwatch the **right to use any evidence** gathered as a result of the engagement project.
- This scheme provides Healthwatch with **access to voices it might not otherwise hear** e.g. on young people’s mental health.
7. Evidence from residents’ panels
One Healthwatch makes extensive use of a standing panel of residents to gather evidence about local services.

- The panel is composed of members who live with different disabilities or are carers of someone living with disability.
- Members are also chosen because they represent a network of people affected by the same condition and whom they can involve in the work of the panel.
- The majority of panel members are representatives of communities and local charities addressing the needs of people living with specific disabilities (e.g. visually impaired, armed forces veterans).
- Panel meetings are attended by council officers and occasionally by other health and care stakeholders.
- The meetings raise and discuss issues and themes that are then explored in more detail at specially organised focus groups; these are attended by a greater number of people affected by that specific form of disability.
- Healthwatch staff draft action points and propose solutions. These are also usually discussed and planned outside panel meetings, in collaboration with the communities and organizations with which panel members are associated.
- Action points and solutions are continuously worked on by council officers in a shared document folder.

The integration between the work of the panel and the more granular engagement done through specific focus groups makes
it possible for this Healthwatch to translate individual lived experiences of panel members into forms of evidence about the collective experience of a broader network of local people affected by a specific condition.

Healthwatch staff and the members of the panel regarded the structure of general panel and focus group to be important because, in many cases, an individual’s lived experience was not considered a good enough form of evidence by itself.